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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
Park Plaza at the following times:

The LSA Secretariat has prepared this Meet~ng Han~book
to serve as the official program for the F1fty-t~1rd
Annual Meeting of the Linguistic S?ciety o~ Amer1c~.
The Program Committee chaired by M1chael S1lverste1n
and consisting of Henry Hoenigswald, S. Jay Keyser,
Sally Mclendon, Richard Smaby and Bernard Spolsky,
reviewed the submitted abstracts and assembled the
program for this meeting.

It

we would like to take this opportunity to formally
acknowledge the help which has been giv~n by t~e
Boston Local Arrangements Committee. Th1s Comm1t~ee
was chaired by S. Jay Keyser, Massachuset~s Inst1tute
of Technology, and consisted of Mark Balt1n, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Mary Clark,
University of New Hampshire, Janet.Dean Fodor, .
University of Connecticut, Jane Gr1ms~aw, ~rande1s
University f·1atilda Holzman, Tufts Un1Vers1ty,
Judy Kegl,'Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Martha Laferriere, Southeastern Massachusetts
University and University of Massachusetts, Boston,
Joan Maling, Brandeis University, John McCa~thy,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Ronn1e
Wilbur, Boston University, Moira Yip, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and Anne Zaenen, Harvard
University.
we hope that this Meeting Handbook will be a useful
guide for those attending the meeting, as well as
serve as a permanent record of the 53rd Annual
Meeting.

LSA Secretariat
December 1978

Thursday, 28 December

Thel'e will be an LSA Book Exhibit of
stic publications in Stanbro Hall.
exhibit is scheduled to be open at the
lowill9 hours:
lft.r~.

- .nay.

28 Decanber

29 December

Friday, 29 December
Saturday. 30 December

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
3:30 - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
3:30 • 6:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. - noon

CASH BAR

tilt display cop1es 1n the LSA Joint Book
(Xhibit will be sold and the proceeds
~ted to fellowships for the Linguistic
Institute. (Display copies have been
~sly donated by the publishers ex•tbitil\9 in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit.)
~s for display copies, at a discount
rf ss greater than that given by the publfsller. will be taken "-fle the Exhibit is
Ill progress if accompanied by prepa)'lllent.
loOkS IIUSt be picked up by 10:00 a.m. on 30
~ber or they will be resold and the
~~~vance paj'lllent donated to Linguistic Institute
fellowships.

J:1 BUSINESS

10:00- 11:00 a.m.
3:00 - -~:GI Pcm•
10:00- 11:00 a.m.
10:00 - 10:30 a.m.

MEETING

Cash Bars are scheduled from 8:3o-10:00 pra.
on 27 December, from 5:30-7:00 p.m. on 28
December, and from 5:301'>6:'-30 p.m. on 29
December on the Mezzanine Level, outside of
the meetinq rooms.
LSA PARTY
The Department of Linguistics and
Philosophy at MIT has arranged a beer/wine and
music party for Friday evening, 29 December.
All those attending the LSA meeting are cordially invited to attend this gathering which
will be held from 8:00p.m. until 1:00 a.m. at
the MIT Student Center on Massachusetts Avenue
in Calrbridge. Maps and directions will be
available at the Registration Desk and the
Information Desk. A donation of $2.00 or more
will be requested at the door with the proceeds
to be donated to the Bernard and Julia Bloch
Fund for fellowships to the linguistic Institutes.

This year the Business Meeting has been
in Ballroom East on the afternoon of
s ~ember from ~:00-4:30 p.m. The meeting
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS
wtll be chaired by Peter Ladefoged, LSA Pres iThe first Annual Meeting of the American
-..t. The members of the Resolutions C011111ittee
Association for Applied Linguistics is
fiw this meeting are John R. Ross. Chair, Eve
scheduled to take place on 28 December 1978
Clark, and James McCawley.
in conjunction with the 53rd Annual Meeting of
the Linguistic Society of America. Thirteen
ftiSIOENTAL ADDRESS
half hour papers have been accepted by the
AAAL Program Committee and are scheduled from
Peter Ladefoged, 1978 LSA President, will
•liver the presidential address on 29 DecEmber 8:30a.m. til noon and from 1:30 p.m. til
1~ at 4:45 p.m. The address is entitled
4:30 p.m. on 28 December in Parlors AB&C of
the Boston Park Plaza. Following the papers
lfundallental Phonological Units."
the AAAl will hold its f irst Business meeting
which members are encouraged to attend. There
will be an evening session, chaired by the
President, Wilga Rivers, which will feature
Ms. Georgene Loveclcy of the Council for
Charles A. Ferguson speaking on nlanguage
lilt International Exchange of Scholars (CIES)
Problems in Applied Linguistics.n Abstracts
will be available to meet with LSA members and of the papers begin on page 61 of this meeting
*legates in Room 405 of the Boston Park
handbook.
Plaza Hote1 Thursday, 28 DecEmber from 1: 004:00 p.ll.
RECORDING OF SESSIONS
~uled

The Linguistic Society has made arrangements with Track Z Taping of Rockville,
Connecticut to tape record sessions at the
1978 Annual Meeting. All papers presented by
authors who have given their permission will
be taped, as well as the discussion period
following the papers. Casette tapes will be
available for purchase by meeting participants
approximately 25 minutes after each session
is recorded.

I!IONAL ENomtiENT FOR THE HliWUTI ES
Mr. Nick Oemara of the Division of Fellow-

•1ps of the National Endowment for the Human-

fttes (NEH) will be available to discuss the
Ill programs with LSA members on Friday, De~r 29 from 9:00a.m. until noon in Room
405 of the Boston Park Plaza.
IJIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Dr. Paul Chapin the Deputy Division Diof the Division of Behavioral and
~1 Sciences of the National Science Foun...!!onlSA (NSF) will be available to meet
••w•
members in Room 407 of the Boston
~tor
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Edward L. Keenan I
Leonard M. Faltz,
University of C&l1forn1a,
los AAgeles
A New Approach to logical
Types for Natural Language

8:30 B.G. C&IIIPbell (Drake U)i De1ctic

Orientation and Spider Man

9:00 Robert B. Kaplan (U Southern
California); Contrastive
Rhetorics
9:30 Tej K. Bhatia (U Illinois);
Computer-Based Hindi Teaching

Discussants:
David Dowty (Ohio SU)
Barbara Hall Partee (U Mass) Chair: Leonard Newmark
Richard Smaby (Penn SU)
10:00 William R. Acton (U Michigan);
Three Sources of Variance in L2
Research "Attitude" Measures
10:30 Barbara F. ff'Md (Y· PenasYl

lillnct1onei ·~ ef· ~IR!tUge &

the Second language Classroom

11:00 Bruce T. Downing {lJ Minnesota};
Formally and InfOrmally Acquired
English: Contrasts in Vietnamese-English Bilingualism
11:30 Cecil Nelson (U Illinois);
Intelligibility in Non-Native
Varieties of English

THURSDAY

Eugene Nida

nlf.Tam~i7-ir.i~f:'1~rrornrn~i0ruiTif1f."CfiUriiial'lffi1'0"5:uT::n:i1fl~ilTft-~~~~!Sfi'1JT:il : 30

Ern'll y Kl eni n (Harvard U);
Object
and Person in a Lyric
Text

:vilii!TT[i;~~~~!!!Tfn~::l.fiTT!-Iim;;nr"'J5'r:w:o>imilr.i1r.lw'f:"'-bm;Tr;:"TT.;t;:;:;;c"'TiiAl~nr:~-J2: oo &
Ell en Schauber (Northwestern U)
Ellen SpolskY (U New Mexico);
Pragmatics in a Model of Literary Competence

:30 Douglas A. Flahive (Colorado
State U); The Recognition of
Point of View Conflicts in
Narrative
ir: Betty Wallace Robinett
:00 Philip Jones (U Illinois)>
Modality Interference with the
Writing of English
:30 Thomas Scovel (U Pittsburgh);
The Relationship between the
Ability to Perceive Musical
Pitch and Linguistic Pitch:
Psycholinguistic Experiments
with Neurolinguistic Ramifications
:00 James S. Noblitt (Cornell U);
Compensation and Catastrophe:
The Problem of Motor Equivalence in Vowel Production
:30-BUSINESS MEETING (American Assn
:30 for Applied Linguistics)

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

2:00-4:30 p.m. LSA Business Meeting. Chair: Peter Ladefoged; Resolutions Committee: John R. Ross, Chair. Eve V. Clark, &James D. McCawley
The following rules for motions and resolutions were prepared by William J. Gedney and Ilse Lehiste and approved by the Executive Committee at
its June 1973 meeting. LSA members are urged to follow these ground rules in order to have their motions and resolutions considered at the
Business Meeting.
RULES FOR MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS
l. Definitions. A motion is anY proposition calling for action whether by an officer of the Society, the Fxecutive Committee or the membership.
A resolution express~ opinion or feeling of a group. Resolutions are of two kinds: a) resolutions expressing "the sense of the majority of
the meeting.'' and b) resolutions expressing "the sense of the majority of the membership."
2. Procedure regarding motions. 2.a. Motions are in order only at the duly constituted annual business meeting. Voting is restricted to members of the Society. Motions may be initiated by the Executive Committee or from the floor. 2.b. Motions initiated by the Executive Committee
require for their passage a majority vote of members voting at the meeting. 2.c. Motions initiated from the floor, if they receive affirmative
vote of a majority of members voting at the meeting are then to be submitted by the Executive Committee to a mail ballot of the mem~rship of the
Society in the next issue of the LSA BULLETIN. Passage requires: a) a majority of those voting; and b) that the total of those voting in favor
must be at least 2~ of the personal membership. 2.d. If a member wishes to introduce a motion, but prefers to avoid ~he delay involved in 2. c.
above. he may submit his motion in advance to the Executive Committee (before their regular meeting preceding the business meeting at Which the
motion is to be introduced) with a request that the Executive Committee by majority vote of the Committee. approve the introduction of the motion
at the business meeting as a motion initiated by the Executive Committee (see 2.b. above).
3. Procedure regardin~ resolutions. 3.a. Resolutions m~ be introduced at the annual business meeting or at any special meeting of the Society,
such as the summer mee ing. 3.6. A Resolutions Committee consisting of three members will be appointed by the president prfor to the beginning
of -each regular or special meeting. Any member wishing to introduce a resolution must submit it in advance to the Resolutions Committee. which.
1n addition to its traditional duty of formulating resolutions of thanks and the like. will have the duty to make sure that the language is clear.
and that duplication is avoided. The Resolutions Committee may meet in advance for this purpose or may, if necessary. retire to caucus during
the course of the meeting. 3.c. A resolution expressing the sense of the majority of the meeting requires for its passage the affirmative vote
of a majority of the members voting at the meeting. 3.d. If at least ten members present at the meeting so desire. a resolution may be broadened
to express "the sense of the majority of the membership," regardless of whether or not it has passed the procedure in 3.c. above. by the foll~ng
steps: the resolution 1s forwarded to the Executive Committee for submission to the membership by mail ballot (in the next issue of the LSA
BULLETIN). Passage of such a "sense of the majority of the membership" resolution requires the affinnatfve vote (over 5~) of the membership
responding •
•m. Presidential Address: "Fundamental Phonological Units" by Peter Ladefoged
Reception at MtT

;

&Semantic Differences

Three Types of Texts

BREAK

David M. Perlmutter.
University of California,
rr:Jt'llli'i~~iilt';':::-rTn;;;o::~DT.:::::T:---1 San Diego
Empirical Evidence D1stfnrr:nl~~~~~~rr~:;-;;:=l1r.-:;;:::.-=-·lguish1ng
current
Approachessome
to Syntax

rr:~kreii~~~~}i~lij!h~~~~ Discussants:
Bnmon Bach (U Mass)
Kenneth Hale (MIT
vid Perlmutter

abstracts
of regular papers

('I'IIURS PN:

gt}dzU.pg the

GR)

Plaoement of Accent in Discourse

ACCA!Ilt in discoorse neither coofarms to the :rules proposed for isolAted senun:es, nor

eolelY a matter of individual varlatial. Rather the placeuEnt of sentence stress or
~lish discourse deperds en the interactial of several factors .
~ and unaccented lexical items were sul:mitted to a factor analysis based m 10
Coded variables suggested in the literature as indicators of accent placEment. Three fact#S were extracted, accrun~ for
of the variaB:e in the data: Transitial Point,
Ole Modified. Factor scores were calculated and subnitted to a regressicn analysis, ~
. . . . that these factors were significant predictors (p <.01). Certain features , such
,. new infcmuaticn and specific word classes, were not fQ.Irld to account for variance .
'Die. results also show that other variables need to be isolAted to account for residual
~ and suggest
features of accent should be cmsidered. In many
txlld!tialal sttxlies in ·
tic theory, the use of perfotmll1'lCe data has been suspect.
bas been used,
ca:mance has been viewed as a reflecticn of CCJ!q)etence or as an
illdkatim that caopetenc.e exists. Such an approsc:h assunes the researcher has an mder~ of the ~tence beq investigated. 'Ibis study suggests a further step: at
leaSt with respect to accent placEment, perfomance is a Wtrf of ~ CQq)E!tence,
not simPly exsDpli.fying it. ~ly, this method shows that interactiooal ccmpetence
11 tmolved in the use of accent in discrurse.
11

,ccent in spcntaneoJB

m

STATEMENT FROM THE PROGRAM COMMITTEE

The abstracts which appear in this Meeting
Handbook are photocopies of the originals
submitted to the LSA Program Committee.
Infelicities of style, grammar, punctuation
and spelling are the responsibility of the
authors.

-it

tba==ti.cnal

Jdll Aitcblson, LOndon school of Economics
~ Bailey, LOndon School of Bconomics
~ppiness

(SAT /Jt:

BB)

about Not tmhapp!l People

Ill a -11-known paper, Langendoen and Bever (1973) arque that sentences of the type
A DOt unhappy 1111111 arri'Nd are ungr.-tical but acceptable. While aqreeing that ungr~
tical but acceptable sentences are theoretically plausible, - claia that L a B'a
~u are fallacious in this particular case. They reach their conclusions by confaling two different types of rulea via rules which relate synonyaoua and near synonymous
MDtencea, and -11-fon~ednesa principles.
Acceptability teats carried out with approxillately 100 inforliiiUlta on NEG (un)-.ADJ
coaatructiona 1nc1icater (1) that optional deletions pemitted by the -11-formedness
principles do not necessarily correlate with deletions which occur in the course of the
traaafon~~~tional derivation of a sentence. (11) that in certain sentences, two opposing
wll-formeclnesa principles -y clash. Althouqh it 1a at.oltiatica11y possible to predict
wbich of these will be givan priority, it ia iapoaaible to draw a firm line between -11rw.d and 'ill-fonl8d 0 sentences in these circUII8tancea.
'l'he conclusion drawn ia that 'psychologically real' gr-.ra IIUBt be baaed on batter!•
of scientifically designed acceptability teats, which attack the problelll under diacuaaion
f~ a nWIIber of different anqlea.
lift O.T. Lanqendoen a T.G. a.ver. •can a not unhappy person be called a not aad one?'. In
A r.atachrift for Morris Balle ed. s.R. Anderson • P. ~parsky (Bolt, 1973).
~

s.

~x1cal

Allen, University of California, Berkeley

(P.RI A/11:

ABC)

Diffusion of a Derivational Norpheme

The suffiX -!sc- did not attach itself all at once to the verbs
where it is found in Latin or Romance, but it appeared suddenly on
~vidual items.
Its spread follows the pattern of Wang (1969)'s
lexical diffUsion theory, in which change is ab~t Ehcnetically but
lexically
gradual. The morphological pair SENE0{SENESC0 'be old'lkrow
old 1 ~pear around 132BC and BBC respect!vely, while VIRE~/VIR!sC~ 'be
green'(b~gin to be green' are first attested around 184BC and 55BC.
Many
other -ESC- verbs were created in Latin and Romance. Conditions favoring
the diffusion of the suffix are semantic, stylistic and phonological.
Verbs, adjgctives and nouns indicating color, age, size and similar states
lay take -ESC-, which often has an inchoative sense. Forms with the suffix,
Which is stressed, often occur first in metrical poetry or rhymed prose.
The suffix also occurs so as to eliminate vowel alternation, as in Spanish
'fontece/acontecer 'it happens'l~o happen' in contrast with cuenta/ contar
t countsljfto count•.

Josh Ard, Universi.t!l of Wi.sconsi.n, lfi.lwauhe

(FRI All:

GRJ

('I!RURS Pit:

BW)

Naturalness and Phonetic Detai.l

Discussions of naturalness in generative phonology have generally been concerned
with rules marking morphological relationship and rarely, if at all, with phonetic detail
rules. Yet, as Ladefoged has demonstrated, even "universal" coarticulation processes
differ in detail from language to language, and thus form an integral part of the phono.
logy of an individual language. ln this paper I will consider the naturalness of the
phonetic detail rules required by different underlying vowel systems that have been
proposed for modern Russian. Several phonetic details of the Russian vowel system are
more naturally predicted by an abstract system in which i and !r ! and ~ are distinct
than by the classical phonemicist description in which i and ! as well as ! and ~ are
allophones. This runs counter to the general trend in phonology in which naturalness
correlates with concreteness rather than abstractness. finally, I will offer a diachronic
explanation as to why this apparently unexpected situation arose.

Ruth Armentrout 1 uni versi. t!l of Cali forni.a , Los Angeles

(THURS Pill

BlfJ

,... Bar-Lev, Uni.versi.t!l of Cali.fornia, Los Angeles

Jrthur Palacas, Uni.versit!l of Akron

The Early Correlative Use of the Old Bngli.sh Indeclinable Particile be

(THURS AH:

BW)

s~tic Command over Pragmati.c Priority

'J!hia paper considers awet'a.l a.nal7see of the nature and function of OE ~
and then arcues that its use as a subordinatinl particle developed out o~ita

earlier correlative use as a deaonstratiTe particle which linked a subordinat•
clause with a demonstratiT• noun phrase in th~ main clause· at a time when correlative constructions occurred frequently in the lan,uace. This analY.eia
accounts for the faot that. ~ was uaecl in a variety of oonatruction:a such: as
r~lative clauses, subject and object complements, subordinate ~laua.a introduced by prepositional phrases aontaininc either a demonstrative prono~ or
an abstract noun, and clauses introduced b:y the conjunction ~ as well as
the fact that~ was not used in all OS subordinate· clause constructional it
did not occur with the conjunction !!,! 'if', with adverbs such as ~ 'nov•
when used as conjunctions, or even with the demonstrative· adverbs suoh aa
~ •then'. In conclusion, the paper considers the subsequent reanalysis· of
~as a subordinatinc particle and the extension of its use to non-demonstrative
constructil.'na.

David Barker, Ohio State Universit!l
Olga Garnica, Ohio State University

Free word-order o't the Russian t¥pe ie coamonly thought to involve
• euper-trane'tormation tbat 'ecramblea• maJar eonatituenta tree]¥ Here
. . .~ the neceeaity 'tat' describiqr Rualian word-order with aeve~al
tar-all¥ and 'tuDCti<JDal]¥ nparate movement t.rana'tcruationa o't mare
ar4inax'1 •orts.
_!~at,twe ~~· f(or the separateness o't Rbea.tic-Subject Poetpoeiqg
11 fiSb~)on~t n,_ la ) wh(ere it is dependent on CoupleiDint Prepod~ '
('loP c
, UY a.u:~o 1n lb) where it 1e independent.
(la) 111ebu ]¥ubit Jllaba
'llleha loves lliaha'(where 'lliaba' 1s Thelllatic)
(lb) 14ft Jluba
'(Here) comes Jlasha •
Second, we argue 'tor- the separateness. o't two types o't COIIIplement
SbittS Empbaa.is Shi:tt differs from Topic ahin. in detaila o't operation
(u exe~zplit"ied, inter a11a, in such c Cllt.raata as (2))
(2)
IIISHU, lfula l¥ub1t
'lllsba loves IIISHA' (Eapbasie)
l:Ut not •lrishu Mlaba ly\lbit
'llaeba loves .llieha' (Topic c:r. (la))
11 .. u ae differiJ:W in diacClUrse fUnction.
'

(SA'!! AN :

EM)

Brtsting pragmatlo a.na:Lyses of oonjunot1on (e.g. Sohmerl1ng,
asswae that ~ 1s oogn1t1ve].y aymmetrio, thus equating its
o~t1ve meaning wi~logioal oonjunot1on. These analyses use
ooaversational implicature to derive meanlngs of the type s• is
loall or chronolo 1oall
rior to s•.
----ese
yses are s own ere o
equate, in that they
pre41ot various 1noorrect impl1catures, e.g. 1~ply1ng that "Maz
Udn't go to sohool: he got sick• is equivalent to "Max didn't go
~ aohool and he got sick".
our reformulation ot the oogn1tive meaning or and predicts
1uoh 1mplioatures in terms or a notion of semanti;-Toomm•nd'
(pgn-pr1or1tY of s• overS'). We conclude that logical oonjunot1on
11 pragmahoa1li derived from, rather than being basio to, the
l~stio meaning ot ~·
Po~ner)

~1n Battison, Northeastern Uni.versi.t!l
larlan Lane, Northeastern Universi.tg
lriJlCOls Grosjean, Northeastern Universit!l

(THURS PN:

BE)

Conversa tional Codeswitching in Th0111as Mann's The Magic Hounta.in

A recent trend in linguistic approaches to literary study has been to
focus greater attention on the role of pragmatic issues in the analysis ot
literary texts. One aspect ot language usage which has been identified as
a pragmatic issue is the phenomenon of codeswitching(Gumperz, 1976), The
occurrence of this phenomenon in literary discourse has been examined primarily as indicating the distinct speech habits and social background ot
characters and narrators(Page,l968,Traugott,l978)or as evidence tor reconstructing local syntactic constraints in bilingual utterances(Timm,l978).
In this study we investigate the function of metaphorical codeswitching
behavior represented in literary dialogue as a device for interpreting the
interpersonal dynamics of character interaction within a literary work. WI
analyze cases of eodeswi tching within the character dialogue of a chapter
from Thomas Mann's The Magie Mountain, in which two interlocutors frequently alternate between German and French. We examine the use of codeswitches as a means of conveying the intentions and attitudes of the
speakers to one another. We also consider the occurrences of German/French
eodeswitehing within the novel as a compositional device within the work
as a whole.

lrobed Recall Latenci.es Reflect Sentence Structure in American Si.gn Lal1guage

!:tive signers of American Si~n Lang~age (ASL) were shown videotaped sign sentences which
sire probed for.reca!l of a s1ngle s1gn at avery possible lexical position. The probe
shown 1mmed1ately after presentation of the sentence· S's task was to produce the
1gn was
!hat followed the probe sign in the preceding sentence. 'Response latencies correlaon ~onth.the structural complexity of the probe position. A Complexity Index based solely
Pl1ngu1stic tree structures accounted for 187: of the variance in reaction times while
: erformance Index 1-lhich additionally makes reference to the midpoints of constituents
~counted for 60~ of the variance. These findings extend the generality of the perfor~~1structure model based on pausing in spoken En glish to another language in another
ro ty, ~SL, and to ano~her experimental variable, probed recall latencies. They also
v1de ev1dence that lex1cal recall is sensitive to constituent boundaries within clauses
we11 as beb1een clauses.

:eJ"

!s

3

susan Berk-Seliflson, Un1ver.dt!l of Ar1=ana

Bley-Vroman, lhlivers1ty of 2'exas

(SAT Jill:

li.BC)

Subtect1!t Reactions to Phonological variation in Costa Rican Spanish

The results of a subjective reaction test, along the lines of Lambert et al, and
Labov, on a sample of 440 Costa Ricans, indicate that in societies where educational
levels are not generally high, social status groups may be differentiated phonological!
by the use of prestigeful features rather than by stigmatized ones, contrary to find~
regarding social dialects in the U. S. (e.g. Wolfram and Fasold). Participating list~
discriminated between three speakers whose reading of a Spanish text varied only accor«.
ing to their percentage use of stigmatized and prestige phonological variables, speefft.
cally, accent shift, vowel alternation. and consonantal alternation. As hypothesized,
listeners assigned occupational status to, distanced themselves socially fr011. and attrt.
buted personality and socioeconomically related traits to speakers, according to the
degree of prestigefulneaa or stigmatization of the latter's speech. However. wberaae
listeners could distinguish well between the prestige speaker, on the one hand, and the
intermediate and stigmatized speakers on the other, they barely differentiated betveea
the latter two. Whereas male and female listeners did not differ significantly fr011 each
other in their reactions, contrary to expectation, older listeners, compared to younger
ones, significantly more often discriminated between speakers in the expected direction
confirming further that sociolinguistic competence is acquired gradually.
'

lt bal been suggested (&ley-Vroman, CLS 11) that an abstract phonological analysia
of Old Icelandic requires an early rule of Umlaut li~ited to the vowels of strong
•tlLablea, followed by a later rule of medial syncope, followed by a more general
rule of Umlaut , and that this aynchronic order must , on general grounds, correspond
.-ctly to the order of the historical changes. This proposal, however, is at odda
with every other treatment of the problem (from Sievers and Kock to Penzl and King)
~. more seriously, seems to fly in the face of certain runic evidence of very early
1t41&l syncope, apparently limited to position after strong syllables (especially
tb• inacriptiona!!!! and vige at Stro~). This paper argues that these forma can be
IIPleioed entirely without reference to syncope at all, that they ere the result of
other processes known to operate in Norse (particularly Sievers' Law and constraints
, 1aia.t vowel hiatus and certain glide-vowel combinations) which together act to
.talc the effect to syncope. All analyses based on these erroneously interpreted runes
CIA therefore be abandoned -- a conclusion which has serious implications both for
cbl relationship of synchrony to diachrony end for the nature of Umlaut and syncope .

Peter C, Bjarkman, Geor(/e Nason universitll

J,

istics t Contributions of Theoretical Phonal
St:4nrpB's theory of natural phonology has had oonsidsmbt.e tmpaot as a 81J&tem o
phonologicat analysis and rmy wlt be (in the t.»rds of A. Sol'lf'llB'l'stein) "one of the
mat important developments in phonological theory, if not the most importe.nt, since
generative phonology itself" (MO<Um Phcnotagy-1,978). 1'he ll1idsr appU.oation of
this thecey to fietds BUDh as ~e pe&gogy have yet to be cUmr:mstrated~ howewr. w• .1. [)mists (S'tavio and East Ewoopean Jouma1.-t975J offers the ontv tentative attempts in this di.reoticn ~these aN in l.a'l'ge pal't diminished bv Daniela'
inadequate understanding of natural phonology' s die tinction betwen morphophonsmia
":rutes" and at.taphonic "processes". Using l!hglish and Sp8nish as ita data BCUl'Os•~
this present paper illustrates the fottot.rlng points: (1) natural phonology pl'OlJidss
a more eatisfactoey basis fozo both contrastive analysis of l!hglish/Spanish and
for the practical teachinq of pronunciation than does either taxonomic phonology
or generative phonology; (2) what has been viewd in tl'aditi.ol'lat phonology as f'Ns
variations are not free at att but the rmnifestaticns of eztenaions and limitations
of processes; (J) that phonotagicat processes are teteotagicatty different from
phonot.ogi.cat :rules cames the implication that they must be differentt.y taught;
and (4) since processes relate to the teaching of pronunciation and :rutes to ths
teaching of form:zZ gMlmlar~ for the pronwnciation teacher contn:rsts betwen processes impty potential el'l'Or sourees (failure to suppress native processes or to
acquire non-native ones) whereas the contrasts betwen :rules do not predict BUDh
intel'ference ( BUDh errors being dwz onty to inadequate teaming J.
Hatte Rubenstein Blejer, Un1versit!l of Texas
(1'RI Jllfz /UIC}

ltl•tflll111i to Elliptical Speech:

Natural Phonol

in A

lied Lin

,On the Discourse and Reanalgsi.s of Two

Semitic Particles

s.

Bond, Ohio Un.tv ers1tg

('l'RURS PH:

P&!i Attention to stressed Vowels

If the phonological structure of an utterance i s systematically distorted, then
ti1torting those properties which are perceptually most salient would be expected
to lead to maximal disruption of perception/comprehension. Four narrative paragraphs
Wire subjected to\systematic phonological distortions : l}voi ced obstruenta were
nplaced by voiceless obstruents and vice versa; 2} nasal stops were replaced by
oral stops and vice versa; 3) place of articulation for stops and nasals was changed
at random; 4} front vowels were replaced by corresponding back vowels and vice
wersa. English phonotactic constraints were not violated. The elliptical speech
,.rasraphs and a nondistorted parasraph were presented to listeners under various
~ditiona. Although the absolute level of difficulty of the perception/ comprehension
of tbe paragraphs varied acording to listening and response conditions, vowel distortion
produced twice as great a decrement in comprehension as any other phonological
tietortion. Perhaps listeners to continuous speech employ the heuristic strategy
"Pay attention to stressed vowels", as suggested by Bond and Garnes ( Carnegie
S,.posiiJIIl on Cognition, June, 1978).

AMe R. Botler, lhliversi.t!l of Pennsylvania

(PRI Jill:

llltervocali.c /z/ in Breton, and the z-xule

This paper investigates two particles found in a number of Semitic languages.
Based on an analysis of the use of these particles in the earliest Semitic texts
(fro~ Akkadian), and on their subsequent reanalysis in Semitic, it is claimed that
these particles must have had primarily a discourse function in Proto-semitic. one
of the particles, -ma, appears to serve as a topic-marker (in Akkadian and in Ethiopic
Semitic) I the second particl e , sa (also su and si) has been claimed to mark "new•
head NP's in relative and genitiVe constrUction;-(Ravn 1941). An examination of the
diachronic development of these discourse particles suggests that their "proto-functions"
were much more similar than evidence from Akkadian indicates. so, for example, both
particles are used: (1) to strengthen negation (and later reanalyzed as part of a
discontinuous negative morpheme in Ethiopic Semitic and certain Arabic dialects), (2)
as an indefinite. marker (especially with interrogative pronouns and adverbs) , and (3)
as or co-occuring with a relative marker or genitive marker. Furthermore, what se~
to be a reflex of sa is found in questions and forming question words in Arabic dialectlt
and as a "particleof astoni shmentn in Ethiopic Semitic.
4
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Hugh fi. Buckingham, Jr., Purdue Un1v.rsitl}
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R. ChesanOtt, !t'ashingt:on University
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What Aphasia 'l'ells us About Normal Language

In the preface to Fodor, Bever and Garrett ' s (1974) influential book on psyc holinguistt
Verbal .deacr1pt1ona or the aam h t
ory, the authors write (p. xiv), "It is • • . the sad truth that remarkably little has be c
O&raph wer)• l&«bered trom 24
_ .............-..... a&ea 5' 6, 7, and 10 (au 1ne
learned about the psychology of language processes in normals from over a hundred yea:U
6 adults were
k d r
I rouJt and from 6 adulta.
aphasia study .•. " I will arque that data from aphasic speakers shows precisely What 8
or'plan' or the•:1•
or written deacr1pt1ona. The overall
speech e rro r findings show. In most ins tances the error s of both populations
anal;y11la; termed a 181 •::ureea " 11 exu1ne4. A new unit or dietively similar and are subject to practically identical constraints. Speech
and
pa;ycholo&1call;y. JSi!~.th~dp~p~aed and det1ned both 11n&u1at1chas led to the postulation of a level , prior to one where lexic al items are ~··~•K•~oglc:~•~
all ace &roupa waa round to be 1 serr'ani~at1: tbr the 41eooureer
characterized, where there is grammatical structure and semantic coding for the words
•111 aubJect matter areaa or the pictuN• : 18 :u
P••••• onr the tour
and CUtler, 1977) . I will show that this bifurcation of levels is, and in fact has been
8 rat•11 waa tound to be
1elect1ve, discrete, an4 o;yclical cb& •
since early in this century (Pick , 1931), necessary to explain lexical anomalies in a
1kUle4 bUIIan act1T1 t1ea. A aal1e~oe h~:;:::•t~ca ah&Nd w1th other
tain population of aphasic speakers. In addition to parallels at the lexical level, ~
ot 1ntormat1on, both in Whole •••••• and wi 1 8tlt1'111ned the order
are striking similarities at the phonological level a s well. Data from speech errors
unlopent . Of the IUC08111Te Pill ltl"&t811~~
~ndth1T1dual _P&IIee. 'l'be
no rmal subj ects, as r eported in studies like Garrett (1975), Fromkin (1971) and Boomer
8
.-al1t.at1n. !'he mean number or
o
quantitative and
Laver (1968), have all shown essentially the same interactive constraints between targett
~ aa did the 1ntormat1veneaa ~·:::•.:•r deaor1pt1on lnoreaaed with
and errors . Anticipa tory and perseverative exchange errors generally occur in ana1ogoua
11
~·r or oontent1ve 8 per ••••·
eaea
meaaured b;y counttna the
syllabic environments . Quite often the tar get and error share prosodic characteristics.
In many cases stre ss saliency will condition an error. In addition, the errors seem to
undergo some type o f surface phonological filter which a ssures proper allophonic
tion and only permissible phonotac tic sequences. I will demonstrate that ~noooLc~ 1
in aphasic speakers requi re the same constraints and thus lead to s imilar language p~~~ll
models for normal speakers. Hopefully, then , I will have illustrated how data from apt..atatl ~ld G. Chu~, Ohio State University
(THURS PH : Bit')
can indeed tell us something about the psychology of language processes in normals.
~cagparipg the Relative Power of 'I'heories of Rule Ordering

.:0: ac•

°

0

Milton C. Butler, University of 'l'exas

(SAT All:
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Factive Predicates and the Hanieulation of Narrative Point of View in Fiction

In ordinary conversation factive predicates presuppose that their complements are true.
In f i ction authors often exploit factive predicates to c onvey, without explicitly assert•
~9 it, information about a fictitious world.
The sentence "Mrs Mooney • • • knew that
the young men were only pass~ng the tilne away", freD "The Boarding House" by Ja;e; Joyce
(Dubliners, Panther, 57), is typical . Joyce uses it to inform the reader that the yo~
men were only pass ing the time away1 but what the sentence asserts i s merely that Mra.
Mooney was aware of this, There se~ to be an understanding between reader and author,
related to Grice's conversational maxims of Quality and Manner, that things the author
has his ch~acters presuppose are to ·be accepted as having the author's endorsement. By
usi ng presupposition to define his fic titious world the author identifies his own point~
view with that of one of his characters. An author may, however, use factive predicatea
to pr esuppose things that turn out to be false . One cle ar example is :Katherine Mansfield's story "Bliss" (Bliss and Other Stories , Penquin). Along with many other presupposition-c arrying devices, Mansfield uses factive predicates in sentences like "Ber~
realized that she not only bored him1 he real ly dis liked her" (107) t o convey things that
are revealed to be f a lse . The effect is to distance the author from the character from
whose point of view the story appears to be told, creating two points of vi ew, the
character' s and the author's.
Veda R. CharrOtt, National Center for Administrative Justice

(SAT All:

It hss oft en been clai~d t hat theori e s whi ch d0
t
, not permit rules to be extri nsicusuaing tha t the theori es in questi on canre:n r ic!ive ~h~ those which do . However ,
ee be shown t hat any t heory which re uire g1 ' e ra e an J.nf lni t e numbe r of languages ' i t
less restric ti ve t han t he t heo ries pr~hibi:inJ.n=~~r ~artial ordering of r ule s is not
~ed in t he literat ure, but rather t hat two g
ns J. c orderi~g which have been pr oftSpect to power . This is s o beca use neithers~~~ t heo ries are l ncommer.s ur able with
wllich is a s ubset of that generable by the oth
ory can generat~ a set of languages
~ered linearly i n a part i cular w
t d i er. F? r example, 1f two rules when
one input form, but i n a counter-f~d~n:nrel:t~ofe~~ngi r~lationship wi th r espect to
~ory proposed in Koutsoudas Srnders
d N
ns 1P w t respect to anothe r , t he
Uum eithe r of the t wo posst bie out p t an ° 1~ ( l 974) generates a differ ent output
Similar considerations demonstrate t~e s genera le by a theo ry Of linear ort:ering.
~ed theor ies of r u:e or der i ng wi th t~utual in7ommensurability of all currently propowe rful than that whi ch r~qui res 1~ excep(tJ. on that An
)
derson ' s {1974) theory is
ne ar or par tial orderin~~: .
LUy ordered are 'less power ful' o r ' mor e
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A Final Report on the Comprehension of Jury Instructions

This paper reports on the final results of s two~ear psycholinguistic study of the
comprehensibility of the professional jargon commonly known as "legalese".
This study
is significant in that it demonstrates that it is both possible and valuable to study
language comprehension in relation to real world tasks. (Cf. Fillmore, 1975; Morgan,
1975 ; Shuy & Larkin, 1977; Hancher, 1978). Furthermore, the approach to the problem,
the techniques of analysis, and the results have ~ortant ~lications for studies of
pragmatics and for linguistic theory. In this study, we attempted to isolate those
linguistic features--lexical, syntactic, s~ntic and pragmatic--which appear to typify
11
legalese11 as manifested in standard jury instructions. Because those features differ
from standard English usage--albeit in predictable ways--legal language is difficult for
the lay person to understand. (O'Barr & Conley, 1976; Danet, 1978). Data from a paraphrase task involving over 200 jurors will be presented. The first set of jurors was
required to orally paraphrase standard civil jury instructions. An analysts of their
parap~ases pinpointed various linguistic items and constructions which appeared to ~
comprehension difficulties. Based on this data, the instructions were systematically ~·
written aad presented in the same manner to a second group of jurors. In addition to
effecting significant increases in comprehension, we were able to empirically isolate
of the linguistic features of this type of legalese which cause comprehension problea&•

.,re

'~a Coker, Claremont Graduate School
S~pben Crain, Claremont Graduate School
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Lulcal Access During Sentence Processii!J1.

'fllo uperilaents investigated the effect of

i
P~ or s yntactic and semantic contexts Cln the
·~us between mass and count re di con.
n the first experiment, wor ds which are ameel in sentences by contexts which a nga (e.g. solution, port, ~. punch) were precedPredtctive of a single meaning
E~~: eit~;r syntactic ally (la,b) or semantic ally (2a , b)
~d which followed the senten~e
Y su ects were asked t o j udge whether or not a
1&. aarry gave Fred some punchwasba superordinate category of the ambiguous word, e. g.
b, Harry gave Fred a uncb
•
everage
2a . Toni drank the punch.
beversse
If prior context can
~·
beveras.e
b. Toni landed the punch. beverage
2a while saying "no" ~ui~: l=i~:l access, then the subjec ts should say " yes" to la and
~ently of other lin;uist~c sys~em!f ~=aningbjfro= thhe mental lexicon were a ccessed inde·
Ia the second
iae
•
en au ec ts s ould say "yes" to all four c ases.
t~ly relate:X:;rnotnt,r::x;~e:~b~~cts were asked to judge whether two words were seman~ word (e.g. locker:ches
c on was that if an unambi guous word pr ec eded an ambig~ access to only one oft~! !!::tit wo~ldhserve as prior disambiguating context directfOUnd that prior disambi
ugs o t e ambiguous word . In both experiments we
of an ambiguous word
~ating context directed lexical access t o only a singl e meaning
ill vbtch lexical acc~as i:s~ ~~sulteds subpport an "interactive view" of sentence processing
n uenc
Y prior syntactic and semantic context .
ICc:eas of meaning from the mental lexi

7

Ann Colquhoun, Un.tversi ty of Toronto
Attitudes
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Towards r.tve D.talects of Bnglisb

~is paper will be a report on a language attitude survey conducted
in Toronto, in the winter of 1978. 457 people of various ages, social
classes, geographical backgrounds, and of both sexes were asked to listen
to 20 voices representing five varieties of English and to rate them on a
series of character traits and on a socio·economfc status scale. The
purpose was to establish the relative prestige of, and favorableness in
attitudes towards the five dialects of English: Canadian, Midwestern Americaa, Southern, West Indian, and British, and to examine the effect of the
listener variables: age, sex, social class, and region. Although previous
language attitude studies,, p•rtfoularly those using the •ma~hed guise•
t«~hrtfswe. have found that the variety of language used by a speaker has
15i!ttl t ~trong factor, the results of this study show that the Dialect
factot loses 111uch of its strength when combfn., with real persona11cy
differences and passage content variation. These findings throw a different light on previous studies, and indicate new routes for future
research.

(1975:49-52)* deals with sentences like (1) Nixon save his press secretary a shove
til whicb the predicational nomiQal has no overtly fUled argument-places and ha t be '

_.rpreted by rules of "control". His procedure makes reference to the ;rgument~at:Ucture
tf the verb frOID which the noain&l is derived: (2) SHOVE· (Nl'i NPj) Th
'"j
f

• -ed to NP io and the indirect objeet to HPj. (1) 1a
• then' true • if eandsuoonly
ecti of (2&)ve1a
U ...._
lit
is iDYolved than ailllply semantic 11control01 • Oehrle overlooks a systematic: con- •
~t between sentences like (1) and those like: (3) BaFfY save a sneeze. The fact that
(1) ulOWS an indirect object and (3) does not is a function of the particular predieat~ QOIIinals involved. Both (1) and (3) belong to the set of sive-aentencea vhieh do not
•tail have-aentellCes. Within this set, if the verb from wbich the nominal 18 derived 18
~eitive, an I,O. can oceur with give, and if not, not. The strict-aubcategorial details
of that verb are therefore relevant to wbat can occur in the abe-sentences (1) d ( 3 )
-be related to their "ordinary-verb" counterparts by reference to 8 natu;al bi:arehy:
tDJ - DI!!CT OBJEcr - INDiltEcr OBJECT. Bach of the c:onatituenta followina atve in (1) and
(J) baa IIOVed ~ne place to t~e right em thia hierarchy, 88 compared with its role in the
~aponding ordinary-verb sentence, but retains the same syntactic and semantic: relat-

.,re

f.Oal·
Bernard Comrie, un.tvers.tty of Southern Californ.ta

(PRI Alf:

*"The Gr811111atical Status of the Engllah Dative Alternation": M. I. T. dissertation.

3 RoMyne CONan, Southern Illinois University, carbondale
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Agreement, Ani!!!!Ci, and Vo.tce

~tiqating

In. a011e ~·, ~b.• pe..i'btli~T •t ""~...n~ ill dohninM no~ en}( 'bT ~
••Uor.l rel&U... of noun pl\1'. . . . , lra.t alae 1tT their depee of u.iuo7 C•·C• tint
azul aeoond penon are hlcllor in eDill801' tileD third penon). •oro uS.~~aU nnD
phruea trigguo t~gno..nt h
oxoluin- of 1••• aldll&te. b
..n beatUw .ver'b fol'ea have a aubjeo~ pretiz u4 u o'bjeot nttiz; ill in~ruits.u.- YW'b
formil, 'both profiz ud a\lftix uoodo the a'll'bjoo1. ' Ia the Pre•en1 II, al,T tbi"aatfizal pHition ia aYailableo If ODlT Ollo d nbjeot u4 o\j.Ot ia til'atf•oold 1*'-aon, ..rroo11at ill rith tlla't noa plu>aae, ••C• (uderliaiDC 't!lo nftll phruo tbat weal&
biggol" acreo•a.t) J! ae,
be •••• S• Where ~oth are tirat/aeoon4 pen•, arreeeen~ 18 in faot wUh tho n'bjoot,
! _••• T"-• Vllero _,reeMn't ia w111l. tho
a'l&lljoot, a b~ivecl intrauiUvo fol'lll ..ut be ued (uUpaaal.vo voioe), 1illu Niat&lJWIB the geDeralis&tion tf&o.\ the autt'ixal poaiUoa aDocl•a ' btl'auUin au,eot• . .
beDaiUTe o'bjeota. fho ue of 'Yoioe 'too~ p&~~~~&11oal r.l&Uou 1a an,
neoeitaaz7 in 1Upag08 whore IICI'OeiDoDt S.. determined b1'' Ui1180)0• Ia !aqU'\ t i!. triJ.r
•• et n'bjeot u4 o'bj.Ot ia tint/•eoODd perea, a&l'OOIDtlllt ta vltb 1~~ nOIIIl llbt'u•l
if both are fint/aeooD4 pereon, acre•lllellt 1a b taot with U.e objoo't J ••B• 1 hat
hi•, ho 'b•ab !ltr I beat ZD• Ia !aupt, 8DiU01' VYOI'l'idoa gr&llli&aUoa1 relatl.U,
u4 DO Oh&Dge in VOioe b requir.d h u.iAtaJ.n acne.a't bT ~·~ n~··

~!guoua behavioral evidence on how pragmatic and s

'h•

hi•,

OhU!Oh•••
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Andrew Jl. conract, Princeton univers.tty
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COII!Petence and "Corpus" in Structural L1ngu1stics

Lyons (1973) claims that American structuralism 11was corpus-based (rejecting the
distinction of langue and parole) ... Choasky coaaents, 11Modern grammars are typically
conceived •.• as escriptive statements about a given corpus (text) ... (1964) The
criticism of structuralist grammars is that they are not 10generative"--i.e., they
provided no explicit way of assigning a structural description to a new utterance .
Limited to the corpus of data, grammars did not describe the structure of the
language at all, but merely the structure of the corpus. These routinely acc~pted
criticisms fail on at least two counts. 1) The evidence is clear that fro• Blooafield's 1'Postulates11 through Hockett, the Bloomfieldian school had as the clear
goal of its linguistics the description of a language, not aerely of a corpus.
Graaaars were understood to be 11 predictive. 11 2) The theoretical relation between
the linguist's description and the language 10ability" of the native speaker is clear
in Hockett long before Chomsky proposed the notion of linguistic competence. The
corpus was the sa.ple by which a grammar was to be constructed but as Hockett claiaed.
the "description must be prescriptive ••• in the sense that by following the stateaeots
one must be able to generate any number of utterances in th~ language •• • " (1954) The
concept brought to proainence in Cha.sky's definition of ca.petence had been thor·
oughly defined in the work of the generation preceding him •

•

('l'HURS All:
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the Psychological Basis of Anaphora

ta

i

u tha processing of sentences is essential for the de!:lo;!e~ti:!~r::!i::t~:~t!~ipate

~rtea of speech
b
j d
~ r u gements

perception. This paper shows that
1m
d
exper enta eaigned to study
in making intrasentential anaphoric connections provide exactl
~ typfe ohefevidence. Subjects (N•69) were required to select the appropriate a!taAaeDt o t
pronoun in sentences of the configuration NP
NP
~~nstruicted to teat specific: hypotheses; (1) in sent!~~;a ;h;;~~h;·=~~~ec~~=e
w~~ a g ven NP and the Pro is pragmatically biased will hi
1
~r syntactic and positional considerations? (2) whe~ prasm!ti: ~=c:~!;:n:~!Pn::~vail
~~~does the proximity of the NP to the Pro influence the choice? (3) if not i
:::: v(VP~r~tie:;.fun~tion of an NP or proximity to another major constituent • s
•
•
e pr ry eterminant? Pragmatic factors were found to exercise the
~teet influence . Gross position of the NP was of no si ifi
t:~e~~ wi~h re~pec~ to syntactic function (NP percieve:Oas ~~:~=~t~!m:r::!ini;:is
a.. addit~!na~ re ateim to Caramazza et ala. (1978) experiment• on causality in.verbs.
exper enta using this same design are proposed .

•pn• Cowart, Cit!l Universit!l of New York
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lfarae Unargued Assumptions
in Lexical Retriev•l
.. 'l'heoZ'!f for Speech Production

~iarg~nts are offered for three assumptions made in recent discussions of lexical reeva in speech production: the passive memory assumption, the single access assum tion,
~the heterogenous memory assumption [cf. , Forster (1976) and Fay and Cutler (1977~]
Qt! paper demonstrates the role of these assumptions, suggests alternatives, and indf:
s some consequences of the resulting theoretical choices. A) A passive memory stores
~h lexical entry at a specific location having only two capabilities: storing informa~O: :~releasing it (given an instruction uniquely addressed to that location). In most
S~iff rfes a central controller performs lexical searches by successively interrogating
tie c ocations and comparing the content retrieved against some criterion However
~h' are reasonable active memory models which posit a logical comparison capability at
~memory location. B) Several theories assume the lexicon is accessed only where a
:::"tic/syntactic representation is replaced by a phonetic representation . But lexical
Mia n:~c structure strongly suggests a "lexicalizatfon" stage which parses a preliminary
s~r" c representation into lexical units vfa the lexicon. C) A heterogenous memory
~ es expressions constructed on two or more distinct alphabets. Assuming that phonetic
sing~~ntfc processing use distinct "mental alphabets", many theorists are conmftted to a
~. e eterogenous lexical memory . Interesting multiple homogenous memory theories have
...oc unexplored.

Stephen Crain, Claremont Graduate School
Pamela Coker, ClareDIOllt Graduate School
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A Semantic Constraint on svntactic Parsing

This research examines how s~ntic information influences syntactic decisions during
sentence processing. Subjects were presented lexical strings having syntactically
cal surface structures but with two possible underlying structures (Complex NP or S).
1. The children taught by the Berlitz method
2. The teachers taught by the Berlitz method
It was predicted that strings of the first type would be processed as complex noun
since the initial noun (children) is likely to be s~ntically interpreted as the object
of the following verb (taught). Strings of the second type should be processed as complete sentences, following the "canonical-sentoid strategy," since the initial noun
(teachers) is a more likely subject of the verb. Using a word probe latency task, it vaa
found that (1) strings were processed more slowly than strings of type (2) (~<.01, dependent t-test). This resalt would be expected if subjects were anticipating additional
lexical material to c~plete the strings they have parsed as complex noun phrases. Since
these results can be attributed to the semantic determination of subjects and objects,
syntactic "perceptual strategies" alone do not appear to be sufficient to account for the
processing of underlying syntactic structures during sentence comprehension. This expertment demonstrates one case in which semantic composition guiies syntactic parsing.
('l'HURS 1111:

Steven Cushing, Higher Order Software and HIT
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Chomsky's study on Wh Movement is has been claimed that Topicalizatio n in
must be reanalyzed in terms of Move WH. The present paper purports to
aw on the basis of Dutch that even in absence of the diagnostic evidence requir:: for Chomsky's analysis there may be independent evidence to describe Topicaliztlon as stated above. It will be shown that topicalized infinitives and
:opicslized prepositional objects must be described in terms of Move WH, or
thar Move O(emonstrativel (following ideas developed in Koster's study on
~trspcsition in LI Monogr. 3). It will be proposed that all root transformations
b8 reanalyzed in terms of morphosyntactic features (+WH, +0, +NEG, etc,), And
it ~ill be claimed that Move 0 (and Move NEG) may also move full phrases , Thus
it is predicted that the antecedent of a complex phrase may be preposed by any
of the morphosyntactic movement rules, while its complement clause stays in
Extreposition. (Predictions concerning complex NPs are slightly more
c~licated.l This way
the seemingly erratic behavior under Topicalization
of complex APs can be explained,

~ G. Dieterich, Center for Applied Linguistics
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Possible and Actual Quantifiers

Given a class of meanings that get expressed morphologically in natural
language, the features that distinguish them determine, in general, a larger
class o! meanings that may or may not get so expressed. One thing. that we
might expect of theoretical semantics would be some account of wh~ch
theoretically possible meanings are actually possible, in some sense, which
ot these actually occur, and what general principles there might be to
account for such facts.
.
our purpose in this paper is to illustrate this point by examin~ng the
semantics of the quantifiers !il and ~· At least three proposals for a
tomal cl\aracterization of tl\e notion "possible quantifier" 1\av~ appeared in
the logical and linguistic literature, and all three are satisr~ed by !!1
and onl • we will argue that all and ~ differ semantically in exactly two
"featur;s", which play a role -rri determining the logical forms of sentences
in which i l l and 2IJJ.x occur. These two semantic features detennine a t otal
or eight possible quantifiers, wl\icl\ might therefore be expected to occur in
natural languages, but ill and ~ are, in !act, the only mel!lbers of this
class that do occur. We will argue that the non-occurrence o! the other six
possible quantifiers in this class can be explained by independently
.
motivated principles, some of which are logical in character, some of wh~ch
are semantic, and some ot which are what is normally considered pragmatic.
the implications !or semantic theory or this way of looking at data
will be discussed. In particular, the importance or using cross-linguistic
evidence to argue tor or against explanatory universals of semantics will be
empl\asized.
BB)

Bmfathv Hierarchies and J1nihpaw Agreement Phenomena
Claims about verb agreement have played a large role in arguments for and against
relational grammar. The facts about agreement in Jinghpaw (or Kachin - a TibetoBurman language) cannot be adequately described either in terms of gr~tical
relations or of topic-focus relationships. For example, in
MaNaw na
a ma
hpe kayat ya lit dai
''MaNaw beat your child.)
MaHaw you GEN child OBJ beat ASP
lit consists of second person agreement -it and !:.• which indicates that agree!llent
~with the possessor of a genitive subject or object. Contrast
nang MaNaw a ma
hpe kayat ya_!!.dai "You beat MaHaw's child."
you MaNaw GEN child OBJ beat ASP
where the n- of ndai is a second person subject agreement marker. An adequate
descriptionof Jinghpaw agreement requires an elaboration of K.uno''s (Kuno lir Kaburald,
LI 8 4 (1977) inter alia) concept of "empathy". The above eXS~~~ples exemplify the
Spee~h Act Pa;ticipant Hierarchy; K.uno & Kaburaki'a Humanness Hierarchy and Discourse
Anaphoricity are also involved 1n determining Jinghpaw agreement.
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r/lue are Two Rather tllans in English

fho.peon (1972) mounts a challenge to the meaning-preserving hypothesis, on grounds that
there is no evidence that tensed vs. untensed rather than clauses derive from distinct
1tructures, yet there is a clear meaning distinction between them ("preference" vs. "denial
of auumption" readings), as illustrated by (la) vs. (lb):
(1) Mary seduced John rather than [a. be/b. was] seduced by him.
Jpt syntactic evidence shows the two clause types ~ derive from distinct structures--tens~
~clauses from coordinates, untensed ones from adverbial subordinates:
On this hypothesis
U&ht Node Raising will apply only to~ (coordinate) clauses, Adverbial-clause-preposl~ only to untensed (subordinate) ones, thus explaining the syntactic paradigm in (2-4):
(2) John fries his potatoes rather than boils/boil them.
~) John fries, rather than [a. boils/b. *boil], his potatoes.
(4) Rather than [a. *boils/b. boil] his potatoes, John fries them,
Also, the Coord. Structure Constraint blocks movement from tensed but not untensed clauses:
(S) John fried the potatoes rather than boiled/boil the cabbage.
(6) Which cabbage did John fry the potatoes rather than *boiled /boil?
nms syntactic evidence shows distinct sources for the two types, preserving the meaningFeaerving hypothesis, A question remains why coordinate/subordinate structures give rise
to the meaning difference between (la,b), Ref.: Thaopsoo, s.,J. of Ling. 8:237-49 (1972).
(P'RI All:
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Rec.tprocus and an IE syntactic Supplet1on

3rugmenn's analysis of reciprocus a s an adjectival dvandva •reco-procois objecti onable morpholog~cally (IE preverbs formed adjectival derivatives by composition in •-Ok -o-, not suffixation in *-ko-) and semantical~ (adj. dvandvas do not othe~Nise occur in Lat.).
Pott's derivation
from a phras e •reque proque (cf. susoue djgue; note t he semantic opposition between the preverbs in both phrases avoid s these difficult ies. Indo-Iranian iica ~araca ( note oppos in~: r1eaninp~s, :: ehagel) and t hemat ic hyposta~es acaparaca- are derivationa lly and semantically identical.
The
combinations of preverbs involved never co-occur asyndetically or in composition (no ~b~ra+V); ditto in e arly Latin (no rd~ro-; s~~ae-). We conclude that Po
s derivation is preferablw (note ~ssim .
-p-kw >k-p-k)
and further that not only doe s d ouble •-k e mark a "complementary uni ty 11
(Gonda), but that it occurs in complementary distribution with asyndeton/
compositton (DelbfUCk thought they stood in free variation). Finally,
nom. per~ t' ampg~ te i s formally i dentical; the meanings were once comPlementazv-("on otnsides and through"); and the asyndetic combination
~hiperi is provably recent.
We posit an IE syntactic suppletion :
Plk*e+P kwe (for preverbs of opposing me anings) I P1 +P 2 (for all others}.
2
ll

Harianna D1 Paolo, University of Texas

(TIIURS AH:
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An Alteznate Bripg/Take Dialect

For the "Standard" bring/take dialect as described in Fillmore (1966, 1971), the
relevant factors determining the choice between the two words are almost entirelf
deictic. The present paper presents an analysis of an alternate ~~dialect
for which deixis cannot fully explain the distribution. For exa~~~ple, in I brought
Mary to Boston and I toox Ma!y to Boston, the difference between brought and took
has to do with whether it is more to the speaker's advantage (brought) or morii""t'
Mary's advantage (~ to have had the action performed. On the other hand, deixia
can account for differences in judgement for sentences such as Brian can take ae !t
coat, can't he? which are acceptable to speakers of Fillmore's dialect but are
rejected by speakers of the alternate dialect. I also discuss language background
along with some other extralinguistic characteristics which seem to define the
alternate dialect group.
Fillmore, charles. (1966) Deictic categories in the semantics of ~· Foundations
of Language, 2s3, 219-227.
(1971) Santa Cruz Lectures on Deixis. UC, Berkeley. Indiana
University Linguistics Club. Nov. 1975.
James Dish1ngton, Harvard University

(SAT AH:
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Indo-Buropean & -statives and Old High Genaan fori~tS of the Rebit-typ&

~t research by P. Newmeyer and J. Aiseen bas demonstrated that the Generative semantiC~ (GS) traaaformation of Predicate Raising (PR) must not be allowed to interact witb
p i c tranaformations such as !!!!!!.-Insertion and Passive. else ungrammatical sentences
~t. The means suggested for this segregation of P1l is to make PR pre-cyclic. But tb
iateraction of Quantifier Loverina {QL) with PR has not been adequately investigated. GS
..,areotly predicts tbat (1) can arise ~roq three different logical structures, {la)-(lc)
(1) John opened every window
{la) CAUSE(Jobn, BBCOME((Vx: window(x))(OPEN(x))))
(lb) CAUSE(.John, {Vx: window(x))(BECOME(OPEN(x))))
(lc) (Vx: window(x))(CAUSE(John, BECOMB(OPEN(x))))
~er, it can be shown that (la) and {lb) do not represent possible readings of (1). I
llf.lbt aeea that derivations from (la) and (lb) could be avoided i f PR ie pre-cyclic while
QL i l cyclic, and if the intervening quantifier bloclca PR at tbe time it applies. But thi
plo1 would also block the familiar GS derivation of the "opaque" reading of (2) from (2a)
(2) .John seelca a unicorn
(2a) TRY(.John, (3x: UDicorn(x))(FIHD{John, x)))}
A vaY out of this paradox is given by the method of "lexical decomposition" provided in
JiXItqUa Graaaar (~«;) • As the mapping of a word to its meaning is accOJIIPlished in one ate]
m JG, rather than by a derivation as in GS, it is predicted that a giveD word will allow
aactly one ''word internal" quantifier scope {e.g. aeelt) or none at all (e.g. open).
•ttb• s. Dryer, University of Windsor

(TifURS PH:
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sentence-initial Complementizer.s and Perceptual strategies

PIB stativea in •-i- are again of interest. for their ccmpla functional and morphoi.oc,ical problems, aboUt which we have new insights. SOme of the beat. trVidence h in Gllc,,
where these verbs foOled a distinct but fonw~lly problecnatic class (• 3rd weelt), In
- e dialects several verba (have, say, live) exhibit forme in *-l!,- (as if PIB *-12-l
--identical to those of the Qnc. first. weak clae-in the lSCJ, and 1,3pl. pres, ind.
The 2,38CJ, and 2pl. apparently ren:;;;:t" PIB
in some way, Cf, OB lsg, secqe 'Ay',
38CJ, .!!..!SE.· Recent studies address these phenomena, albeit inconclusively, Traditioz.ally related to this problem are the same three vema in OHG which infrequently exhibit
forme in -i- (as if PIB *-I!_-)--iclentical to the Gmc. let week class-in the 2,31CJ. (cf,
habit). I-adclrees these in my paper and show that they are not lat weak after all but
~they have been tht~~~~~tiched (• PIB •-rl independently in OHG.
It has not heeD
noticed before now that the habit-type is never accompanied in the same text by a fora
like leg, ·~ (PIE •-~-), but rather the rest. of the paradiCJID in aome (earlier) tatt
1a 3rd weak and in other (later) tats it 1a stronq (.. thematic). I uque for a gradull
transfer of these verbs to the strong class for specific functional and fo01al r . .eooa.
This problem, which has been siqnificant for comparative purposes, mu8t be vi•ed 111
internal to oHG. conaequently, since certain non-evidence is now ranoved, the prabl•
of the IE ,!-statives ia 8CIIIewhat more clearly defined.

(1) a. That Bill loves Mary is obvious.
b. *Bill loves Mary is obvious.
(2) It is.obvious (that) Bill loves Mary.
Chomsky and Lasn~k ~1973) propose.a filte7 to block sentences like (lb),
and suggest a funct~onal explanat~on for ~t: it blocks structures that
•ight be misperceived as main clauses.
The purpose of this paper is to reconcile this functional explanation
with a number of typological facts that appear to conflict with it. E.g.:
1. Many lgs (e.g. Japanese,Tamil,Marathi) allow sentential subjects to
occur freely in sentence-initial position without an initial COMP
2. Rules e~t:a~osing s;ntential subjects exist primarily in lgs with•
clause-~n~t~al COMP s (e.g. French,Finnish,Arabic,Thai,Kinyarwanda),
I defend the functional explanation for Chomsky and Lasnik's filter by
&rguing.that.Enqlish, as a right-branching language, has perceptual
atrateq~es d~fferent from those in languages which allow sentence-initial
Hntential subjects without an initial COMP.

Dorothy Disterheft, University of California, Los Ange.J.es

lfllsh1r
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The Syntactic Development of the Indo-European:

(SAT All:
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Greek and Latin Evidence

The transition of the IE infinitive from a nominalization of a verbal root in PIE to a
full member of the verbal system in most daughter languages has heretofore not been
adequately described. This study identifies syntactic features of Vedic Sanskrit and
Old Irish which may preserve archaisms inherited from the pre-verbal period. I give
examples which show that nominal case marking allowed indeterminacy to arise with --•·-A·u•
after verbs whose subjects control equi deletion of infinitive subject and with purpose
clauses so that direct objects were sometimes indistinguishable from subject equf clausH
and datives of goal from purpose clauses. This indeterminacy allowed multiple analyses
which led to reanalysis of the action noun as an infinitive. I also discuss what the
effects of reanalysis were on infinitive morphology and syntax in the rest of IE and
suggest tht, contrary to previous studies which claim that the infinitive was a post-PIE
development, complements to subject equi verbs and purpose clauses can be reconstructed
for PIE.
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The COMP that in English is obligatory when sentence-initial, as in

(1), but otherwise optional, as in (2).

Bid, Nal}ne State University

(FRI AH:
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Wuced Relatl ves and the Coll!Plex NP Constraint

~~his paper I consider the problem that reduced relatives pose for the
--ylex NP Constraint(CNPC), in particular, the question of how to prevent
;ovement rules suoh as Toploalization from applying into a reduced relalve like (1) I saw the man wearing the suit, and yield the ungrammatical
(2}*The suit I saw the man wearing. The CNPC cannot block the application
ot movement rules to a structure like (1) since the complex NP configura~n has been destroyed by Relative Clause Reduction. Attempts have been
~• to resolve this problem either by arbitrary extrinsic ordering restr~ctions (Ross 1967) or by the exclusion of such restrictions and the requ rement that the CNPC be formulated as a derivational constraint (Kout~s 197)). I show that neither of these alternatives is necessary it
~ea apply according to an independently motivated non-cyclic principle ot
~~ application by which rules are checked tor application with respect to
t • Ole representation and apply simultaneously, if possible, as soon as
~1~ structural descriptions are met. The principle predicts that Topioat1 za ion and other movement rules discussed in the paper are always checked
~ application before Relative Clause Reduction and, therefore, at a point
n the complex NP configuration is still present in the representation.

--- - -..,.-

Joseph E. 8monds, Universit!l of California, Los Angeles
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A Bar Notation Fo~alism and a Raising Transformation for ~nglish Auxiliaries

This paper resolves the issue of how English auxiliaries are in oategor.y •without
being main verbs. Among new data presented is the faot that passive•,e! ia "lese"
main Verb than passive ~~ in that What foll01JS m_ never acts Ml 'W:'. T.Y'pioallyr &
Bill ma not be
t taken to the hospital, though 1~ry
·
GUns have been
tten im orted into more countries than ol
John thought he oould get hired here, and hired here he surely
Passive &!! in all forms thus begins a VP but does not precede a VP~.~~~~~l·
This behavior, when examined in detail, is shown to parallel that of being in the
passive progressive, studied in Akmajian and Wasow (Linguistic Analysis, 1975). Get
is moreover just like perfective French !!2!£ 'have• and all forms of ~ 'bet Wi~
respect to VP tests. A sharp oonstrast is shown between these and English perfectiva
h!!! and £! 1 ~~ what follows the latter (as widely noted in the literature) is a
VP. This correlates with the position of finite~ and perfective~ outside~b;
VP (Jaokendoff's book, 1972; Emonds's book, 1976), giving rise to their a~p&aranoe in
tag questions, in inverted pre-subject position, before deletion sites of VP, etc.
The paper reaches a two-fold conclusion from these and other arguments: that P&!fective h!!! a nd all forms of ~ (snve being) are raised out of t heir VP of•Origin
~nd that the ba se position of auxiliaries is in the~ but not as head of VP; An eiagant bar notation rule, Ak ~(Ak)A;~-1, here A:Vt '<:al,,yields auxiliaries left of hea«a.

data were collected from
ti
n of English words, The eviden~! ve speakers.o! E~lish on syllabior issues of current syllable theorys ~~ges;s mod~flcatlons on two
the defini~ characteristics of the syl! ~i ure of syllabification
experiment 1nvolved 23 children i t
a e.
JHaCIEtrs and 10-yr-olds, and 70 words ~f wo 89e groups, 5-yr-old prewere asked, in separate tasks, to doublevt~Ylfi siructure . The children
~ts of the words (e.g. chip-chi munk 0 ie
rs and later the last
ot the results suggests that syll~bifi~ t~ pm~nk-munk). A factor analysis
tbe word. The most critical factor is at on epends on the structure of
syllable is more regular than the shapes ~ess. The shape of a stressed
will syllabify a word to maintain prefer~ dantunsttressed one, speakers
Lable at the expense, if necess
e s rue ure of a stressed syl~
lYllable shape is C(C)V if the ~rl, ~f the unstre(ssed one. The preferred
fhese results are at odds with the athens:, and c C)VC, if it l~ lax .
Vennemann, Anderson and Jones . for dif~o rle~ of Pulgram, Bailey, Hoard,
10re closel~ to those of Hoo er R
eren reasons. They correspond
sions cf {re)syllabification ~f ~er~l~ anddKahn because of their proviwor s w1 th respect to stress.

Carrie Anne Estill, University of Wisconsin

*•rd Finegan'
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The Semantics of the Hittite verbs in -nu-

'!his paper will examine the semantics of the -nu- suffixal class of Hittite vema.
Altllough these vems have traditionally been teJ:med "causatives" by sch:>lars sucn as
EO;Jar Sturtevant ani Jdlannes Friedrich, only a few of these veibs are causatives to
transitive vexbs. 'lhe I!Bjority of these vems are fomed from rouns or are transitive
verbs fonned from int:Iansitives. A few vexbs have developed other semantics and these
will be discussed. '!be oonnections betloleen the Hittite -nu- class and the sanskrit type
in ~ will be oonsidered also.

Alice Faber, Universit!l of Texas

Uni versi t!l of Southern California
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Agent Harkers in Hebrelf and some Related Languages

Hebrew marks passive agents with the preposition!!_~ (lit. 'on the hands of'}. Thia
prepol3i tion il3 related to 'J\ext to' !!_ ~ (lit. 'on the hand of'). Because Hebrew is till
only Semitic language to mark pauive agents, it is reasonable to assUIDe that it ae,,...,_,.
the construction relatively late (perhaps around the beginning of the Christian era).
assumption is strengthened by the typological obs~ation that there are languages with
gentless passives and no full ones, but no languages with full passives and no agentlesl
ones. In this paper, I discuss the development of !!. yedey from a 19c./inst. prepositiOII
an expression of passive agency. I also discuss several 'dead end' agent markers in ~
related Canaanite dialects. In these dialects, the preposition b-, ordinarily a loc., U
used with the agent of a passive sentence. In one of these dial;cts, Moabite, b- is
to mean 'by means of,' as evidenced by its use in an active sentence: krty ?tysr?l 'I dug the tunnels by means of the Israeli prisoners.' This shows that, in
b- is not a true agent marker but rather express es a connection between the NP it ~
;ith arid the act described in the passive sentence. Visser (p. 2176, ff.) states that~
rious prepositionfwere used in this way in earl~ $tages of Bnglish,-until ~was
settled on. The paper concludes with a discussion ~ whether use of a particular prepol~
tion to mark agents is an idiosyncratic enough deuelopment that inference~ about subgrouping within a language f~ly can be made on the basis of ~bared agent ~kers.
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Readabilit

!'he two most popular devices for r d ·
·
and Oale-Chall, typify other forrn~l:s~~t~nq r7adabi~ity, t~ose of Flesch
aively,on factors such as vocabuiary
are 1 y~ng ch~efly, ~f not excluan indirect measure of syntactic compfn .~ente~7e l~ngth, the latter as
direct cause of difficulty
On th
tex~ y, w ~ch ~s assumed to be a
plexity count frequencies ~f certa~ 0 her hand, measures of s yntactic comal phrases, complex sentences pos~n c~nstitu:nt types such as prepositionpaper presents the results of'ex es~ss~ves, t~m~ adverbials, etc. This
epeakers of English in which thepo~~me~=:~ ~tud7es done w~th adult native
fith vocabulary, sentence length
th a le ~s syntact~c arrangement.
Uld invariant, certain rearran ' an
e number of each constituent type
Mntences of published fictionafements ~f syntactic constituents within
~e results demonstrate that
narrat~ves were.tested for r eadability .
~discriminated by the stand~:~sages whose pred~cted readability cannot
~ehension differences of nearly ~~~~ures can nevertheless prOduce com~ocedures.
~
een percent as measured by cloze

a
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llgcessipg Descriptive Prose

Kintsch and van Dijk(l975) have ro
~ceasing of narratives. Subse uent p posed several hypotheses concerning the
~e essentially supported theseq hyp emthpirical investigations by Kintsch(l977)
"--th
o eses. In the st udy reported in this paper
~pg eses suggested by van Dijk(l977) cone
~ose are tested. Using deletio
1 erning the processing of descriptive
hduction of a text base to a s:;igene~a ization, and construction rules for the
~ts of increasing
complexit
es o macro-propositions, four descriptive
~-:ries of recall and sorting ~a:~;ec:::~~~=! f~rhex~erimental purposes. Through
w t t ese analyzed texts,
ence is presented that adult erfo
::proposed theoretical hypothes~s. P~;~~~~ the tasks is consistent with
._~ Provides further but not total!
1 e by children on similar processing
~pgtheses, Data are anal ~ed b
y cone usive evidence to support the
~Labov(l969) and furthe~ deveiopm=~n~yocf vdariable rules methodology origina t ed
e ergren and Sankoff(l974).
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'l'he Funct1on of Are in In o

Japanese Discourse
h modifications have been shown to derive from a variety of situavariables. Among these it has been demonstrated that speakers
their speech in response to various listener attributes (Newport,
GLeitman & Gleitman, 1977r Shatz & Gelman, 1973). The purpose of this
r is to show that native speakers (NS) not only distinguish between
~y competent and linguistically limited listeners, but that they also
:ifferentiate among various types of listener insufficiencies. The speech
of 11 NS of English in naturally occuring conversation with non-NS has
~n compared to NS' speech to other NS and to very young children.The
..justments are compared on dimensions of well-formedness, syntactic
~lexity, surface sentence type and functional meaning in context. The
findings demonstrate that syntactically speech to both groups of insuffiuent listeners (young children and non-NS) is similar, but that function~lY speech to non-NS is more similar to speech to other NS. Hence, it is
~eluded that speech adjustments emerge through a complex set of factors
~ in response to many perceived listener attributes including cognitive
~ility, status and conversational meaning as well as the linguistic
~histication of the listener •

..,.e

(the "AS Ad-verbial Cooh
"As ~ as (Franc ne e
d lined phrase as fillins the
Constructions sue as 1 e the problem of construing the un er
"Carol is as smart aa
structio~~e(~~ia~~~; :f the AAC to equative cons~~~~t~;U:i~i!~ rules: either deletiOD
0 gap.
that both constructions can be ban
t @ into practice as tb:ia plan.,
John") suggests ll
er in cla\lSes like "As bard to pud f
How is the phrase "aa han
or wh-mo~ement.
o:e~he' right of ~remains unaccounte o!. investigated, based on a
be f • . • the gap t
" derived? A syntactic solution i
rule out clau..a
to put" int~ p~ac~i~:g·~he lines of {2), but is found in::!~~~;~~~yt~f such clauaea falll
motional ana ys s Bill is 0 as Sam is 0 '•."' The ungra
difiers A natural account of
like "*As happY as h problem of recursion in sentential fmo
ork iike that proposed re~!e~~h:~i~ ~~~d~ :uch problems isis~g~ep:~:~i:~~h~~ea de~~::~ not on phrase markers, ~t
1) in which 'syntact c
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'
rather on 'functional structure '
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Jltte.mB in the Darla.in of Halkcaelem AnatO!II!l

Sane tough gaps in As Adverbials

Vergnau • - •
Dissertation, MIT.
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The domain of anatomy in Upriver dialects of Halkomelem shows interpatterns on two semantic levels (sememic and morphoaememic). If
pcb morpheme has a meaning or range of meanings which are predictable
~the semantic environment (allosemes), then the meaning of a morpheme
~be called a sememe.
As morphemes combine in derivation or inflection to form independent words, the shifts and adjustments in meaning
~ch are not allosemic and the resultant meanings can be described as
~hosememic.
Any systematic patterns should be described in the gram~.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate these patterns, show
~~ usefulness of sememic and morphosememic analysis in semantic work,
~ explore the Halkomelem domain or anatomy (including the verbs belongUs here). The domain or anatomy seems to i nclude independent words for
~parts, a setwof lexical affixes widely used, a set of insult/ joking
w~ called p~sq tel, and the set of functions and dysfunctions of the
~(including many verbs).
The oo somatic affixes all show a systematic sememic pattern: they are semantically partitive with independent
-~for body parts
agent or patient with moat body function words, and
l~ative elsewhere ( 1on or in t he (body part ) ' ) .
pting

lltu If. Ga.11111, American ltanagement Systems
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Persistence or Change?

ft. 4 Old Ind1c roots .JM- 'be able', s(h).!!l!b,- 'tr1clt'. s(A).Y;Q- ('arri'" at• or 'aiaa' ?),
. . ('be equal to' ?) show, ao tar u atteste<l, a e~le pattern ot nrb-eta~~ fol'lll.tion 1A
,_., root-eorat, rrtect and 4ea14eraun: tain6u I a-Ta~:- I ta1'U&. orer4r I 'f!Xaau •
a.ta pMpaotf, ji,Jk- etc, ebow this pattern to be ancestral to both branchee or Indor.t.u. Vbereae older vorlc8 referred 'almOti to Proto-Oel'II&Jlic •sl~- {OBs-~ +ace.
"-111 a.o.•e ability', etc.) and demWto Gil: T«x.6s 'n1tt', recent acholarehip pnerally
~tee thia set to PII tllfeX-roota. and the denant des1derat1Te shape ( s IDI'I!Yl!. etc.) to
1111n1on ot a atop cluster: IIT1~e- • While external support tor this n..,----cflfftite ~-,a
'lltu.• : OIDd dablm9t1 ??) is weak, cero-crade (OIDd .A-<tblluta-> pt. pl • .Ia- : Av ~-}and
.....•le f'ol'IIS clearly contora to the pattern of tllfd-retlexea • without ..clial laryDCeal..
lilt iD taot little ia known about the oontiAuation pattern of' tl!eiDC-roota 1A Indo-Iranian,
"- tban that /.:a- ... -1-/ ablaut ie no lonpr a lirille altema.tion eTeD 1n earlieat Vedic. In
IIIUcaJar, the representation ot the type La.tiA ~.w!&t ia not mown {: p,!!U1- .. ~-) •
..~tion shows: 1) tor all 4 I-1 roota there u aipificant support tor PD tiTeU-roota
lib ..anil~B (i.a. • with .tW.Yll- 't~clt' cp. Gil: BJ.,cp•tlatterer' aD4 rare~ 'deoeb... ,9:'1!~'dace1nr'. to 1ntr. pt.Til:hpry. 'be aatoniahH' .9:-p./Jos). 2} !he reoccni•ed acne. . ot Glt l"~yw with Oind bb!l!ti//babht;ta~.IH. eupporta tb1a patterni.Jic. ')lAtin
.aat3l • .Hiia favor analyaa of TU..U as -rJIX-e-e-, eubj1m0t1Ye and unreduplioated.
17
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Olga K. Garnica, Oh.i.o State University
Female-Hale Differences 111 conversational InteractioliB:

Studies of saJH-sex and mixed-sex conversations involving adUlts indicate defilU. te ID4
pattemed differences in tbe mechaniiiiiiS regulat:i.D& languaae uae in tbeae tJpea of iD
actions (e.g. Zi.DIIIenaaD and West, 1975). 'lbis paper examines tbe converaational.
of lll&le and teaaale ohildren in same-sex and mixed-sex dyads at four age levels __ 5 9
12 and 15 )'ear olda. Six dyads in each type of interaction (female-female,
1
temale-lll&le)
wre audio-recorded at each ap level. The recordinls wre
coded. The trenacripts wre analyl'ed !or tbe !ollcndnc variables c frequency and
of overlaps, frequency and dietribut.ion of silences, freqUency and nature of Ull!Oel',....•~
tions, frequency of topics raised, percentage of topics taken up, and frequency of
re8PQIUieS (11111 blam yeah, etc.). Results show that altbousb some features predicted to
1
present in tbe different
types of interactions occur even in isolated dyads of the JO\IIIfo
eat two ase sroupa, adUlt-like uaase pattema ditferentiatins same-sex and lli.xed-..:a.
interactions do not begin to appear regularly until interactions inTOlTin& twelve Jear
olds. These pattema are a.lmOat tully foX1DIId in tbe productions of convereaticma
tbe 15 year olda. The greatest ah&Jl&e in patte:nrl.n8 ill between tbe two oldest ace
'lbie suggests that earlY adolescence is tbe period d.urin.S ..mich these patte:nlB of
sational interaction are established as well as when differences between s--•e:a. ADd
mixed-sex usage patte:nll!l are maximized.

~
aal.e~ •
transcribed~
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Gass, University of w.1scons.1s, Hi.lwaukee
uisltlon and the Accessibilit

The most comprehensive and successful universal investigation of relative clauses ie
that of Keenan and Comrie (1972,1977). They proposed that relative clause formation
(RCF) is subject to the following Accessibility Hierarchy:
SU7 00.710-"0BL7GEN 70COMP (where .:;:r- means 'more accessible than')
In 1975 Keenan further suggested that RCF is more natural or easier on the higher end
of the hierarchy than on the lower end. That is, it was hypothesized that the hierar~
represented not only universals of RCF but also a natural difficulty ordering. In this
paper I will present evidence from second language acquisition which supports this claW.
The_results_are based on a longitudinal study of 17 English language learners of typolog~cally d~verse language backgrounds. It will be shown that the positions higher on
the hierarchy are easier for learners. of all language backgrounds. Furthermore, I will
present data from these learners which supports Keenan's claim that in relatively
simple styles there is a tendency to convert NP's lower on the hierarchy into higher
positionsE. under
relativization.
Keenan,
1975.~"~V~ar~~~·a~t~i~on~~in~U-n~i-v-e-rs-a~l~G-r-amm----ar~,~
••------------------------_______:and B. Comrie. 1972 end 1977. "Noun Phrase Accessibility and Universal GraiiiDit"•

Ha.nY psycholinguistic studies in the 1 6o•
that a relation exists between the li t s a~d early 70's have
atsmentation of the speech stream and
s ener s and speaker's
••ntences comprisine that stream. lfowe:e;or~~ description of the
~ch shows that the performance structur~s ( re is a growing literature
6ata) do not always correspond to the form llobtained from experi~ental
structures. In one study, the pauses rodu~e Y moti;ated constituent
obtain hierarchical sentence structur~
TI d by readers were used to
of a sentence was a good predictor of ~l;e le linguistic surface str ucture
peakers also revealed a tendency to 1
pause durations. However,
equal
length. A si~ple cyclical model p w~~e hpauses betweon segments of
1
co~plexity index and a bisection constrai~t ~~:bi~es a linguistic
of the pause tine variance as opposed to 5 6'fo0
f und to account for 72%
alone. The model was also a good prcdi t 0 '0 for the linguistic index
obtained from such tasks as paus ine;
c
~ f the perforr1anc e s tru e tures
jud~ents in A-nerican Sign La~
· ' ~~rs ng, recall and relatedness
that perfor:1ance structures ar:U~~:·l ese results would seem to indicate
an~uage or modality specific.
,JlOWli

JacqutJline Gueron, University of Par.1s

!!! 1C.f.pa!Sk!l 's
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WilsOll Gray, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Theory of Enql.1 sh Verse

Assuming a theory of rytlmic accentuation f
·
"flatn, e.g., (3)), (ii) and
or Engll.sh (either hierarchical,
~al filter is statable predictinq the i~~) above, and s boundries (flflf), a
Shakespeare, Milton, Keats):
c pentameter tradition (Chaucer,
• · 9·• (2) or

Eng:iih

Ve~::~~l' !::i~ies to phonological surface structures)

1

(~~~etric level)

•

' where no flllfl is to the left of s

.e., a eythmicatzy
stzoong eyZZabZe may
1
positi<m,
unless there is &11 s bo

no~ be situated in a metricaZZ.y •weak
tares are unecessary for ~~~etrical~ to l.ts left. Thus apparently tree struc..sential variables may ~~~ention collll!la~~· ~~theDDOre, in syntax rules involinq
UIIS both for metrical rules
Our
an
ocal rules contiguity. Kiparsky
J~tte

~re restrictiv~ unive;~:ro~;~~~cts

this latter assumption,

K. GUlldel, Un.1versity of Hawaii

lodari ck A. Jacobs' lllli versi ty of Hawal i

Ofacity, Recoverabillt!ir and Linguistic Change

GR)

In and
(1) Kiparsky
argues
that
ti c meter involves matching hierarchical
rbytbaic
metric tree
et.ructure:oe
UMdl line of a phonological deriva~io:O::~:r~local filters on the last (flatliparsky's rules of iambic pentameter i
e same empirical consequences.
atchinq zohythmicatzy etl'ong and we k nvo 1ve: (1) c017r71and and dominate; (ii )
Jll(lk positions (S/W) I (iii) the not~o ,Z~Z~~ (S/W) with metricall.y strong and
trast between fl and fit boundries· (v)na ~a. !J stzoOTI{J eyZZabZe , (iv) conpredicates.
'
on -r..gu1-t:y of a rule's context and tarqet

luding to a
(P'RI All:
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~Bon-Assertive Predicates

fhie paper exa=ines a case of linguistic chance induced by the effect· of opacftJ on~
TJ.Iis
proposes
an seemsa~~
expl
t ~~~m~or
·
recoverability of phonological representations •. Kiparaky 1973 states that •a process P
llke paper
(lJ*That
he lied
the ungrammaticality of sentences
~he ~~-m;A ~B/e..;J> '.la';~G!, to~t~~e.:t•nt!'that there are phonetic forms in the
analysis
otf
uap having B a2!, derived 9 !H.! Pioceae l, (i.e. underlying or derived by another
con
seems that he lied b th
~ga
only
ln environment C D. This baa to do with learning the underlyi~ forms of atringe
Suc~e~ts
(3) T~at he lied is likely intoy(4)ei~a~e lr~kle that optionally
to a neutralisatiOn process'. E.g. language L baa the segments /ABCD/ and the stri~
n analys1s fails to ex 1 •
ls 1 ely that he lied
/CAD/, /CBD/, plua tule R: A
B/C_D. Thill gr8111111&1' derives the
ffim>_l • II
definition, R is opaque, there being another source for [CBDJ, viz. /CBD/. But /CBD/
likewise opaque, there beinl( a source for ffiBDJ other than 7CBD/, viz. /CAD/ plua 11.
opacit1 can be resolved by {1) reetructuring /CAD/ to /CBD/, with conco1111tant
of
(2) restructuring /cBD/ to fciJJ/, with conco1111tant JD&ximaliroation of the transparencJ
hei~a y assumed to be under discussio~rmat~o~ ln a sentential subject is
R. An intuitive notion of si111plicit7 selects (1). However, the facta of natural ~u~_. ~teg ~ssert~d in a sentence; (B)There'·and lS thus not part of what is
8how that not only .s.tm. a natural 1~ (here, Rumani&ll) select (2), instead, but
be s lncludlng ap£ear, seem be h
~s a class of non-assertive predithe interplay a~~~ong the rules, phonological representation&, phonetic repreeentati~•
~nap~ble of carrytng an-aiS~rti~n appen, occur and turn out which are
and opacity is such that that language must select (2), as a consequence of conatraiDtl
asserted information. ¥h'e
All statel!lents must
apinst rule losa i.JDposed on the phonology by the rules theuelves. That ia, there
~ened 0 ( )e :nalogous to that of (S) *His ~:~~~a ~~y of (1) ~s.thus
a kind of •conspiracy' in the sense of Kieaeberth 1970, as a consequence of which onlJ
'
A cat on the roof is and (7) *Th lnf own the statrs

~!~::~~:dt~~ns(~)ormattional

-~

1

ai~larit1

1~•

as~~m;~eth!:g(~)i~sn~~~~n

~if~~:t;~r~: ~(~~ ~t~~u~~~m:~~~i:~~~f::~t:~~·~m~~·;,~~~~·~fr:r:~r~~~h

~!'~:~:tg.~.~~f~~.~t~~.;h{Ar;~~m:::ti~al[~~ ~~d(f:lf~i~o::•,~~=·~~;ically
Cla~!~~ ~om~

6

(2) can be uaed to resolve the opacit1•
18

~ssertion.

t~~:~:!ve~;

•
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act seems.

Gregory R. Gu!l, Universit!l of Penns!llvania and Temple Universit!l
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Locating Variation in tbe Grammar

A classic problem in linguistic analysis is deciding where in the
ar a given fact about the language is to be accountea-!Or. Ordina~~~the preferred solution is to find a single ru~e which most efficiently describes the facts . Ho~ever, this paper w1.ll present data fr~
sociolinguistic studies of Span1.sh and Portuguese (S&~) that require an
"inefficient" multiple-rule solution. The data deal Wl.th problems of linistic variatl.on and Wl.ll be described with variable rule s. In variagu
·
· bl e?•
tional terms, the classic problem become s "Whl.ch
~u 1es are var~a
For example, Labov 1969, which introduced ~he varl.able rule, dl.~cusses
at some length the question of whether var1.able copula abs~nce l.n Black
English is due to non-insert~on by P~ or T ~ules~ or de~et1.on by phonological rules. This paper w1.ll exarn1.ne siml.lar l.Saues l.n S~P where surface nonoccurence of an expected segment which m~rks plura~l.ty . (morphophonemically -s or -Nl can be accounted for by e1ther appll.catl.on.of a
variable phonetic deletion rule, or the failure-to-a~ply of ~ varl.able
that l.n certal.n cases both
tl.' c number agreement rule. I will argue
syn t acmust
.
. · t " so 1 u t l.on
'
·
·rules
be variable, and the seemingly Ml.neffl.cl.en
l.s
1.n
fact the correct one.
( FlU AN:

John Haiman, Universit!l of Manitoba
Medial verbs and tbe Grammar of

U}

w.

Harris, Linguisti c Institute of Ireland & Vniversitg of Chi cago (SAT AN:

tlllllligher prestf«e group. Dl!!ere~~eee in the language use or a Spaniab-domi:llant (S) and

.o-~oad.Dant (Q} bUiD&ual from. the olty of Cochabamb&, Bolivia were exemined fro• recor
... rre- conversatioD OD the marlcetplace. a aituatioa lllari::ed b;y code-lllxf.na (.UbO, 1974). p~
~ atud.J abon that the Q bll~ uaaa 110re S loan words, e.g. p11Dt&loa •panta • va elm
~ 'clothee'(iDTented form). 'l'be S bll~ 110re re&Ularl.7 rept.ces Q logical co~mec~
_, •bel!d•re with S and llhed forma, e.g. rero st.-chua loman ~~~Un&onlci •(s) ~t (s)if-e~~~bed. nov
Rlma-Jti-.Ykt-ri. kunan-pis 'Want-ing-y~but no~ too•. Si.llil.ar pheno'2eoa
(Rart-Gonzhes, 'l'o appear) and Yaqui (Lindateld, 1m). '!hue while S bi-

-'-70" (i.Ddic.) • YB
, . . . - iD Quechua

lJIIUal•

are more consenative in i.ntroduoln£ vocabulary. they IDa.Y be responsible tor ifulova.U tho~~&h loan words are a major tom ot s influence, ahown 1n word
li~U (Laetra, 1968; Perroud & Cho~venc, 1970; Bills, Vallejo, .t ~ilea. 1909), turtbr atudy
r4 ,.rtace atruct\u'e differences in logical coDDection ma,y aerve Spaniab-tcaching PI'06l'8111B . (DIIICEP, 197J, cornepoadeace) aDd be inatrumeatal in teetlnjr aociollnsuiaUc eypotheees on
_.tatJ.ozl and c:haDp in lat~gUa~Je 11111011& groups in contact.

u- 1D lo~cal connection•

C1fa1

11. Ba11kins, Universi t!l of North Caro lina

(SAT AN :
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Certain sobolars b&~e aooepte~ the theor7 that Atrloan languages
poount tor the origin ot speo1tio dialectal usages in ~erlean En~llsb.
Litters written b7 Borth Carolina overseers aainl7 during the 1850 a
pyeal similar patterns, euoh aa abaenoe or the oopula and uninflected
~,.•:
past tense verbs and flural nouns. These overseers .ust b&ve
~~17 intluenoed the blaoka acqu1ait1on or English, tor Caasld7
~•arved that Jamaioan English has been influenced b7 those English
t~akers wbo first eatabliehed regular oontaot with Jamaicans.
The purpose or this pafer ia to show that marked slmilaritiee
ulat between the overseers written language and present-dar spoken
•sllab or seleote~ ~erioan Inglish dlaleots.

tub«ra F. Hecht, Stanford University

(SAT Alf:

lllr&a Shepherd, St anford Universitg
opeosite Effects of

GR }

~rsHrs Influence on American English

Coreference in a Papuan Language

Lacking conjunctions, many Papuan languages join clauses by means
of medial verbs, which often indicate wh~ ther the ~ubject of the
following verb is coref erential with the1r own subJect. In Hua,
the medial verb has two sets of endings,(!) agreeing a~parently
with the s ubject of the medi al verb (S UM) and II agree1ng. with the
subject of the following verb (SUF). Where.SUM=S~F, (I) l.S lacking.
Appearances, however, are deceptive: a consl.derat~on . of s~ntences
where SUM and SUF are ne ither coreferential nor dl.~tl.nct(l..e. where
one is a subset of the other) reveals that the med1al verb may l~ck
(I) _ in which case (II) refers to SUM alone - or it may occur w1th
(I) _in which case (II) refers to (SUF- SUM). In contrast to (~I)
with its invariable presence but snifting reference, (I) , wh i ch l.S
not always present in a medial verb, invariably refers to s~. .
consequently, no verb ever appears to l ack a morpheme agre el.~g Wl.th
its own subject, supe rficial morphology to the contrary no twl.thstanding.
In this way, a language-particular morphologic al fact (the abse~ce
of (I) r ather than of (II)in like-subj e ct medial verbs) i s.reconc~led
with a syntactic universal (verbs ag r e e with their own s ubJects fl.rst).
John

1DO.uence in Quecbua, particularl7 ill bll1Dgual urban arsas (.llbO 1971.
_, be due iD part to the Quecbua laDgUage use or Spanieb-dollli!umt bUiJIBII&).s. wbo repl'!!

JIICI"aSi.Dg SpcUh
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Context on Immediate Struc tural and Lexical Processing

The test ing of a number of hypotheses about t he effect of he~ing a ~rior context
sentence on immediate processing of a subsequent target sentence 1s descr1bed .
.
r
According to the standard deep s t r ucture mode l (Fodor , s:ver a nd Garret t, 1974) h1ghe
level processing (e . g . semanti c interpretation, i ntegrat1on of :ontext-target.
i nformation ) does not occur i mmedi atel y as speech i s heard but 1s dela~ed u~t1l an
i nitial deep structure analys i s has been conduc t ed . In contrast , t he on-11ne
inter active ' view (Marslen- Wils on, 1976 ) states t hat process ing proceeds at all levels
s imult aneously, implying tha t t he pr es ence / absence of pr ior context .sh~u~d a f f ect
on
i mmedi ate pr ocessing. Two exper iments confir m t hat context has a ~1 gn1f1cant 7ffecte
bot h immediate str uct ural (syntactic/s emanti c ) and l e xi cal process1ng , support1ng .th t iOD
on-line interactive view. A newl y- developed on-!ine , short- latency s entence cont ~nua
task (mean 600- 700 msec ) measured changes in t he complexity of st~ctural processlDg
while word monitoring latency provided an index of lexical process1ng. Resul t s alsO.t
s por ted a number of new hypotheses one of which s t at ed that context can have opposl e
e~~~cts on i mmediate structural a nd l e xical pr ocessing . . Whi:e t he. addition of a prio~ed
conte xt sentence always facilitated lexi ca l pr ocessing , 1t e~ther 1ncreas ed or de~:ea on
the compl exity of s tructura l process ing at di f f er ent points. l n ~he sent:nce depen 1ng
whether i ncomi ng materia l contained ' ol d ' or ' new' i nformat1on 1n relat 1on t o the
context sentence .
20

lll•rent1al Vs Social Functions of Prono uns in the Speec h of Upper Class Women

Personal pronouns have traditionally been classified according to person/mJ1tlber/
llllder disti.nct1. ona or their inclusion of speaker/hearer/ other as referent. We have
IIIJ.ned data from interviews with ten JIIIIIJIIbel'S Of a Socia~ exclusive WOJII8n's aux1l.iary
ll'llllp. Topics included attitudes toward lll8l1lbership ill the group and their roles as w011111n
Ia lociety today. In our analyses ot their apeeoh we fouM. that pronoun classifi.cation
'-ed on traditional referential categories is dif'fiault because the bou:xlaries are tuzzy.
ftl.a is ~rt.icularl.y true of the plural pronouns !!:!• ~ and~· Each ot these pronouns
b Ued to express an overlapping range of possible referents. In our transcr1P:,s the
._ referent 111 s<X118times expressed with different pronouna ill close conjunction. For
llaiple, ill one long sentence no %!2!! and ~ were all used to refer to the same grou~
.._today. Variation ill the use of pronouns within and between speakers seemed
'-Pbacard when only' referential tunctions were considered. Tbare is, however, a strong
llrrelation between pronoun choice and cert&:in social factors, such as distance trom topic
llthln tlle aalll8 speaker, and status in the group and commitment to the group between
'PIIkers. Pronoun variation is predictable when referential tunotion is considered
~Obdar,r to social tunotion.
21
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Genttr.1c Sentences in Bnglish and Prench

Previous accounts of 'generic' have been either too broad. <:·g.

~ NP's among generic sentences) or too narrow (e.g. def1n1ng

:ram

,inclu~i~.habituala

gener1c

or
l.n tenna ot tbe

article, the noun, or the verb alone; isolating indefini~e
defini~e ge~er~cs~.
Because every generic sentence may also have a non:generJ.c 1n~erpretat1on, J.t J.s.J.mpoa.
sible to posit a unique underlying source of.generJ.cs o~ a un1que rule of semantJ.c in.
terpretation . This paper proposes that the J.nterpretatJ.on of a sentence ~ be generic
if the noun is unmarked for reference and the verb unmarked for te~se and a?pect. Thus
generic sentences do not constitute a class apart, but are at the abstract pole (1) ot
a continuum whose opposite pole is the 'concrete·referential' (2): (l)The be~e~ builds
dams. (2)This bever is building a dam. This pap~r further proposes tha~ d:fJ.nJ.t:/indefinite generics must be considered in relationshJ.p to one anot~e~, not l.n 1s?lat1?n:
Evidence from French shows that the difference between the defJ.nJ.te (3) and 1ndef1n1te
(4) is a fUnction of the semantic distinction between th: '~iv:rs~' (a set) and ~be
'particular' (an example to be generalized), and that th1s dl.S~J.nctJ.on.has syotact1c
correlates with respect ot discourse phenomena (use ot ~. eth1cal datJ.ves and affective
adverbials). ( 3 )Le brontosaure ( ?c;a te) m.angeait un arbre en dix minutes. 'The bronto-.
saurus (that) could eat (you) a tree in ten minutes. (4)Un brontosaure c;a te mangeait un
arbre en dix minutes. 'A brontosaurus, that could eat you a tree in .ten minutes.'
Theodore

v.

Higgs, Pennsylvania State University

S1)al!ish Personal a:

A Grlll!llllaticalization of
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Homeric keto 'I will lie' has been known to be a desiderative and/or
tuture since antiquity. The present ke!mai 'lie• is only middle, and its
fUture would in pre-Greek have regularly been *ke!ehomai>*ke~omai. Hence,
~cannot be an ordinary future to ke1mai. It is probably related in
tormation to the desideratives of the type draseton 'desiring to do,•
~e!ontes 'desiring to see,• I propose to derive ke1o from *kee!o<
•:teiehio<IE *keie1 si-6~ 2 , with the .ruture-desiderative, suffix • (9· ) s~e/o1
8~ also in Ved. mar~qyati •will die,• etc., Lith. busiant- 'go~ng to be,•
etc., CS bys~~teje 'future,• Ved. saniqytti 'desires to win,• avi~y!nt
•desirous,' and Lat . esur1re 'to desire to eat,' etc. The Vedic future in
-(i)~ya- sometimes is active beside a middle present, just as keto stands
~kelmai. opse!ontes has two desiderative suffixes, -~- + -s!e/ o-.
~o~tblaen Houlihan, u.niversi ty oL N.1nnesota

(PRI All:

a Relationship Between Speaker and Bvent
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JU.t!dgess and Neutralization in Korean Obstruents

Tr dit · 0 al accounts of the syntax and semantics of Spanish Personal

~ have been ~imited
to ainc~m~lete or contradictory notions, e.g. "definite" direct-object NP's, and "J.ndefi·
nite" pronouns, and are really lists of attest:d occurrences .. So~e ac~ounis Palso ~te
that even with definite NP's, usage may be optl.onal. No mentl.o~ l.S ~ e o erson ~
with generic nouns. This paper offers clear and non-cont~overs1al evJ.dence that there ia
no necessary relationship between "definiteness" in ~he dl.rect-ob~ect noun phrase and the
b havior of Personal a. Crucial examples include pa1rs such as V1 a un hombre que le!a
libro versus Vi ~-un hombre ue le~a un libro, both of which (a) mean 'I saw a man.
di
' book' and b have a definite direct-object noun phrase -- as shown by the 1Drea
ng a mood in• the relative clause. In contrast, Es dJ.f•cJ.
· " '1 encont rar a una persona
dicative
gue de verdad sea buena 'It's hard to find a person who is truly good' has a Pe:s~nal ~
even though the direct object, una persona, is indefinite. I ~gu7 t~at the crJ.tJ.cal
factor in the use of Personal ~. while describable, is extra-lJ.nguJ.stJ.c, and represen~s
the grammaticalization of a relationship between a spe~ker_and an_e~ent. I charact~r1ze
this relationship, and in a 4-cell mat:ix juxtaposing 1t ~J.th defl.nl~ene~s in the duect
object, I account for the non-optional1ty of Personal~ w1th 11normal ~ s, as ~e~ as
behavior with indefinite pronouns and generic nouns, with one well-mot1vated prJ.ncJ.ple or
analysis.

U:

Craig Hoffman, University of Connecticut

('l'HURS PH:

There are three series of voiceless obstruents in Korean, generally described as "laxM
([p]), "tense" ([p']), and "aspirated" ([ph]). Syllable-finally, this contrast is neutralized and only the lax sertes of stops occurs. Syllable-initially after obstruents, the
~trast between the lax and tense series is neutralized in favor of the tense one . Whfle
Trubetzkoy's theory allows two rules that neutralize the same opposition, here tenseness,
to have different outputs, the recently proposed "Markedness Constraint" requires that all
uutralization rules change the marked member into the corresponding unmarked member,
~re markedness is determined from implicational universals. The effect of this constraint is that all rules neutralizing the same opposition must have the same output. In
~is paper it is shown that the exact phonetic nature of the output of the syllable-final
aeutralfzation rule is difficult to determine, since the stops are unreleased. It is
l~d that these stops are tense rather than lax, based on phonological properties of the
language (where syllable-initial tensing is an assimilation rule) and on native speaker
j~ts. It is further argued that the tense series of stops is most similar to the
~iceless unaspirated stops found in all other languages in terms of voice onset time,
nd therefore is unmarked with respect to the lax series. Under this analysis, both
aeutralization rules in Korean have the same output, which is shown to be the unmarked
..mer of the opposition, and are therefore consistent with the Markedness Constraint.

Blf)

luzy Hyman, University of Southern California

(FlU A/If:

Particle Novement as a Stylistic Rule o£ Reavy NP Shift

BB)

Illative Tenses in Bam.ileke-Dschang

Chomsky and Laanik (1977) suggest that a class of stylistic rules comprises a aeparate component of the grammar, but so tar little research has been done on this topic.
Assuming the transformational component defined in Lasnik and Kupin (in press}, I argue
tb t rules or the stylistic component account tor surface strings not generable by the ..
t :nsrormations
In this study, I discuss restrictions on possible rules in the atyl~stic component and show that surtace alternations traditionally attributed to a Par•
ticle Movement transformation are more simply explained 1n the stylistic component in
terms of the stylistic rule NP Shift. This rul e is governed by a measure of relative
heaviness of constituent~ and applies optionally to wellformed outputs of the tranetormational component,
I rely on Emonds' analysis or VERB+PARTICLE construction:
in which he argues that particles are intransitive prepositions and accordingly, tb
basic order of constituents is VERB- OBJECT- PP (see Emends 1971).
I also examine
the interrelation between this stylistic rule ot NP Shift and the transformationali
rule of Dative Movement.
The pOssible role O! stylistic rules in sentence para ng
is also briefly discussed.
504
N & H Lasnik (1977) "Filters and Control," Linguistic Inq"\tir{ 8 , 425• i
gg~~~J-.' 197f )"Evidence that !OM is a Structure PreserV"Iilgtiuie, ndiana Lingu~8Iu~.1
J.asnik,H. & J.J<upin (in press) "A Restrictive Theory of Transformational Grammar,
Theoretical Linguistics 4.3.
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~ this paper we demonstrate that Bamileke-Dschang (Grassfields Bantu , Cameroon) has a
~lhly developed system of inherently relative tenses. As seen in the following examples {illustrating the five future tenses), if only one such tense marker occurs in a
clause, its timing is calculated
relative to the time of speaking (=discourse time refersnce): F1
·~~?e 0 1 he will come' (immediately];
Fz
•plq ·~~?e 0 [later today ] ;
0
F3 ~~ 'f~u •§~?e (tomorrow); F4 a 1 ~ I&?& ~~?e 0 [after tomorrow]; Fs
f~ ~~?e 0 [a
bmg time from now]. However, when more than one tense marker occur s in a clause , the
t~inf of the second marker is calculated relative to the first marker :
'pl~
1
'he will come later tomorrow'; a•S t~
•§~?e 0 'he will a long time from now
~the day after'. It is also possible to combine relative future and past markers,
u, in ;he following
example involving the 'long ago' past tense markers fe 1&?: a le
0
I ? ntu ~~~?e 'he long ago came a long time afterwards 1 • This differs from the relative timing phenomena pointed out by Comrie, Giv~n et al in that t he relativity of the
t~ reference is not due to a relationship between clauses, but rather is found within
ts1ngle auxiliary. After illustrating the complex tense system, we show that these
~kers come from main verbs consecutivized one after t he other (e.g, F2 re-plQ 'to re~
bQn•, F3
'to get up', F4
•to pass the night' ) . We speculate finally on
~some dialects of 8amileke use these markers relatively, and others absolutel y.

aa

aa

1uu

'•?e

le-lu

le·l&?
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a•&

aa fuu

Gregory

word

x.

(l'RI AH:

Iverson, University of IaNa

sturcture versus Transderivational constraint

in Lac si.on

aa;

(FRI All:
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H. Kaisse, Universit!l of Washington
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Jamison

on tbe Agentive Passive in Vedic and Indo-European

Another Contraction sensitive to Syntactic Information

Jeff Kaplan, San Diego State University
lincv Levin, Ohio State University
Big SOIIIetiU!lq Nett:

(THURS PH:

to common opinion (e.g. Lehmann, PIE Syntax, 1974), the passive with
en~ ent is well establish¢ in Vedic Sanskrit (approx. 200 exaJDples in the
~~st~a) , Ex:ination of all finite and participial verb forms in passive use in the
Ri~ Veda yields two distributional observations with illlportant illlplications for~
syntactic studies. 1) Agents are rare with finite forms but common with partic~~:i
This suggests that the agentive passive was an eJilbedding device, _allowing econ
a1
incorporation into a matrix clause of a relative clause whose ~bJect,is,~orefe~nti
with a noun phrase in the matrix clause. E.g. RV II.l5.8a bhinad valam ~rob r
~ 'He being praised by the Azigirases, spl1t....Vala.' 2) With the -ta- past
p1±tic!ple 'agentive phrases of type isita- savitra 'illlpelled by Savitar' ~th
athematic instrumental are in distrl buhon with compounds of type indre';li taek
'impelled by Indra' with thematic first member. Comparative data from Homeric Gre
suggests that this distribution ma.y be of Indo-European date.
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A Constraint on VP Deletion

~offer

Cont

BW)

Much has been said about the sensitivity of Auxi liary Contraction
and to-Complementizer Contraction to deletion sit es. In both of these
cases, ~he cliticized element (is, to) is adjacent t o t he puta t ive trace,
which m~ght have lead us t o suppose that some prosodic feature associated
with holes could prevent cliticization. Jiowever, in the contraction of
don't know to what is commonly written~. a phenomenon that has gone
wmoticed, a hole on either side of dunno produces ungrammati calit y, despite the fact that it is only the don't t hat is being reduced1 I dunno
the procedure; * The rocedure t hat I dunno involves titration • .I dunno
ihat movie I wanna see;
wanna see a movie but what movie I dunno •
J dUijJio what· to do; *I'm at a loss and dunno what t o do even if we take
care to stress the know, not the don't.
Investigation of dunno therefore suggests that a purely s ynt act ic description of the environment of contraction i s more l i kely t o succeed than
a prosodic one. Furthermore, since dunno is, t o my knowledge , the first
~clitic i zation noted for English, it widens t he dat a to be accounted for
1n a typology o:f English contractions.

R 1 tivization and topicalization in the Trukic branch of Micronesian are
v:ra similar. A subset of the determiners serves as relativfzation mark:
ersy Topfcalization is indicated by an intonation break or a top~ctmar~
r :ust after the topic. Topic markers are homoph~nous with the e erm ner
~ub~et except for an additional !- inftia~ly. Top1calized sentenc~~ ar~
shown to be a type of equative sentence. 1.e. a sentenc~ w~th an f.su
·
d an NP redicate There is clear evidence that 1- 1s a pre lX
~~~i~~ assert~ predicate Nps. The CV(C) following is thus a ~ete~iner
introducing the asserted NP. Remove the i- and you have a con~ rue 1on
looking just like a relative. Relatives thus can be seen as d1fferi~g
from asserted predicate noun phrases in lacking the 1-which marks t e
NP following as being asserted. Relatives are NPs whTch are presupposed
predications rather than asserted predications! i.e . the.head-pl~s- NP
relative construction in Trukic is an NP immed1ate~y dom1nati~g wo s,
the second consisting of an s. Markers for cleft S s reveal s1milar
regularities. part of a rich system for marking ~he assertional status
of major constituents. one interestingly suggest1ve for English.
w.

It is certain that the general Slavic merger of IE *~ and ~ as ~was a comparatively
development, since the two vowels remain distinct in Baltic. There :l.s thus no
aeason to exclude the possibility that under special conditions pre-Slavic *i and *o
~~ad separate reflexes--a conclusion suggested by the fora of several Slavic case-endings.
In final syllables *~predictably appears as a in the nom.-acc. du. endings -a
(~ ~da 'two cities'); the same treatment is p;rhaps to be seen in the 1 sg. in-~
(we~ '1 lead'),_ i f this ending continues earlier *-om< *-~ + *.!!!•
Under circumflex TntonatlOilo however, *2. in final syllables seems to have yielded pre-Sl. *ii, whence OCS z.
111ere are three examples:
_1) -yin the nom. sg. of ~-stems (~ 'stone'): a preform in *-o is indicated by
Utb. -ua (akm~ 'id.'). It would be difficult to justify a derivation of this ending
froa earlier *-ons or *-'On.
2) -z in the instr. pl~ of ~-stems (grady 'cities'): earlier *-ais (< *-o-(hx)eis?)
1.11 presupposed by Lith. -ais and Skt. -.!!)_.
3) -.1' in the gen. pl. of most stem-classes (gradT., et~.): a preform in *-gm ( c *-o~ is implied by Ved. -,!!!!, Gk. -C., and PGmc , *-00. !srly post-IE *-l>m seems to have
Jielded pre-Slav. *-\in, which developed via *-On to -.!·
-

~te

1 DUnnO:

Relatives, Equatives, and Inforroation Structuring

stephanie

ABC)

Algonguin

A honological peculiarity of Lac Simon Algonquin is that, while all initial (and
fi
~ b truents must be voiceless, all aedial obstruents must be voiced just in case
th:a 1
:ppear in initial position in other derivations (Kaye, 1977; 1978), Thus, botb
voi~ed and voiceless medials occur, but only the foraer have morph~phonemic counterpart&
in initial position. Kaye argues that this situation calls for a word structure c~
straint" to the effect that all (phonetically voiceless) initial obstruents are voiced
in underlying representation, even in non-alternating foras, because such a constraint
will ultimately account for both the absence of alternating voiceless medials and the
inte ation of English loans with otherwise inexplicable voiced medials. But the phoneti~ll false representation of Algonquin word-initials as voiced masks the morpholo ical yenerali~ation that morpheme-initial obstruents voice when word-medial if and
on~ if ~hey may appear word-initially in other derivations. Specifying the relative
osition a morpheme may occupy in a word is necessary in the morphological or word forP
t
a
and this specification also constitutes a far more direct mation componen anyw Y,
h
ini ia
though transderivational _ determination of voice alternations among morp eme- t 1
obstruents in Lac Simon Algonquin.

Roderick A. Jacobs, Universit!l of Hawaii

(SAT All:

GR)

an alternative to Kuno's (1975) analysis of why VPD is bad in such discourses
(1}: A: Where did Joe visit museums? 8: *He did @in Paris. Call P the proposition expressed by the anaphoric VP together with its subject and aux. (P in (18)
~~ve is Joe visited museums.) Aside from S1-S2 pairs differing in polarity, we
~I diet lower acceptability with VPD than with VP pro-forms for any S2 containing P
f Sl either presupposes P (as in (1)}, or asserts P, as in (2) : John hit Mary and
;;d d *@/it /?so with a hammer. We predict higher acceptability with VPD than wi th
pro-forms where Pis neither presupposed nor asserted in S1, as in (3) : A: Did Joe
!Lsit museums? B: Yes, he did @/*it /?so. This two-sided principle translates 1nto
~which forbids using strings which add no new information (a la Grice 1972: brevity
~bexim). Our analysis, but not Kuno's, naturally predicts the acceptability difference
~en (4a) and (4b). (4a}: *Mar discoura ed John because he estered her and she
~because he was ugly {too).
b : Mary discourage John because he pestered her ,
~Ruth did because he was ugly. Kuno would have to say that because he was ugly is
~nthematic in (4a), thematic in (4b), and thus occupies different tree structure
rsit1ons, solely due to change in subject. We claim rather that P of (4a) is asserted
~-~1· so (4a) is bad. while P of (4b} is neither asserted nor presupposed in S1;
·~e (4b) is acceptable.
IS
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Patric1a A. Keating, Brown Univers1ty
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Death:
Perception of Vowel Length in Czech and English

Studies in speech perception often use a categorization task, in which people ~•
......_to apply language-specific labels to a continuum of stimuli ranging in l!llllal.l acoq..
tic stepa over two or more values of a phonetic dimension. In moat cases liateueu
the acoustic continuum into discrete categoties at a particular stimulua value With an
abrupt shift fr~ one category to another. It baa been assumed that auch sharp categor,
boundaries reflect "phonemic" contrasts in a language. but it is unclear whether these
underlyign or surface ~ea. The present study addresses this question by comparing
Czech and English listeners• ~g responses to continua of real-word biayllablea dif.
fering only in the duration of the first vowel. In Czech, vowel length is distinctive 1a
underlying as well aa surface forma, while in English it is distinctive only on the
face, e.g., before a flap, indicating whether the atop underlying the flap is voiced or
voiceless. For Czech, we expect labels such as /a/ and /1/ to be used for two discrete
categories, with a sharp boundary between them. To determine ii the same effect occura
in the case of surface contrast only, English listeners are asked to respond /t/ or /d/
to stimuli which vary not in consonant voicing but in duration of the vowel before a
medial flap. The results fr~ Czech and English are compared to determine what level of
contrastiveoeas, underlying or surface, is tapped in a categorization task,

•ur-

(FRI All:

Jiha-Chun Kim, Un1versi ty of Hargland

BB)

s paper will discuss universal alterations to language form
run9.tion that are broUght about by the rapid replacement
one .~ge b7 another. For the moat part examples will
taken from mesoamerican indian languages, Aztec. Zapotec,
and Tepecano which are being rapidly replaced by Spanish
~routhout Mexico.
ThoUgh these languages are quite distinct
~ one another, being members of three language families
~&1 all show similar patterns of replacement. Marked fo~s
are eliminated, morphology is simplified and syntax becomes
1e1s complex, Simply by taking into account these processes
1t 11 possible to predict on the basis of texts both the rate
of language replacement and the degree of language change that
u the direct result of la~ge death. This project is the
result of three years of survey work with rapidly disapearinw
wexican indian languages. In addition data Will be presented
~ Yiddish, Ladino and Basque speaking communities in Mexico
c1t1 that suggest the possibility that the processes observed
tn aexlcan indian languages are in fact universals in the procall of language death.
Jan Koster, University of Amsterdam

(FRI AH:
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r.ocaUt!l Princ1ples in Syntall
A Note

on coreference 1n Japanese

The purpose of this paper is to study how different types of coreferent1al
relations are expressed by the two pronominal types in Japanese -- zibun
'he, him, she, her, self' and k~ie/kano~o 'he, him/she, her'. Although the
former has been referred to tra t1ona1:Y as a reflexive and the latter, as
nonreflexive; the significance of their distinction lies in how they express
obligatory and/or optional coreference and obligatory noncoreference. It 1s
inadequate to analyze zibun with the basic assumption that it is a reflexive
pronoun, since it para~ the English reflexive only in a simple sentence
and even here, only when it refers to a subject of the sentence. like the
English nonreflexive, zibun will be shown to have a far wider distribution.
It can refer to an anaphor outside of its sentence boundary:
John wa namakemono da. Peterj mo zibuni,j no koto o soo itteita.
1 NM lazy bone is
also hirn/self gen.
AM so was saying
John is a lazy bone. Peterj was also saying so about himi/himselfj'
1
In cases of ambiguous reference, zibun will be shown to have preferred
readings . An analysis will be presented within the interpretive framework of
Chomsky's Extended Standard Theory for the above pronominals.
(FRI AH:

Emil!l Klenin, Harvard university

):DCal.ity Principles limit the ~lication of syntactic rules to na.rr<:Mly defined portions of
pn-ase structure. Exanples; SUbJacency, the strict cycle, Superiority, Specified Subject eonctition (SSC), Intervention Constraint, Minimal Distance Principle (K>P). A theory incx>rporating
all these principles is extrstel.y redundant. Fortunately i t is possible to reduce the nUlber of
]Oc:ality principles to boo. '!he first principle, the Bouni1ng Cordition is a cordition on anapms in the sense of Olcltsky's "On Birding" (1978). It replaces SUbj~ aro stipl].ates that
rull ancq;tx'lrs (traces, PR>s) !lUSt be bourrl in every phrase in which they occur The seoom inciple, the Ulcallty Principle, generalizes 011er the ss:, the M>P, Superiority, 'am
~ of this kim. The boo principles have the foll.adng form:

many~

ABC}

Bcu!d1nq Cordition;

y cannot be free in ..,
t:l (= x•' ') in•.

IDeality Principle;

oo rule involves ai+I' yin:

IIIUUam Labov, University of Pennsylvania

[ B' • · [ ~1· · • ]

(~ =

null anatrorl

••• ,ai+I'""''ai, •.. ,y, •.• ,ai, ... ,ai+I'''.

(SAT All:
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!lie Role of Women 1n Linguistic Change

Conditions on Object Harking

The paper discusses a wellknown example of the ~rking ot certain objects, namelY
the development or genitive-marked accusatives tor certain nouns and pronouns in
East Slavic. It ls shown that the ~rking developed under ditterent conditions tor
nouns, anaphoric pronouns, and personal pronouns, and that the chronology ot tbe three
developDents is completely distinct. There is no way that one type ot the =srking ca~
be treated as an extension or reanalysis or another type, and the three types are
thus historically unrelated. It is suggested, however, that all three innovations are
motivated by subject/object interaction, but that the ditterent conditions on the
separate rules are a consequence or categorial limitations; the discourse-tunctional
and sentence-tunctional conditions on implementation ot the rule tor nouns and pronouns respectively are a consequence ot the ditrerent se~ntics characteristic ot
these parts or speech. The special conditions on each rule provided a eategorially
acceptable scale along which the innovation could be implemented gradually.
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Sociolinquistic studies of urban societies show that women tend to use conserva": variants more than men1 yet the majority of the sound changes in prog-ress examined
ar show women in advance of men by approximately one generation. Results of quantive studies of sound changes in Philadelphia indicate a resolution of this apparent
CODttadiction • Women ...,..,.
,.,.,..,ear t o be more sensitive to social prestige in both cases: in
the
of ~rrection of stigmatized variants, it is national prestige; in the early stages
.,
ge from below, it is local prestige, as indicated by the social distribution of
re advanced
forms within local neighborh--AOf
~.
zepe.tedtwel-ve soum! chanqes studied, one is
more advanced among men1 the pattern is
9lthar in a rllndom smnple of telephone users as well as the neighborhood studies. ToIOIInd Will:h- previous findinCJs, these results suqqest that waoen are more advanced in
fnore~hanqes that follow
unidirectional principles of chain shifting: the cases
~
by men are all contrary movements of individual vowels. In general sound
rolegeaffavored bf women move more rapidly, as might be predicted by the as~trical
8 0
Nle and female parents in the early stages of language acquisition.
ti

:u

2?

Rebecca LaBrum, Stanford University
R· Leben, Stanfo:rd UniversJ.ty
(FRI Alf:

The Use of be and bet in Two Early Middle Engl1sh Texts

In Old English (OB) relative olauaes could be introduced by an indeclinable relatbe
ticle l!!. or by the deonstrative .!!!.• which was declined according to the gender and
ber ot its antecedent, and according to its own role in the relative ol.auae. In
dle English (EME) onl,y two relativ1£ers, l?!, and 11!1. are uaed to introduce re1au..,.
es; in later ME
has vanished as a relativiur, and only 1!!1is used. In gez.nl it 1ae
been assumed that P.!. and.~ were interchangeable in EME. In this paper it is ahown that.
l!!. and 11!! were in tact not 1n tree variation in EM& times. Eumination ot two texts ot
the period- Ancr!Jle Wisse and Sawles Warde- reveals that choice ot l!!. or e1 ns genel'tJ~
dependent upon the animacy ot the antecedent. Further discussion concerns the possible
igins ot this aniMacy restriction; 1n this connection, the relationships between (E !t
and P.!. and EME 2!, and 1!!.1 are discussed. Finall3r it is noted that there is not absolute
adherence to the animacy re•riction. Explanations are o!tered !or sOlll& exoepticma.. eg.tfa
consistent use ot l!!U,. rather than the expected l!!,. with antecedents such as 225!!1. ~
Iesu might reflect a concept. o! the Deity as a neutral, not trul.y animate, being, otbitr
exceptions are best handled by assuming that animacy restriction involved the opention
ot a variable rather than an obligatory rule. Support !or this viewpoint is gi'fen,
based upon changes occurring in the English language during late OE and EME.

a
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pape~po~n~ ~p : new consequence of ~epresenting tone on a level distinct from

assoc

te

t

t e segmental level, as in Gold-.ith's autoaegmental fr~work

. . . ti.MS a tonal morpheme is ~~anifested only by its effect on 0 h
•
'
Jollettlt!en subject and verb in Mende /t&ni'w6v&tg&/ • [t:k! wJ &n t~jr to~s, e.g. the
die clowstepping of H on wvang~. We describe this marker as
gwhe:r:h! ~:nd~~io~s
.-ociation of the tone with any syllable• t~~ wo~
Si •
r
oc s

vr

•

T-

L

r

•

m11ar1y,

tjato

~analysis of a word with phonemic downstep, normally symbolized t!t6

11

r8

is

Earll

~~~~ d~alt ~th latent tones by first allowing them to occasion do~drift .:~
dMD ~et ng t em. We avoid this ordering by eliminatin th d 1

;1

• to .aintain that no phonological rule follows downdrif~
e ~ti:, permitting
8
8
~·• never apply to entities lfke [3 itch)
•
Y phonological
1 proceas like Kikuyu ndlMr$d tu\l)al)l- ndl• 'c&&~~Y, tfken as the output of downdrift.
HIL ~ HR...f
- nar r JU~I)af)1, described by Clements and
rorei as ;~;. -~ , results instead from a simple deletion: L _. f 1 H r , This
p•u ndt;n¥r kyal)i • ndtnarfr.llr:kel)af)l• and by convention the new toneless
qUables receive the closest available preceding tone,

William Ladusaw, University of Texas

('l'HURS 1Uf:
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sunl•v

B. Legum

SWRL ami Kinton, Inc.
(7'HURS Alf:

A svntax and Semantics for Two Uses of Quantifiers
H.r&llel Function:

In this paper 1 9ive a syntactic analysis of quantifiers and numeral words in Enqli•
in both their determiner use (as in (lal) and in partitive uses (as in (lb) l and provide
a Monta9ue-type semantic interpretation for it. The syntactic analysis is similar to ~

(l)a.
b.

[NP all bicgcles]
[NP all of [NP the bicycles]}

one given in Jackendoff 1978 (X Syntax, Chapter 5). My semantic analysis allows tbe
quantifiers in both constructions to be interpreted uniformly and the way in which the
lower NP of the partitive construction must contribute to the meanin9 of the whole NP
sug9ests a semantic motivation for the restriction of the determiner in the lower NP
to a definite one (Jackendoff's Partitive Constraint). The analysis incorporate• a
selection mechanism to represent the inherent number relation between the quantifier
and its head. Finally, a treatment of Null Head Anaphora (as in (2a)) and One(s)
Anaphora (as in (2b)) semantically (with no syntactic deletion of lexical material)
is presented.
(2)a.
b.

Some of the boxes contained apples and some __ contained oranges
The orphana9e bought four 9reen bicycles and three blue ones

Hertha Laferriere, Southeastern Massachusetts University
Vi. ctor Zue, llassachusetts Institute of Technology

fSA7' Alf:
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llale/Pemale Differences in the Application of Phonetic Rules

BE)

Linguistic Verit!l or llethodolOt;liCal Artifact?

A nUillber of studies including Sheldon (1974) and Le
(I
)
fra~ 3 to 10 find sentences containing "parallel fu~~;ion~75 lh:~e sh~n that children
COIIPrehend in speech than "nonpar a 1 leI function"
.
re a 've c auses easIer to
IIIIIch the relatlvized NP and its antecedent have ~~atlve clauses: I.e., sentences in
uspectlve clauses appear easier to comprehend than s!~ gr~atlc~l fun~tions in their
0
Cl5e. Closer analyses of the data howeve
ence~ n wh1ch th1s Is not the
I fact about para I lei subject sent;nces an~' i:u~!:~~t~~~!d t~ls ~ffect is in large part
current study compares the comprehension of 50
d
d Y t e type of task. The
.wement task similar to those used in he
~econ gr? ers across three tasks: a toy
1 purely verbal task.
The expectation !as ~~:;~~~= ~!~~;~s, ~ P~cture choice task, and
~ld differ from those of the others due
~ 0 t.e toy movement task
Mntence scores. Contrary to expectation ~~ ta~ktrelat~d. Inflation of subject parallel
to those of the toy movement task tha
e pic ure c Olce task results were closer
nrbal results showed parallel functi~nt~ t~e purely verbal task. Further, the purely
differences can be explained by the fact ~~ ~nc~s to b~ the most difficult. The major
~sponse while the other tasks required res;on!e: ~~~~l~i~egrtbhael etnast~ required a NP
1re sentence.

IIDcv s.

Levin, Ohi.o State Uni.versity

l!t~~~~r.1ons

(PRI All:
of the Tlto-constituent LiliU•t on GappiBi_

An exper1.Jaent involving Alllerican English words with post-stressed media.l /t,d/
(l!I&U!L ~ yielded marked differences in men's and WOJaeD 0 8 speech, J ilen &M J
women read a list ot 250 words (total•JOOO tokens) with aedial /t,d/ in several ~
netic enviro!11lents. The data yielded the following resultsa 1) tbe durations ot 'IOIIela,
resotants, am /t,d/ were in general significantly longer tar the women than the MJII
2), men am women temed to produce different phonetic realiza.tione at the sequence
/.Vpt,V/ {e.g, 11m). Felll&le speakere showed a marked tendency to ~uoe the~~
['fntbV) and [fnvj (6:3%), and to avoid al.Diost ool!lpletely the far.u L'V'thvl and [TnJ(,.),
Male speakers, on the otbe; band, prgcluced 96% of the l&tter faru, and ooneidert.bl.7
less than halt (J?:() ot LfntOV) am [~nv]. Tbat is, 11111.le speakers temed to utUiH
the }lhonetic rules ot vowel nasaliza.tion, nasal deletion, and tl&pping, llhereae tUlle
speakers virtually never did, These two results accord well with the observation of
sociolinguists that women tem to articulate in such a way that the identity ot aer
111ents ia both unambiguous, am "correct" in that the segments are relatively lol6 azd
oorrespom moat closely to umerly1ng canonic forms before phonetic rules have appl.1e4.
These results are of iaportanoe for the formulation of }lhonetic rules in Ellglish &D4
aa input !or automated speech recognition systems,
28
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the Role of Phonetic Features in the Elicitation of SpoonerisliiS

Speech error data (usually consisting of naturally observe~
spoonerisms) have been interpreted as showing support for var~oua
linguistic structures, including phonetic featu~es (Promkin •. 19?1),
Such data do not, however, provide a clear bas1s for determ~ning
whether for example, the number of features shared by two segments
affects'their tendency to spoonerize. Recent techniques for eliciting
spoonerisms (Baars, 19??) have ma~e possible the experimenta~ control
of the linguistic features affect~ng the tendency to spooner~ze. One
can now ask if word pairs for which the initial consonants differ on
the basis of a single phonetic feature are more likely to spoonerize
than those for which the initial consonants differ on two or m~re
features. Preliminary work suggests that the numbe~ of phonet~c
features shared by the two segments does affect the1r tendency to
spoonerize. This paper presents ~he resul~s.of experimental r~search
on the role of phonetic features 1n the el1c1tatlon of spooner1sms
and interprets these results in the context of the speech plans
available to the speaker.

(SA7' All:
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Definitions in Scandinavian Accentolpqy

.ruacUgmatic

Scandinavian accentology deals with ace. 1, ace . 2, sted, no-sted, circumflex, the
West Jutland {WJ) sted, oralized steds, and lengthened con~onants; .the la~ter are .of\en
taken for a grave circumflex. All of them are easy t~ def1ne i~ d1achron~c terms. e.g.,
ace. 1 is historically a monosyllabic acc~nt! and so 1s . ste~; c1rcumflex 1s the accent
of apocope, etc., but in synchronic descr1pt1ons, Scand1~av1an,prosode~es are usual~y
defined from a phonetic point of view: ace. 1 and 2 are tones ! st~d 1s a glott~l 1~
terruption , circumflex has two peaks, etc. The orig~n of Scand1nav1an accent~at1on 1s
also represented by most scholars as a purely phonet1c p~bl~m. We are ~ffer1ng a !unctional approach to scandinavian prosodemes. Prosodemes 1n l1terary Swedtsh! Norwegtan,
and Danish perform two functions: (1) they distinguish monosyllables from d1- and poly·
syllables {2) they distinguish long vowels or short vowel followed _by sonorous sounds
from short vowels followed by voiceless obstruents and thus serve 1nst~uments of mora-.
counting. The first function is that of ace. 1 and 2. The second is tnherent in sted.
no-sted. Since the occurrence of sted and no-sted al so de~nds on.the.number of syllables in a word it means that there are no 'pure' steds 1n Scand1nav1an: they arealways partly sted;, partly accents. Oralized steds, preaspiration, and the WJ sted do
not cut their bases into moras and should be treated as junctural phenomena: Circ~flex
divides its basis into two syllables, and its definition depends only on th1s funct1on
and not on the type of pitch contour or number of dynamic peaks .

In his landmark article , Chafe (1959:478) def i ned 'internal reconst ructi on (IR) ' as
of the history o f a l anguage from mat erial a vailable f or
a synchronic desc ription of t he language, and from t hat alone. 1 He immediatel y noted ,
bovever, t hat most hist orical vork involves the compari s on of cognate fo rms-- i n t he
cue of IR, t he di f fer ent fo rms of a morpheme vtt hin a l anguage- and concl udes : 'Such
~rison see ms t o me t o be t he only conceivable basis f or internal reconstruction.'
~igswald (1944, 1946, 196o) and Marchand (1956) have al s o as serted the f undamental reliaDce of IR on paradigmatic allomorphy. For exampl e, Hoeni gswald ha s argued (1944: 80 ):
'It appears e s sent ial •• • that in all pertinent cases alternation in a paradigm be pr e s ent. '
I will argue that while paradigmatic allomorphy is an i mportant t ype o f e vidence, i t is
certainly not t he ' only conceivable ba sis ' f or IR. Arter discussing t he assertions of
~nigsvald and Chafe, I will illustrate t hree i nferential pr inciples-- t he a ssumpt ion of
~lel histori es , econo~ of r econstruct ion (both are appealed to i n Chafe (1959)) and
t~ principle o f optimal use-- with exampl e s from Seneca, Sanskrit , and Old Irish . Aft er
~nrulat i ng t hes e pr i nciples pr ecisely, I wi ll argue t hat the distinguishi ng charact erlltic of I R is that it reli es sol ely on int ernal evidence; par adigmati c allomorphy is
~one kind of i nternal evidence.
I conclude t hat there r eall y is no unitary method of
m, but methods for interpreting various kinds of i nternal evidence .

Rochelle Lieber, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
The Bpglish Passive:
I
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lt i• evident that in such a language as English there is considerable variation in the
~c_.ent and nature of formulas of quotation. Thus, a formula such as "John said/said
~" can occur preposed to the quotation, postposed, or interlarded. Conditioned word
_.aer variation occurs so that "John said" is preposed and "said J ohn" is interlarded and
tposed. Variation in the nature of the quotation formula includes specification of
::.ker, of addressee, or of both . Avoidance of specification of the speaker is possible
~ resort to a passive verb or use of an indef i nite subjec t.
While it s eems plausible
1
~t all these variations are subject to discourse constraints, these constraints have
.ot been worked out for English. Such constraints have, however, been worked out for
rocooac(Mexico) by Aileen Reid in a recent project which I directed . Most of these
~craints fall under four heads: (1) the nature of the r eported dialogue(relativel y
~ual or emotiona l and argumentative) in which the quotation occurs. (2) Who(speaker)
or hearer) dominates a dialogue ? (3) Who is thematic (even if not dominant)? ( 4 ) Who
bl• been thematic in the preceding context or will be thematic in the following context.
It is hoped that the Totonac study can provide clues for similar analysis in other
].ID8U88es •

An
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Argument for Historical Rule Stability

In this paper, arguments are given that Old En~lish had both an adjectivu
and a verbal passive construction, contrary to claims made by Lightfoot
(forthcoming ) that only adjectival passives exist in OE. Two rules for t~
OE passive are then formulated, a transformational passive for verbal P~
sive constructions, and a lexical passive for adjectival passive construe·
tions. The analysis proposed will be shown to have interesting historica!r
consequences: given such an analysis, we can characterize the evolutio~i~
the English passive construction in the simple5t possible manner. Any t
cussion of English diachronic syntax mus t say something about the l~ss o
case endings during the ME period. Under the proposed analysis noth .ing
more need be said: ' the rules which r~late passive to active sentences
stable throughout theehistory of English, As the disttmction between t~e
dative and accusative case s is lost. the proposed rules of passive wil
automatically apply in environments where they were formerly inapplicable,
producing the major historical change in the English passive, i.e. the
loss of impersonal passive construc tions.
Lightfoot, D. forthcoming. Rule Classes & Syntactic Change, Ling. Ing.
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•a procedure for inferring part

11cbolas J . llacari, University of
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F1rst Language Learning by Info rmant

Assuming a de finition of learnability which he called 'identification in the limit ',
llld dis tinguishing two information presenta tion schemes (text and informant), E.M.Gold showed
("Language Identification in the Lilllit" , Information and Control,l967) tha t no interesting
claas of languages within the Chomsky hi erarc hy of t ypes is learnable f rom text. Thi s r e~t has been s een as paradoxi cal for two reasons : l )Every normal child succeeds at lan~ge acquisi tion1 2)Information about non-sentence s over the target language vocabulary
(that is to say, the informant presentation s cheme) has not been thought to be available to
tbe child (cf l<.Wexler,P. Culicover, & H.Hamburge r, "Learning Theoretic Foundations of Lin9Utic Universals, Theoretical Linquistics,l975,p.220), The approach of these latter indivi duals t o res olving this paradox has been to make a number of strong assumptions , and
Uling these a ssumpti ons prove learnabili ty. The prese nt paper develops a rather di fferent
PDint of view, vi z , that by assuming the innateness of a quite commonly uti lized psychological strategy and assuming he can apply it, at s ome level , to interpret an extreme ly
~n feature of his speech mili eu, specifically one type of hesitation event , one is
lble to conclude that the child in fact recei ves an informant presentation s equence . The
~lem has not been that t he child neve r hears instances of non-sentences but with the
ling of them as such . What i s shown here is how non-inst ances are (covertly) label ed .
~ability then follows from Gold ' s res ults with no need for complex assumptions .
31
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~~rd Movement and

tal~ in Brazilian Portugese
supraseqm&ntal Influences on Segmen

f
esses in Brazilian Portuguese utterances, accordiq
The frequency of occu:rence o ptroic a function of their rhythmic structure. Specifl~
. t r~:men
.
tal data I. wl.ll presen
s processes vary inversely with th e number of Ull•
to l.ns
imil , tive
cally, certain reductJ.ve or ass
a
For example when comparing sentences with
stressed syllables between major str~ssesity' and (2 ) ';essima univerCsiJ'dade 'te~ible
(1} me'lhor univer[siJ'dade 'best un vers
of (a) deletion of [iJ, (b} shortening of
university', (2} showed a greate~ ~curr:~c~as a tendency toward isochrony(determined by
CsJ, and (c) CsJ ~ [zJ. Since o ugue of these processes in (2)(with a greater number
other research of mine), the applicati~~ duration which would facilitate isochrony.
of unstressed syllables) would red{~e
~ syllable duration ratios) correlates with
The rhythmic structure o~ words nc 1u ~~ trisyllabic words with penultimate streBB'
the obligatoriness of certaJ.n processes.h rt r than the pretonic(determined from real
the posttonic syllable is con)sider~btr 9 ~lei and lol to CiJ and [uJ is obligatory in
words and nonsense syllables . . Ra s ngt~on~ in pretonic position, e.g., lpolidol:
posttonic final position whil~ l.t is op[i J and CuJ are intrinsically shorter than (el
Cpo'liduJ - Cpu'liduJ 'polite • Sinc~h 1 gth in the posttonic position where a short
and Col, the raising process r educes
e en
duration is required.
(THURS PH:

Alexis Nanaster-Ramer, university of Chicago
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f
tiona ha.a •llean challenged recent~ • e.g •
'!'he existence of aove~~ent trans~ It;s argued that there's no base
by Sandera. .and the relati~
by late
essentia.l.ly because rules
order and that orderi.Dg is oneta like Paasi~ produce the same bea1c word
trad1t1cna.~ stated aa aovemen • 8h If that' were the base order, the
order aa the base, viz. SVX in EDgll • 8 structure. The choice of azq other
rules in question would dupU.ca.te phrae thesis since given up) would be
base order (like McCawley's 19?0 VSO ~ alt~tive would also involve deat least part~ arbi~ Mo:o=~ rules so that it differ& from the unr1ving the ac~~v:
~:tle besides being fomally more complex. I riill
oxdered base a t
baaed on the venerable but never- justified asshow th&t these argu~~en s are
in l.1ngUist1oa is a string. In a string
&UIIption that lfha!:rta1IJ~rd=ttona of all are' affected {so app~1ng 1laslfhen one ela.ent
• e 't ieili a verb-24 output) • I suggest stating
sive to a verb-24 string won Y 1&l ordering relations 1nstead (note that
constituent order in tems of part
Thus ._..llsh could under~~ be
•partial' includes 'total' aa a au.........e •
--e. Pass1
hallg1ng just the
8
verb-24 and subject-befor&o-object, ~ a
~:evell98~ble thu. to
second relation, would leave th~~r t s:ae fo:t'IIB or lo~ea of genexaU.zationo
have aoveaents without &ither a- rae
)

:!

Tense Innovation in the xru Language Fam1lg

A comparati?e study or several Kru languages reveals that in aanr

rightward aovement or adverbs and non-ter.s is ourrentlJ oausweakening of the vtrb-final auziliar7 construction 8 AUX ••• v. 1D
~te. verb-final position ls usu9llJ maintained, while ln •anT Western
~··· elements are moved (either optionallt or obllgatorllf)to the
rlsht'' Godie=> 6:::. zek~ sakaa 11 (He H&G 7est rtoe eat) S-AUX-ADV-0-11
'Be didn't eat rice 7esterda7'
Wobe ~ se ko dl sea (Be HKG· rtoe eat toda7) S·AUX-0-V-ADV
• :> se sea to dl
'Be didn't eat rice toda7'
~ Stockwell (1911) olalas for Old !nglish, syntaotlo rules such as conjunCt extraposition and afterthought provide a pattern for thls s7ntaotio
~nge.
In some Kru la~ge$. rightward movement has been accompanied b7
an unusual development• the innovation or ooapln: tense systema-• VbUe
tt•• adverbs are usuallY the first elements to move right, ln aanr south-etern languages. these tend to •rreeze• in preverbal posttlon and eventoall7 turn into tense particles. These are typloall7 phonologically reaaoed forms, may co-occur with related time words, and differ fro~ the
oategor, 'adverb' by thetr inability to undergo movement rules.

'ns a

felai.ne fl. Jtarsball, Vassar College
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fJ Sl n Language and sign languages In general
"Phonological" theory of American ~a~ to~s' structure and motor operations.
requires an understanding of t~e ar~ c~S~ and other si-s have an anatomical basis;
Several tendencies and constra nts ~ f-handshape and gross movement through space.
e.g . , the correlation between change o
I o have a dorsad movement (from the
Many ASL signs In which the han~}ha~etcl~~~~n;! volad (palmward) movement Is less
palm toward the back of the han • u ~ner than opening + dorsad. This pattern
common. Similarly, opening~ v~l~~ l~l~gers ' long muscles, which originate In the
reflects the "pulley action o
e
roroote wrist extension (dorsad), and finger
forearm: finger contraction tends t~ p ( lad) The volad/dorsad movement Is not
eYtens lon to promote wrist contract on vo s l~ctlve movement of this type may be·
always distinctive, but an originally nondl rt honologlcal elements; e.g ., orient·
come distinctive and may Interact w~th oth~ #~S 'to talk bullshlt' ( fingerspelled
atlon and morphology In one of the orms o ndencles and constraints are based on
~ (Battlson 1977). ~revlously obse~~~~~~~s or on language-specific Idiosyncrasy;
perceptual or general neuromo~r conhas a constraining role. Another promising
d tailed articulatory anatomy, too,
a:plicatlon Is systematic detailed description of handshapes.
1')
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of Meaning in the Use of the Preteri.t with already and yet

lallert Mag, Rockefeller Universitg
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ded in 1977 in Eastchester, New York, where informants were drawn equally
~om three age strata and two socioeconomic levels.
Sociolinguistic
~ysis has shown that tense choice is determined by social, linguistic,
and stylistic factors. Examination of instances of variation for which
these factors are constant suggests that the preterit is used without a
loss of temporal nuance because the adverb and the context together carry
{he 1 perfect' meaning. Consider the following examples A. "Let • s have
lunch." B. "Sorry, I ate already." This interpretation is inconsistent
nth the theories of Gerard Vanneck ('58), who claims that Americans blur
the distinction between the two tenses by using the preterit where the
perfect is traditionally expected. The findings of this study are that
tida syntactic variation is essentially sociolinguistically based and
~t the two forms carry the same temporal meaning.
Vanneck, Gerard. (1958) "The Colloquial Preterite in Modern Amertcan English," Word 14: 237-242.
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This paper assesses the role of meani~ in the variation between
~e preterit and the present perfect with alread~ and~ in spoken
~rican English.
The data come from a corpus o 120 !nierviews recor-

r:uea

..._ftft

California, Los Angeles

~ages.
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._t Comrto-Comp Movement Be Stipulated?

It is known that successive applications of ~h-movement, NP-movement and whe.g., deriving (2) as the surface structure of the ungrammatical (1), is

~t,

(1) *Who decided Bill would hit
(2)
Who 2 (S e 2 decided [S e 2 [S Bill would hit e 2]J]
lmisqeneration. Chomsky (1973) notes that this derivation does not violate the Tensed-S,
~cified Subject or Subjacency Conditions. Thus, in the analysis of that paper, movement
~ • Phrase in COMP into a non-COMP position is prohibited by stipUlation. In this paper
• reconsider this problem with respect to properties of structures at Logical Form1 cf .,
t.g., Chomsky (1976), May (1977) . Following Chomsky (1978), we assume that at LF all non~bors are assigned a referential index, an integer, and an anaphoric index, a set of
~rs. NPi,{j, ••• ,k}' (i a referential indeX) is construed as disjoint in reference
~HPj' .•• ,NPk : When indices are assigned to the logical form associated with (2), it
1a seen to contain an NP with an index of the form (i,{i}). An NP assigned this index must
• construed as referentially distinct from its own referent . Taking any structure con~ an NP with this contradictory index as ill-formed, the ungrammaticality of (1)
~owa independently from the ~ssibility of associating it with a well-formed logical
~esentation. Parallel examples involving pronouns will also be discussed.
ll
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John .1. JlcCarthy, 3rd, Hassachusfitts IruJti tute of 'l'eclmology
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lletrical Structure and B<>und1ng 1n J'hMology

t'b1a .,.per preeenta an ~1a of Tiberian Hebrew pbonolOQ ~ed. on ~ •trtoaJ.
theo17 of stress of Li~ and Prl.Dce (lffl). It ahowa that their tbeoret1ca1. COII!d.t...:
the foot is a boun41ng da.-1n for seveml. rules affecting atreaa. !bese three
,
, ,
(
,
the JlhTtba Jlule ~ va. 9JIIllul}, Conaecut1Te Stress Retmction Jlda.n.
and Secondar7 Stresa1ng (bl'?ar"tfih, gln$tay) -- sb&re the property of aaa~
stress only to open ql.l&blea. A proposed rule of Hebrew defines the conat11aent taG
as the string assoCiated with a left-bmncbiDg tree where the len.o.t branch dolliDatee
an open syllable but no internal rlght-bmnch dollinates an open &Jllable.
'lberefore the Rh)"tha Rule and Conaecut.ive Streas Retmction dtbdxaw the •tree. to
first syllable·· in the S&lle foot. Seconda:tT stress 1a assigned to 4l&ch foot aDd IIUIIiU'll~
uted within it accordillg to an s-v labeW~ convention. 'l'h1a 11m1~t1on of
and distribution of stress to within the foot ia & reflex of bounding, a nbtton .....~.JU
troll syntax. The foot constituent 1a the stipulated boundiDg dolll&ln of these ~
eo they are each fo:r11Ulated without reference to open and closed a;rl.l&blea at e.U.
An incidental result 1a the observation that eupe:dle&VJ (c'l'c) eyl.l&blee btbave l1b
disyllabic sequences with respect to these three rules. Th1a 1a shown to result troa till
internal -trlcal structure of eupexbeaVJ syllables.

••llil

Harlys /lfCClaran, UCLII and University
Sgntactic and Lexical
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on Patterns of Inference in Samoan

will be argued that time and rhythm are important determiners of phonological change
that Incorporating these factor s Into the metatheory considerably increases the
lctlve power of historical linguistics. Instrumental studies show that syllables
in proportion to the length of the word . This explains various shortening and
ion proces ses, e .g . Av. kataro 'wh ich' : kat~ras-cts 'each' ; Eng . suth (-+south)
s~!!!!;!.!;. (-+southern) , etc . ('trisyllabic laxing'!) , as well as syncope a nd apoc~
/yalulu/ (ace. yalulu·n) _,. ~ 'flame', but disyllable mel a 'sea' (ace .
remains unaffected. Polysyllables and monosyllables alike te~o acquire
ic status {or a compa~able rhythm). ln,IE, C~V-monosyllables tended to resylla·
cqRv /CUV/; cf . Gk. duo 'two (< *d(u)~) : ~deka '12' (<. *dwO-), Ved.
da~, sky' : Joe . s~dy4vt, etc.~'moric balance' of wor~llke Arab
Arab (~ JJI) has been recently discussed. Latin monosyllabic lengthening
iJ 'give': 2 pl . d.;te~JJ() Is directly complementary to 'Iambic shortening'
t,IJI'love' : laud.(flit'pralse') . Both processes generate duple-time outputs. From
~tltion, a rhythm-preference hierarchy will be suggested.

11Jen /lunra, University of SOUthern California
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Sp!!Ch Acts Are Not Stri ctlll conventional

Three major Samoan word orders and 6 interpersonal verbs were studied 1a
terms of their effects upon the inferred generality of the behaVior deen-ibed within the schema Person A X'd Person B. A sentence of one ot the
three types was presented as evidence and speakers (N=40) asked Which ot
a pair of related sentences was more likely also to be true. The reiUlte
indicated that some verbs (e.g. alofa 'love•, fa'alavelave 'hinder•) are
more subject dominated in that the subject was systematically expected to
eXhibit that behavior toward other objects, while other verbs (ta 1hit•,
tu•ua•i •blame') tended to be object dominated in that the object wae tl•
pected to receive the same behavior from other subjects. The sentence
types VSO, SVO and OVS eXhibited decreasing degrees of subject dominatioe
but the verbs accounted tor the majority of the variance. Within attribution theory some psychologists have studied perceived causalitJ aa a
function of characteristics of the subject, situation and object, and
others have studied effects of lexical differences on patterns of taterred generality. ~his study expands this work and applies it in a nonIndoeuropean language. Within linguistics it begins to address questioua
about the pragmatic functions of word order and topicalization.

Evidence from an observational experiment supports the theory that indirect
speech acts can activate both "literal" and "conveyed" meanings in the mind of the
Jtstener. and. therefore. are not strictly idiomatic. Observational subjects were
•proached and asked the time of day with one of these three locutions :
li What time 1s it?
2 Could you tell me what time it is?
3 Could you tell me the time?
(1) is a direct request; (2) and (3) are indirect requests. 61 people were presented
~th one of the indirect requests. Of these. 31 prefaced their answer (a report of
~ time) with an expression of affirmation. such as yeah, sure, or uh-huh. Of the
~ pe~ple ~resented with the d~rect requ~st _ (l), none prefa~his or her report of
~ ttme wtth such an affirmatton. Stattsttcal tests (a 1-way analysis of variance
~ Scheffe's method of mulitple compari sons) confinned that there was no significant
~fference i~ number of affirmation responses for the two indirect requests. but that
U.re were stgn~ficantly more affirmations in response to (2) and (3) than in response
~ (1). A parstmonious explanation for this difference is one that holds that the
lffil'11ation is in response to the literal meaning of the indirect requests.

L1se Nenn, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Suzanne E. Boyce, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

~ Nunro, University of southern California
~Gordan, University oE Southern Californi~
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Fundamental Frequency Variations in Parent-Child Discourse

Fundamental frequency (F ) of five parent-child conversations in a laboratory playroca
were studied with a compgter F extraction program. For each clause in these discourses,
the F has a maximum whi ch sho~s considerable variation across clauses and across spea•
kers, 0 a nd a min~ value (usually the end-point in a falling-contour sentence) which WI
have found to be relatively stable for a given speaker. We used a logarithmic z-score
normalizat i on of clause- peak F t o permit cross-speaker comparison of the degree of pi~b
excursion for each claus e: eacR clause-peak P is expressed on a logarit~c scale in
t erms of the number of standard deviations t~t it lies above or below the (logarittwa.icl
mean c lause-peak P value for that speaker over the discours e. Thus the chanqes in 'y between successive c~ause peaks can be plotted commensurably for both speakers of a pa r
over the Whole discourse. This nor~~~alized variation in P peaks appears to reflect tlW
semantic and pragmatic r elations between success ive clausgs, both within and between
speakers . We find 1) introduction of new topic usually occurs with sharp change in peak
F , e ither a rise or a fallt 2) a s harp fall in peak occurs on simple yes/ no answers tD
y~s/no questions : 3) consecutive clauses pursuing the same objective have very stailar
peak F 1 4) peak F drops on r epe titions, in agreement with known results within speak~
(O'ShaSghnessy l97g). Results 1) and 3) cannot be explained simply by the hypothesis ~t
a cons ti t uent containing new information receives higher pitch.
34
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'l'!IPeJS of Text s

This research extends previouslt developed theoretical treatments of the
to describe the text structure and high level semantics of two
instructions and definitional explanations. The representations
~posed posit two kinds of distinctions related to text type . A semantic distinction
~be made: Stories are represented by specific concepts, while instructions and
rfinitions are represented by generic concepts. A structural distinction also exists:
ext.structures for definitions are simpler and more horizontal; text structures for
!~rtes and instructions are more complex and more vertical. These distinctions led
w ~ hypotheses about memory for texts of different types. First. it was predicted
•t a story would be more fully recalled than an instruction, which would be better
~alled than a definition of the same length. Second. it was hypothesized that
lls for texts of the different types would exhibit different degrees of reordering
Of~structural
elements.
Data from two text recall experiments support both hypotheses. Stories proved
Qs~est to recall. Definitions were hardest to recall and understand. Instructions
-rted the ~st. and length of text was a complicating factor for this type of text.
reordertng data also supported our hypotheses. Definitions and instructions
~ fered more reordering in recalls than did stories .
st~ture of stories
o~r types of text.

n-,
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The Three rumen Passives

Three separate verbal sufflxes are u.eed to fcma passives of vartoua aorta in the 1q..
suases of the YUIIIan f ..Uy of tbe Soutbvestt -yjp_ (from l't'oto-Yuaaan *P•-ln aoat lana•·
sea), -§.(in Mojave and Yavapai, at least, and pt'Obably more widespread), and ~ (eo f~t
cti.acovencl only ln Dlesuello and Mojave). All of these aufflxes follow . . tn verbe, 111_.
witbout auxiliaries• Mojave i8hup-y-k 'it's shrunk, it's been ahrunk'J ta~-t-- 'it
was killed' J ithup~-k 'it sot sbrunk' (the final suffixes here mark tenae).
Altboush it may be scmewbat unusual for a ~~~all lancuase family to have ao . .11.1 t,_
of passives, there are fairly significant morpboayntaetie and, especially, seaantic 4lf•
ferenees amoaa them--oDe aay argue, for instance, that ~and -yjp_ passives 11uat be baactled in the lexicon, A link between the three, however, appears to be that morp-.. Of
the shape ~ -~ and ~ can be uaecl in various Y\Dan lansuases to follow the first (a•
lover) of two verba with the satAe subject within a complex sentence. Thia fact, in t-..
recalls 11&111 110re familiar passhe structurea, wlaidl have a participial (•beclclecl-f~)
verb asreeins with the subject of the -in (auxlliaey) verba the Y\Dan pa.. lvea lOOk
slllply truncated, ainua their auxiliary. Thua it appears that aoae of the ctlffereDCU
between the tbree types of Yuman passives
be linked to the syntactic difference. ~
tween the tbl:ee types of satAe-subjeet eabeclclins constructions.

••r

Donna Jo Napoli, GeorgetOtm University

(THURS JIJI:

111)

.,onse.

7th graders an A response, and 8th graders and adults a P response again (the difare significant, p<.Ol).
I propose that the 3rd graders had a P response for Set II words because they had not
yet teamed the special A response for these words. The 7th graders clearly had learned
lt. I claim that 8th graders and adults lost the A response for this minority set, in fawr of the majority-set P response, through the influence of Spanish words and placenames
in AuStin. The claim for an adul.t regional dialect receives sane support fran responses
of Jl(I1-Texas speakers in other studies.
SUch a reversal is exceedingly rare in language acquisition (e.g., it is not the case
t)lat after a certain age, adults go back to saying [pun] for~. It seems to be due
to a canbinatim of a late acquired pattern and local dialect properties.

Jtre!lCBS

ldlla Nornang, Universitl) of Piashingtan
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fiW status of Heavy NP Shift as a Tran.sforllllltianal Rule

The semantics of Clitic Climbing in Italian

In Italian clitic pronouns sometimes appear on the V of which they are a
complement in the DS and other times o~ the v.o! a higher clause. This
positioning is not free. Instead, it 1s sens1t1ve to semantics in the
following waya A clitic may climb only out of a semantically dominant
infinitival clause and only when the V to which it is climbing serves
semantically as an auxiliary to the embedded v. This notion of "semantic
dominance" is that developed in Erteshik (197)). Stress, adverbs, and
semantic complexity of lexical items (as discussed by Erteshik) are used
here as indicators of semantic dominance. The notion "semantic auxiliar.Y1
is defined here thusa One V serves as a semantic auxiliary to a second it
the first V is used primarily as a commentary on the second. Thus the
entire utterance and not just an isolated sentence must be considered
when determining if a given V is a semantic auxiliary. This semantic
analysis nicely complements syntactic analyses in that we can now see
clitic climbing as a syntactic mechanism to bring the syntax of an utterance into line with its semantics. Many so called "syntactic" restrictions on clitic climbing are no longer necessary with this analysis. Tht
hypothesis is supported with attested examples from both speech and lit.
GeoffreiJ s. Nathan, University of Hawaii

'1\ro 5ets of Jnade·\4) words which end in vowels (e.g. Te~) were presel\ted to 3rd
, 7th graders, 8th graders, and adults in Austin, exas. cne set (Set I) represenJIIIljority pattern for vowel-final words and was expected to receive mainly petwltistress (P); the other set (Set II) represented a minority pattern and was expected to
aeceive antepenultimate stress (A). All four gTOUps of speakers had a largely P response
far the Set I words, as predicted, However, for the Set II words, 3rd graders had a P re-

(THURS Pit:

IM)

. .YJ (Coiiplex) NP Shift, ae diecuaeed b;r Roes, Postal, E!Donde, Bresnan, !!E_., ie a
proctN that shitte a eufficiently heavy or complex non-eubject NP to the end of ita

clauet· Moat investigators have remained non-eOIDIIIital regarding the statue of Heavy NP
aut in the graa.ar. Referred to varioual,- 8.B a "nU.e, II or "transformational pt'OCee."
., .,.., others have relegated i t to a position outside the aynta:x or grAII!IIIar proper,
~sting that it belongs to the area of performance, at,-listice, or perception.
The purpose of this paper ia to argue against the latter aeaumption and to provide
"idence that Heavy NP Shift should be considered a specifically 1510tactic process that
~~ properties with other syntactic rules which are widely accepted ae transformation_
11. Among theae properties are: (1) Heavy NP Shift interacts with other ayntaetic
naea. Assuming linear ordering, since Heavy NP Shift cannot apply to subjects, then
it .uat apply after Raising (of Postal) and There-insertion, because these rules
cr-ate objeote where subjects previously occurred.
(2) There is evidence that Heavy
.. Sbi!t is c,.clie. I f the nU.e of Dative Movement is included within the 81lltax,
lerq RP Shift must be ordered to precede i t and thua occurs vi thin the c,.cle.
~DwYer, since perceptual strategies are vital ill defining the application of Heav:r NP
atft, it is concluded that perception must be incorporated to interact with the
~ctie component of the grammar.
£ore1ne Obler, Boston VA Hospital
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A Functional Constraint on Three-Insertion

§eeech

A characteristic of English existential sentences is the so-called definiteness res•
triction. This restriction refers to the fact that existential sentences containing
definite noun phrases are frequently ungrammatical (*There is the cat washing its face).
Most modern theoretical accounts of this fact present it as an ad hoc constraint on the
transformation called There-Insertion. Milsark, in his dissertation, and Rando and Na~
oli in a recent issue of Language attempt to provide principled accounts but their explanations fail to explain large classes of exceptions.
The discourse-structure concept of new information can account for the restrictions.
It can be shown that the core cognitive meaning of the 'there+be' construction is an
assertion of existence of the noun phrase in question. A major discourse function for
a structure asserting existence is the introduction of new information, and in fact, ~
existential& do just that . Since definite noun phrases are almost always given it follows that special contexts are required to enable them to appear in existential senten·
ces. One such special context is that of a reminder--and we find this to be a major
source of definites in existential&. Another special context is within a relative
which is a position excluding new information. Within relative clauses there are no
restrictions on noun phrases. Thus the discourse-oriented concept of new information
clarifies a previously mysterious restriction on a construction.

While the patterns of aphasic language resulting fro• cortical brain damage are well
and classified, language changes in various dementing diseases remain largely un~lored.
In this paper we analyze the spontaneous speech, narrative, and naming abilities
of a 64 year old retired physician suffering from a progressive dementing condition, with
particular attention to the effects on his speech of sinemet, an alerting medication.
We taped and analyzed the patient's responses, before and after medication, to the
battery we employ to elicit narrative and naming speech from healthy and dementing elderly individuals. Despite hie mumbled speech and short phrase length, the patient produced
CGaplex sentence and discourse structures, sophisticated vocabulary, and humor. In cer~ aspects (e.g. naming strategy, digression) his speech shared elements we have found
characteristic of healthy elderly individuals. In other aspects (e.g. concrete proverb
blterpretation, bizarre nam1ng, verbal paraphas1aa) his speech resembled that of posterior
:~aies. Medication resulted mainly in increased articulatory intellig1bility, and
~er phrase length. Motor timing, we conclude, may be crucial to speech intelligitlity. Subcortical brain damage may mimic some aphasic symptoms, but the configuration
of language deficits in dementia remains distinct.

and Language in Dementia

~cribed
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The Metrical structure or Rearg Syllable Stress

In this paper two proposals are made for a metrical analysis of stress in certain lauguages. In many languages word-stress appears on the heavy syllable closest to a Word
boundary, or on a specified light syllable if there are no heavy syllables (e.g., 1.
Cheremis). The distinction between syllable types and a solution for locating the
able syllable have been captured by the theory of metrical phonology. All heavy syllables are given a branching structure, and light syllables are non-branching. Tree-dra.ing and node-labelling conventions then locate the designated terminal element, which 11
stressed. There exist some languages with a heavy/light contrastwblchis not binary.
Maori, e.g., CVV is preferred over eve, and both are preferred over CV for stress
ment. Cl. Arabic contrasts extra-heavy with heavy syllables, the latter being unatreasable word-finally. One solution is to use the metrical foot for locating stress. In Cl,
AJ:abic, a foot consists of a heavy syllable plus all light syllables to its right. 0n17
e tra-heaV¥ syllables branch, Tree~rawing and labelling conventions then locate the
s~ressed syllable. Another approach is to use "projections" of the string of syllables,
contrasting heavy syllables with extra-heavy ones on one projection, and all heavy syllables wit~ light ones on the other projection, These two solutions will be compared tad
discussed, with examples from several languages.

(THURS Pllt

Arthur L. Palacas, University or A.tzon
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rtJJlialll J. Pep1cello, Temple University

J!!! Development

Paragraph Jteaningl Pragmatic Reconstruction

A coherent paragraph has a unified meaning, one not given by simple amalgamation
but by reconstruction of the semantic subordination and coordination pattern of the
sentences of the paragraph.
If sOIIISone said to you, "I love fruit. Apples especially are my favorites,"
the person would be justifiably mystified i f you replied, "Do you mean apples u an
ex8111ple of fruit that you love?"; similarly, if after the person said, ''My car got
soaked. I left the windows open in the stoi111, 11 you replied, "Because you left the
windows open?" In discourse there is no need to overtly specify the semantic link•
age between sentences under a general theory of discourse containing a Discourse
Linkage Principle (DLP): each sentence in a paragraph is semantically linked to
each adjacent sentence or group of sentences by one of a small set of sentence-anaphoric linkage functions (including addition, contrast, causation, exemplification),
and a Surface Linkage Ellipsis Principle (SLEP): semantic linkage need not be specified overtly if inferable from semantic or pra~tic redundancy in the context.
The DLP, a first approximation principle of semantic structure, establishes echemata for the interpretation of paragraph meaning. The SLEP is a processing principle
(in the spirit of Hinds (1978), ''Towards a theory of ellipsis i.n Japanese," 1118.).
not a deletion rule.
(THURS All:

Jlichel Paradis, NcGill University
B.tl.tngual Linguistic Hemorv:

to explain sound change in terms o~ acoustic cues leave residue that can
only by considering syllable structure. E.g., Parker (J .Phon . 5/2} prothat the signi~icant cue for vcd stops after nasals is release . When unreleasid the stop ha/s~~~ cue , and thus is not perceptible. This accounts t or the absence
et tinal fmb/, ''61' clusters in Eng. & Ger., e•f!,• Ding~ /diok/ or /dll)l· This anal_ytl•• hOWeVer, cannot account ~or the loss of rg/ in pl. Dinge /di!)a/, where the /<J/
~uld insure release of /g/. The analysis can be extended to cover such cases by
tW th~t ~.change. in '!tress can cause a change in syllabici ty (/salk$/< puchol oJIOI/sai$kfll<il jl./), Whl.ch l.n tum a~~ects sound change (child < OE /~Ild$/, children<.
~Il$drtn/}. Thus, in Proto-Ger. /g/ in Dinge occu~e~ore a full V and so was
erl-initial• /dio$~V/. When unstressed, the V reduced to /~/. effecting a change in
~llabicityc /di~g~a;. I~ unreleased, the /~/has no cue and so is imperceptible•
f4ft.}g.,$a/~ /dlrJ¢~a/~ /di!)CI/. This analysis fs part o~ a general theory of sound cha~ which assumes• change i s a function o~ cues not featuresJ cues ~or C's are carried by adjacent V'SI cues are ranked according to strengthJ v reduction and loss obliterate C cuesJ C's with weak cues change into C's with stronger cues. This theory
MCounts for a variety of phenomena• from the variable absence of /g/ in English but
JIOt 1n ~· to the widespread tendency to devoice final stops .

D)

Neurolinguistic Considerations

Two mutually exclusive hypotheses concerning the way a bilingual stores information
have been formulated in the literature: One is that all information is kept in a c~;l)
store and that the subject has access to it equally with both languages (McCormack,
the o~her is that information is stored linguistically in separate stores (Kolers, 1977).
Once "linguistic lllemory" has been properly defined and its various components
once it has been distinguished from conceptual memory, and once the nature of bilingualU.
has been specified, it is possible to propose a third hypothesis: that both languages ue
differentially connected to the same conceptual-experiential information store.
f
On the one hand it is necessary to postulate a conceptual m~ory store independent 0
language (and hence of languages) as best illustrated by the case of paroxysmal aphasia
described by Lecours and Joanette (1977), and on the other hand it is necessary to post~
late an independent lllemory store for each language of a bilingual subject, as demonstr~t
in cases of selective recovery from aphasia (Whitaker, 1978). However, to the extent
some parts of the linguistic system of the two languages overlap, either because of 8~
tic cultural or other identity between them, or because the bilingual subject
use~ a silllilar pattern (syntactic, lllorphological or phonological) in both language~, 8
chological tests of the free association type, or of free recall will give partial Y
lar results in both languages, compatible neither with a one-store nor with a two-store
hypothesis (Kolers, 1968), but accounted for by the proposed alternative.
38
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Greek and Latin Evidence

Ill Jeffers and Pepicollo 1976 it 1a shown that purpoao conjunetio~ and rol&tive
and Latin develop f~ earller, pre-relative aentence connectora
~~and •kWe/9: ln Indo-luropean, and it la deaonatrated how both conjunction-introduced
~) and iii&tive clauses of purpose develop troa this original state ln these
~aapages. FollowiJ18 that work, thia paper adduces additional evidence for both tho
~nal pre-relative state and the developaent of pure and relative subordination• ua1Dg
t\Jilological and syntactic evidence tr011 cauaal and result clauses ln Greek and Latin.
It ia shown tint that the standard subordinating conjunction. are derived froa pnnlat1ve particles plua soae eli tic element (e.g., Lat. result conjunction ut"- *k•u-ta,
•-.1 s.uoniaa ~ *k"oa-luf Grk. result conjunction ~ L.. *l~s-te, cauaal bote .t.. tlzo-teh
~her, it ia shown that the aame restrictions on uses of tense, mood and negation hold
for both pure and relative clauses o! cause and result. Lastly, a.fi'1Dltias in clause
OZ'Ilera are discussed in rela.tlng the pure and relative t)'Pea in eaoh language.
Tba evidence presented strengthens the susgestlon of Jeffers and Pepicello that these
nl&t.ive clauses are relics of the earliest typo of tinlte subordinate clauses in Ind.ollropean, where ao11a sequences or pre-relative aarkar+clltic cue to ~U~Lrk tocua on an
e181ent couon to ll&ln and subordinate clauses (eventually becolllng true relaUves), whlla
eUler sequences were isolated &8 general aarken ot subordination.

..,ura ln Indio, Creek

IJna Polanyi, University of .llllsterdam
lfllt Adequate Paraphrase:

The •stor!l• in all

(SAT All:
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the "Talk"

Speakers tell stories in conversations, but isolating "the story" from the em-

~ing talk is often impossible since there is no clear-cut line separating

•atory" from "non-story". In this paper we argue that by combining Sacu• (19717ij approach to stories with Labov's (1972) work on evaluation and story structure,
• CAn begin to understand both how discourse ls structured and how it means.
Our
uau-ents are illustrated by stories collected in spontaneous conversation.
We propose s methodology for isolating "the story", which we intuitively know
to have been told, from "the talk" by constructing an Adequate Paraphrase (A.P.)
of tbe. story which combines those elements evaluated rhetorically by the teller
With those foregrounded in non-story talk. Since the A.P. is built up from
lttuctural and interactional information and ia not dependent on what we thought
~story was about, we maintain that the A.P. is potentially a powerful tool for
&ettina at "the Copic" of a discourse--currently one of the stickiest issues in
4tllina with couversation.
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Shana Poplack, CJ.ty llnivers1ty of New York
~somet1~es I ' l l Start a Sentence 1n s an1sh r 'TERHINO
of Code-Sw:l. tchi. ng
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Noun Phrase Accessib1lity and Coreference Control 1n Russian

occasion been aSSUllled, -with little or no discussion, t hat NP 's containing cerconstitute examples ~excellence of referential (in the sense of Donnellan 1966)
te NP' s . SoJDe usages do seem to be referential, in that if the speaker were asked
vas referring to X, he could say yes. Often, howeve r, oertai.n-NP's are used when the
does not know ~recisely which entity he is talking about, only that same person or
fulfills the.des~ed conditions, and that is the one he is talking about. This usage
to be attribut~ve, despite the fact that the NP is specific, Part icularly interes~ are certain-NP's in existential (~-) sentences. If time permits, I wi ll also disCIII• briefly a usage where certain functions as an indefinite quantif ier and questions of
.-ferentiality and specific ity are irrelevant.
'
)las on

~ellan, xeith (1966), "Reference and definite descriptions," reprinted in stei nberg &
(ed.), Semantics, Cambridge University Press , 1971.

~bovits

IIMVe!J Rosenbaum, Southwest Regional Laboratory
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Jtl,lt1ve Clause Structures in Informal Conversation

!his paper studies left-dislocated (L-D) sentences in naturally-occurring discourse
('This one lady, she lives about 30 yds. from the street', ·~e road, a horse could travtl
it') and argues that: (A)L-D subjects differ from L-D nonsubJeets in that the former teftl*
to represent new information while the latter generally reintroduce old info. (B)These ~
not contradictory functions : in the ~implest type of info.-pack~ging, sub~eets are f!vea,
i . e. assumed to be in the hearer's m1nd (contra Chafe 1976), wh1le nonsubJects may
given or new; LD in both cases yields this pattern . (C)Contra Gundel 1974, Keenan lg76,
L-D NPs are frequently specific indefinites, but usually only when they are subj ects.
(D)Previous analyses do not account for the fact that LD is colloqui~l rathe~ than literary. Thi s, however, is not accidental but follows from the facts of 1nformat1on- packagiaa
and processing, and I predict that, for any dialect (language?) h~ving LD, L-D sentences
will always be more colloquial than their non-L-D counterparts, s1nce the tendency to
adhere to the Given-New pattern is not a 'rule' but a means of making the hearer's work
as easy as possible. Another prediction that follows and which is supported by the data u
th&t LD and those constructions that make the hearer work, e . g. sentential subject~will
not co-occur in a (consistent) discourse (save in example sentences in linguistics arti·
cles). Other phenomena that are functionally related are compared, e.g. existential-there,
deletion of subject relative pronouns, certain types of 'run-on ' sentences.
Gilbert Rappaport, vn1vers1ty of Cal1fornia, Los Angeles

IW)

Towards a

The occurrence of code-ewitching (CS), or the seeminaly random alteruatio~ of two
lanauaaes, both between aM withi~ sentences, has been shown (Gumperz 76, Pfdf 75
17) to be governed by both extra-linguistic aDd linauiatic fact?,ra. For the balauc:~ _
111
lingual, CS appears to be subject to an "-.uivaluee constraint (Poplaek 78): i.e., it
tends to occur at points in discourse where juztapoaitioll of L1 aad L2 elements clo 11 DOt
violate a surface syntactic rule of either languaae.
If correct, the equivaleace eollStraint oo CS may be used to measure degree of bil~
ability. It vas hypothesized that equivalence would either be violated by IIDn-fluant blllnauala, or that ewiteh points which are "risky" in terms of syntactic vell.-fon.ec~aa 88
(e.g., intra-sentential CS) would tend to be avoided altogether.
To teat this hypothesis, I analyzed the speech of 20 Puerto Rie&D residents of a Blable
bilinaual cOIIIIIIUDity, exhibiting varying degrees of bilinaual ability. Preliminary raiUJ.tt
iDdicate that while fluent bilinauala avitch codes "gr&~~~~~~&tically" in aueh intimate illtta1sentential envirom.nta as between AUX and verb, IIDD-fluent bilinguals tend to nitcb
inter-sententially,avoiding production of unarammatical utterances .
These results suggest that CS is a skill requiring competeace in two lanauages, and that
the cs mode proceeds from that area of the bili.Daual' a grammar where the surface structures of L1 aM L2 overlap.
Bllen F. Pr1nce, unJ.versity of Pennsylvania
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~Mnan (1975) and Farber (1977) find t hat the frequency of occurrence of English relati ve
clauses occurring In prose texts and formal speech is cons i stent with the relative clause
Accessibility Hierarchy (AH) proposed by Keenan and Comrie (1977 ) . I. e., wi thin a text
tM distribution of the relativized NP from most t o least frequent is : Subj > o. Obj >
.. lique ~Genitive. However preliminary analysis of t he relat ive c lauses from the i n-fOnMI conver~ation of college students (co llected by Ca r terette and Jones, 1974) suggests
1 different ptcture.
There the proportion of relativized subjects and direct objects are
a.parable: S (42%), DO (43%). This. is due to the high percentage of Indefinite, dummy,
•d null relative clause heads found rn these conversations (e.g., e veryth ing he says,
~one you want, careful what you say). Thirty-seven percent of the relative clause
beads are of this pro form type and predominately take a rela tivi zed object :
S ( 14%)
DO (81%)
Other ( 5%)
Pro form head :
Definite noun head:
S (58%)
DO (21%)
Othe r (21%)
~lative clauses with definite he ad nouns relativize acco rding to AH, but those with pro
101'11 heads do not. The hypothesis that the AH ordering reflects ease of perceptual pro~sslng is only one of the factors determining t he distribu t ion of t he structure of
~lative clauses. Syntactic and lexical proper t ies of the relat i ve c lause head also
play a role in determining this distribut i on in info rma l speech .
.11111%'adha Saksena, University of Cal 1forn1a , Los Angeles

(FRI AH:

§!!ral1zations an Causee Case Hark1ng

Cuwee agents in Hindi may be marked by either the dative-accusative case
-!22, or by the inst rumental ease marki ng -~· Thi s paper shove that
tllia contrast is grammati cally signific ant, vith many well-defined correlates.
(1) This contrast correlates with the semantics 'af fected' vs 'instrumental'
IBIOeiated vith these case markings elsevhere in the grammar. (2) Only -koo
C&uaees have equivalents that are subjects of intransitive sentences. (3 )-cnly
·~cauaees have equivalents in nonca.usative sente~ces that c·an co-occur with
ICent adverbials. ( 4 ) Only causatives vith -koo causees pennit negation or
the corresponding nonea.usative proposi tion . (5} Only causatives with -koo
c(6')ees can be vieved as a single event, and develop subsequent idios)'llcrasy.
Ouly -koo causees permit the Direct and Indirect causative suffixes -~
1114 -Y!!, to contrast , -~ causees do not permit this :
Ianing
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Michael Silverstei n* has shown that the ergative case occurs in a scaled hierarchy,
from a minimal presence marking only inanimate nouns to an extended ergative
1L··-•••Iv11Jr: most of the pronominal system.
NPs can be categorized according to a hierexpected agentivity; insnimstes are not customari ly agents and therefore t end
be marked when subject of a transitive verb. In cont rast, the f i rst person
pronoun appears most commonly in an agentive context and is most likely to occur
rked nominative sa opposed to an accusative case. Moat ' ergati ve languages '
both nominative-accusative and ergative-absolutive case configurations ,
The •semantic er ga ti ve• may occur as subject of an i ntransi tive verb. Rather t ha n
transitivity ( t he 'syntactic ergative' ) , semantic ergsti ves indi cate an agent
th volitlon, special emphasis, movement, or certainty of outcome, In Lakhota
semantic ergative marks voli ti onal verbs, although unli ke Bats (NE Caucasus)
and absolutive do not freel y alternate. Among other characterist ics of t he
tive it will be s hown that Silverstein's markedness hierarchy i s reversed--reflection of the nature of the s emantic ergative .
Michael. 1976. Hierarchy of f ea tures and ergativity. Grammatical categories
in Australian l anguages, ed. by R.M. W. Dixon, 112-71. New York: Hunanitiea Preas.
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A categorial Analysis of Dy.1rbal Brqat.1v.1ty

bl t he Australian language Dyirbal, have proved
Ergative languages, most no~a ty ccounts of grammatical relations, Recently, D.
problematic for language-inde~~nr:~at~ons and relation-changing rules can be given
Dowty has shown how grammatic i ti
in the modified version of categorial grammar
language-independent characte: zaan~n:thers. In this paper, I show how this frlllllt'IIOII
developed by Montague, Thoma~ nd cri tion of Dyirbal as "syntactically ergati
allows one to maintain Dixon s es
P t a on the one hand or special syntactic
out positing any new descriptivela:~:r~r~ats absolutive NP's as syntactically para
atractneaa on the other. My anaiyh i transitive verb (phrases) to forM sentences)
to subjects (NP'a that combine w t llnl to direct objects ( NP's combining with
ergative NP's as syntactically para t~ve verb phrases ) ; this approach yields
tive verb (phrases) to form intr~nsieenan-Comrie Acces sibility Hierarchy. The
pected results with respec~ to t e i " la uages thus emerges as a strictly semantic
renee between Dyirbal and accuaat ve b ing redicted by the existing framework), a
one (this variability among languages e ng p it ia like "agency" as diapoatlce
conclusion which argues for caution in us~~i~ray:~ax and model- theoretic
"subjecthood", The paper infclude~ agno:x~nd~rstanding the much-debated~
for a fragment of Dyirbal, ocuss n
aive") construction,

study had as i ts a i m the i nvestigat ion of the Hooper /Thompson
) hypothe s is i n German: are r oot t rans formations l imited in
t o ass ert ed Ss, as H/T claim f or English? Si nce the hypothesis
based on any language-specif i c str uc t ur al conditions but r ather
semantic ones ther e s eemed to be good r eason to as sume that
behavior would be observable . Unfortunately this d i & not
to be the c ase . In order to objectify the rathe r subt l e j udgeinvolved a question sheet was presented t o 22 Germans for eval uTo avoid the difficul t ques t i on of defining what is a RT in Gerall possibl e German equivalents to the Engli sh rules wer e tes ted .
results showed no signifi cant corr el ation between assert i on and
bility of RTs ( wi t h on e pos sibl e exception) . Instead i t was
"non-standard" word orders in German have often less of an
f uncti on then t 11eir Englis h r e l at ives ( woro oroer in German
freer") and that the appl icabi lity of RTs in German depends
pra6mati c and even pur ely s truct ural (e . g , the position of the
verb ) f actors ( cf, Green (Lang . ,1976) and Bolinger ( L~ng . ,1977)) .
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studies have considered upper class, non-minority speech as a reflection
nom. Very lltUe is known about the role or variation in these soc~
CI'OUpa. It is necessary to firxl a workable lll9thodology tor investigating the
or these neglected groups. Although waltey neighborhoods can be identified,
not accessibl.e to outsiders. One or tl:e defining characteris tics of the upper
their exclusivity. Public gatb&l'ing places are not frequented by members ot
and in the traditional sense there is not a real cOllllliUJlity. We have
tec:hn:i.au:e for a~ upper class speech which bypass es some of these
. ..........~ ........ sociall,y and geographically exclusive organizations which attract
• Membership in particular groups became the defining criterion
We will discuss the methodology used in the study ot one such organizas volunteer group. Problems addressed include gail'l.ing entry and legiti·-•mri....... by group 1!18111bers arxl eliciting natural speech and group interaction.
and approaches with prestige groupe di!'fer fraq those which have t.ypieall.y
00flllm1nity/neighborhood studies. If the study at language in its soci al
to include groups from all social strata we liiUSt expand working definitions
CCIII!luni:ties arxl techniques used within them.

-IIR11J.st:.1ft

B. Steever, Un1versicy of Chicago

Anjan.i. KuliiBr Sinha, Un1versicy of Chicago
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On Transformationallv Derived Adjectives

The paper distinguishes betliGen 'basic' and 'deri vee!.' ad.jecti
(cf ,D1xon,l977) and shows that derived adjectives retain some of the characteristics:
categories from which they are derived and are subject to the same constraints which
sourcstha.d ,For instance, there are passives in English which need an adverbial exten81011
their by NPs are deleted( *!fa was brought up vs, He was brought up in Chicago/pro:per:q)
The adject!ves derived. from these pass!ves must have premodifier adverbs( *a brought up
vs, a well brought up child;*an Oll!led house vs . a jointly-owned house) .A basic .....J'"Cl:l'lla
not premod.1f1ed by a causative element whereas a derived adjective is (a lllllll-<llll-t:l
floor,the white sand-covered/*sandy ground),An ~adjective derived by pass1Vizat1on
have only ~tient NPs as head nouns whereas other ::.§5l adjectives may have other NPs 11
head nouns(frost-bitten plants vsfbitten frost ( cf. biting frost)),
The paper aims at refuting Bresnan's claim (197819)that syntactic
transformations "do not play a role in word fort:ation"andthat transformations 1n
relabeling of syntactic categories should be excluded from the class of possible t.rl:llllllrtions.It argues that Bresnan's approach is not able to expla~!l the ambiguity of - .•vcu....
such as~ (as 1n 'soft-shelled crabs'vs. 'carefully shelled peanuts'),nor is it able
show why adjectives such as undrapec!(as 1n 'an undraped window')could be either un:pall81,_
(Siegel,l97J;Hust,l977) or -reversative.A trasformational account,the argument goes
not only the differences but also the relation between the two.

fe argue that in Tamil only rules or pronominalization and deletion respond to
al relations; movement rules do not. For example, Retlexivization is
only by NPs bearing the relation 'subject of'.
AA'"~~·-~ng on d ectival clauses in Tamil (E. Annamalai 1969) , we show that
Relative Clause Formation RCF is constrained by (1) morphology ( e.g. some
such as the N nal 'goodness' and the postposition -~ 'with must occur
RCF cannot apply so as t~ strand bound morphs); ( i~topology ( e.g. the
N must be commanded by the adjectival participle); and (iii ) semantics
(•·•· only the unmarked ~ember or an opposition or degree Ns can relativize, e.g.
~ 'beauty' but not~ 'ugliness' undergoes RCF).
Applying freely to any N not in violation of these constraints, Tamil RCF does
~t exhibit the limitations Keenan & Comrie {~ 197? ) suggest: nominative, accu11tive, dative, locative, instrumental, genitive, N+free postposition, and N in a
deaoainal adverb relativize. Not relativizable are Ns in purpose clauses, crossoYer environments, and as objects of comparison (all violate topological const•
raints), as well as N+bound postpositions. Since no constraints on Tamil RCF renect grammatical relations, the rule lends no support to the NP Accessibility
81erarchy (which wrongly excludes the application of RCF to denominal adverbs).

Narc Schnitzer, university of Puerto Rico

JIIIJCa Steziade, III'I' al)(f Y-ale Univer•ity
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fbzH !Ypes of if-Clause in English

Spanish Word Order, Context:, and the Intuitionist Paradigm

Ninety- six Spanish sentences were constructed !rom 4 sentences ot the form 'SUbject-Verh.
o.o.-Instl'WII9nt' by varying the order ot these 4 elements. The following results e1118r~
from the acceptability judgments of 31 native speakers: (1) a strong constraint relatU.
word order ani use ot D.O. pronouns, (2) a weak constraint against verb-final order, ())
a strang treference for SVO order except when it would cause a violation of #(1). ~
cept tor 0-0), there was not 111t1ch agreement on acceptability, nor did the results
form a squish. In subsequent questioning of a subset of the 31 informants, it waa found
that no sentence which did not violate H(l) could be found which would not be acce)lted,
given a suitable context and/or intonation. These data lend support to recent attacks
on the kind of research which uses reports ot intuitions as the sole basis for syntactic
anal.ysis: it is argued that in many cases, speakers have no such intuitions and 1111st
use alternative strategies in which possible contexts are imagined, in order to respond
to a request for syntactic judgment. The results also cast further doubt on apprcaches
which consider sentences in isolation and on models which consider a language to be a
set ot sentences. Alternative approaches are discussed.

English has 2 categories of nolll\Y .!f...Clauses, distinguishable from adverbial if's by
) tests1 A) They are not islands. B) They can be the focus of a wh-cleft, C) They can
be extraposed fr0111 initial (subject?) position. The 2 nolll\Y categories can be distingushed
1112 further tests: D) Type 1, like its close ~}:hrase with whether, cannot be vacuously
erltaposed, while Type 2, like a .!!l!U-clause, can be. E) 1 occurs only with non-factives 1
2 only with factives:
~ 11 l,a) I asked (*it) if/ whether he left,
b) It is uncertain if/ whether he left.
~ 21 2.a) I would regret it (if) he left.
b) It would be tragic if he left,
'l'ype 1 is a close match for whether-clauses, but the synchronic status of Type 2 is
not clear: 2 works like ~clauses in the ways irxlicated above, but di£fers in 3 ways:
r) 2 never appears in surface subject position, G) 2 cannot be topicalized without leaving
~t'llehind. H) 2 can be left-dislocated from subject position. 2 can also be distinguished
Jroa adverbial if-clauses by a 4th test not available for Type 1: The extraposed type-2
~-.ding in (2ab)disappears if the !! is replaced by something unambiguously conditional
lilte if arxl. only if or even if. This mixture of properties suggests a model in which
~ 2 arose historically from adverbial j!-clauses.

Meryl E. Solberg, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Stegaezt, Uni versi tg of Minnesota
IIIIth C. Loew, Uni vers i ty of Minnesota
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A General Paradigm

!'be Referential Function of Multiple Markers in American Sign Language

Beginning with the Neogrammarians, theories of language change have
typically incorporated an ontogenetic component. The putative rela~~IJna•u,~
between ontogenetic and historical diachrony has not been tested directly
however, because developmental data with adequate time depth is not avail·
able in any language. We describe a research strat egy which permits us to
circumvent this problem. Applying the method to a specific case of sound
change, we focus on the constraints problem.
We present the results of a twenty-two month diachronic investigati~
of phonological development in the conservative dialect. Cross-child
invariants and differences are found at several structural levels. When
we compare these results with evidence for change in eight other dialects,
we observe systematic relationships which support the hypothesis that
ontogeny defined a set of possible changes in the system, while different
dialects selected distinct subsets of these possibilities. Two classes
of constraints which are identified in ontogenetic diachrony appear to
function similarly in historical diachrony.
44

Previous research has established that in American Sign Language (ASL) pronominal
reference can take a variety of forms, many of which are crucially related in their
USe of physical space, ~o the visual nature of the language. The present paper discusses
~e ~~mponent of pronom1nal reference in ASL, mu~tiple markers (Mandel, 1977), in which
1
ngers of one hand serve as reference locat1ons (Lacy, 1974). A signer can make pro~m1nal u~e of multiple markers by pointing to them, looking at them, or modifying other
1ncorporate ~hem, as h~ can with.other reference locations. However, whereas the
0~S to
llrkr
referen~e locat1ons are s1mply prev1ously established spatial locations , multiple
Ord ers are v1sibly displayed. Because the fingers are attached to the hand in a definite
rtler, thi~ display can perform the additional function of indicating the ordinal
11 ations~lps . among t~e member~ of a group. For instance, the thumb may stand for the
~dest ch1ld 1n a fam11y, the 1ndex finger for the next child, etc. The configuration of
to h;nd in a m~ltlple marker can vary according to the size of the group being referred
~ ince mult1ple markers are normally made with the non-dominant signing hand they
b be ret~ined during long stretches of discourse while other signs are being performed
~ th~ dom1nant hand, sometimes with the multiple marker being substituted for the normal
ar~~ and configuration. Although in some instances this seems to be an unintentional
culatory phenomenon, in others it clearly serves a referential function.
45
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DeeP S!lntact1c Evidence for Spontaneous Demotion

Perlmutter (1978) and others' proposed constraint against spontaneous
deletion has so far been countered only with surface evidence from impersonal
passives (Comrie 1977), This paper provides deep syntactic evidence--based
on the behavior of a Kannada impersonal construction with respect to 'subject'
based rules like Reflexivization, Equi , Causativization, Conjunctive Participialization, etc.--showing that the underlying subject has been 'spontaneously'
demoted without concomitant promotion of another NP.
Perlmutter, David .
BLS,1977.
4.
Comrie,

1978.
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Existential Sentences in Disco_u rse

Puee
. .t in
treataent•
there •entenoea
tended on
notexistential
to deal vith
their
diaoourae.of t%i•t•ntial
In thl• paper-r-li•oua•
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aenttD~
wldob- be oet f . . tboir ooovroooo io aiooouroo to bo teUoito-. nrot, ,..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . tbat tho roforeot of tho dioplaood oubjoot io not iD tho
ourroot kaowlo... otruoturo . . . uooo tbo o•htoatio1 to . .oort ito odoto. .o (o'"
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e Rule?

The stressed vowel system which historically underlies the majority of
the Romance languages consists of seven phonemes distributed acrose four
levels of height, opposing a relatively higher to a relatively lower se'
of mid vowels. Some of the modern languages (e.g. Italian or Portuguese)
have maintained this contrast, while others (such as Spanish or French)
have variously altered it; cf. It. cresta, secca, corte, mosca, with the
higher mid vowel : festa, pe}le, porfi, fossa w{th~lowerone; or Pg.
(crista) s!ca c&rte m8sca : esta ~ Efirta fossa; contrast Sp. oresta
seca cortemosca but"""l"l'eita xfef p~a uesa~ cr~te like f3te,-ero.
~ere-are7""fi'iwever,. three a ect area~Romance where we 1I'iid an
exact inversion of the reflexes of the mid vowels, namely Eastern Catalan, ~ere the inversion concerns only the front vowels, North-Western
Corsican and Central Apulian, where front and back vowels are involved.
It can be shown that in all cases no exchange rule (~-switching rule)
is operative synchronically. Historical evidence and dialect geogra~hy
further indicate that, certainlY in tne Catalan case and probably also
in the two other cases, no direct exchange occurred at any time in the
past. However, the intermediate stages appear to have been different .
Jean van oosten, Universitg of California, Berkeleg

P'. K.

Stephen fiallace, University of Texas, Arlington
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Adversative Passives

This paper !or the first time brings together semantic and
syntactic information about adversative passive constructions--those
which portray the subject as the sufferer of some unfortunate action-in geographically proximate yet genetically unrelated languages of the
Far East, including Japanese, Chinese, various continental SE Asian
languages, and Austronesian languages of Indonesia and the Philippines
The languages are typologically separated into groups according to how'
their adversative passives--evidently more typical of the Asian languages under scrutiny here than of languages elsewhere in the world-contrast with other voice constructions, and the different overt means
of marking adversative passives are pointed out in numerous cited
examples. Conclusions include1 1) indicating an unexpectedly close
semantic relationship between voice (passivity) and modality (adversity),
2) challenging a hypothesis of Li and Thompson that "special" (adversative) passives and topic-comment structure are related; and J) suggesting areal diffusion as an explanation of at least some of the
current distribution of Oriental adversative passives.

Karen z. fialtensper~er, Wayne State Un~versity
Robert K. Herbert, Hichlgan· State university
Sc:hizophrasia:

Case Study of a Paranoid Schizophrenic's
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for the Hitt • adj. a-a!-!u- 'good • th
t
• •...ur-a<~~o-tl-t~ra. /asawa/r ,for the substa.n~i~~ed ~~·=soc/.,Pl~ is given in the handbooks as
s1'1'8l1 a8 a-aJl-Au-wa /asua/. Both are attested o:f !u asu/ goods, property' the plur, is
jpOl"8 the fom a-d-~u-u 'goods' • attested l2x i~ in Neo-Hitt. compositions, The handbooks
014 Hitt. compositions, one in Old Kingdom handwrit.5 Middle Hitt. compositions and 4x in 4
JID].oglcal contrast a-&A-St.t (neut sing )
-.If ~ing,(The lat ter indicates an ou•tt
ho
•
• vs, a-....,-su-u " ") and
n.L
• p
,_ader and nUIUber 8gre8Dient in OHitt.
ku-e a-ali-~ _ ,
x • ,
the unambiguous case,
Jitt• a-a!-aru-u can then be immediately equatut ~t~ t:" goods proves "x" ,. neuter plural.
qllndo-Iranian u-stem neut. pl of Ved. v' g- , _
e regular substantival and ad 'ecti
~ the implications for Hitt, •synchro~c
~asu~) 'good' (IE *~6/os~ ... *"q'IJ.6joa,.lo, \
(1) that IE *-uh~ first yielded. pre-Hitt, -tir (2)
t nic phonology &hd morphology ars;'t{ •
'101181 length was distinctive in the oldest Hitt (Jha
)
long suspected. but never proved
tbe f'l.motions of scriptio plena (C)V V
•I
hat as similarly suspected.
•
dfYelopment ~f the o-stem neut, pl., iJ"Ei*~: t~ !:~te* l~~(hr (4) that the P.res~,P~~!e of
pre-Hitt. *-a > OHitt. -a indicates that
A
;'.. .:~ of. Palaic -a-gSJ-a-at -a) >
re].exicalized.: (.5) that the regular Hitt a-~-§u-u a:su/ is i tself a frozen archaism
t1011S {~read of the thematic ending -a)
neut, plurals -uwa and -awa. are inno~
llld Gkr (6) that the motive was the thre t ed.
to those in t he same categories in La.t
merger of neut. sg, - u wit h pl. *-u <
a en
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Ch?msky (1977) derives comparatives b
Bletlon. In reply, Bresnan (1977)
. y Wh-movement followed by local
~ch s~g~est a different source andp~~~ts to properties of comparatives
~·argu~st~:ier promot~s a . third possiblf~iyoses an unbounded deletion
comparatJ.ves are der · d
.
leftw~d movement rule. This ap
l.Ve by a structure-preserving
fonMtJ.on and hsub-deleti "
proach has three merits : com
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d· ·
er movement rules (
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~vement and c~~~~=~l.?nves)fare e~plained, and dif~:;en~~savbeiotr with~~espect
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ween nunz proposal accepts Bresnan's
~ve a natural explanation
of comparatives but avoids positi~rquments for the surface structure
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ese constructions.
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.
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Deaf and Hearing Signers on Providence Island

.!!!!..U•• of Prosod!l in Silent Readin<J.

The advancement of sign language syntactics has been stymied by the problem of inter•
ference from the oral languages which dominate manual languages. No one is quite eure
which sign regularities are attributable to constraints endogenous to sign languages
and which are attributable to exogenous constraints, from the dominating oral language•,
which have been unconsciously internalized by the deaf .
This problem of distinguishing constraints exists wherever a community aims to inter
grate the deaf by forc ing them, through education, to acquire the rudiments of the oral
language . But there are communities in which the inte&ration of the deaf i s facilitat·
ed by the acquisition of sign language by the hearing. In such communities, one can
distinguish endogenous from exogenous factors in sign language organization.
This paper will report on research in just such a community, Providence Island, The
aim of this research is to uncover systematic differences in the organization of aente~
ces signed by deafs and by speakers. Sentences, signed as descriptions of hand puppet
actions, were elicited from 30 hearing and 7 deaf signers. Comparison of the sentence•
suggests that the deaf employ a vernacular lec t among themselves which differs syntac·
tically from the ancillary lect employed in deaf-hearing interaction. PSL is "bi•lec·
tal" though not "diglossic".

..~!~~:
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_.rative Formation 4nd the_Theor'! l
_ of ~ransformations

The various descriptions of schizophren1c language have concentrated on a structural
treatment of the schizophrenic's spoken or his wrftten language, and/or an eluc1aat1on of
tne relationship between linguistic and cognitive disturbances (Rochester et al. 1977)
Many studies nave sought to establish the existence of a thouoht disorder based on con:
textual/situational inappropriateness. The structural treatments in fact often focus on
the structure of schizophrenic discourse (e .g. circumstantiality, flight of ideas, etc. )
rather than on gra!llllatical structure. Two further prob·lems with many studies is a fa11u~t
to specify the diagnostic varfety of the schizophrenic subject(s) and/or the tendency to
genera11ze to "schizophrenic language" on the f>asis of a single type. In this paper the
linguistic performance of a chronic schizophrenic, paranoid type {OSM II-295.3) will'be
examined using a large corpus of continuous spoken and written narrative texts collected
over a two year period. Although it has been noted that there is no necessary paral
between schizophrenic speaking and writing, one interest of this present case is a strf
agreement in the data in such features as tne types of agrammatic errors that occur and
extreme perseveration. The data reveal similarities and important differences with the
six ch~racteristics of scnizophren!c language noted by Chaika (1974). If time permits, 1
compar1son will be made witn aphas1c and similar neurolinguistic disturbances suggesting
organicity.
WilliiUll Washabaugh, Universit!l of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
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According to the Structure-Preserving Hypothesis (cf. Emends 1976),
t transformations and minor movement rules may create structures
base-generated patterns. Breton seems to violate
1 to conformbyto allowing
generalization
both SVO and VSO patterns in embedded
All infinitival clauses have SVO order: Mad eo evid Yann deskift
'It is good for Yann to learn Breton'/•Maa eo evid deskiM Yann
The
(for) clause is a single constituent in this ease,
•
zesa ~id Yann deskift brezhoneg a zo mad. Other types
clauses invariably have VSO order, which Is generally taken
. .u~··~~·und-erlying word order: Kredift a ran e tesk Yann brezhoneg 'I
that Yann learns Breton'/*KrediM a ran e Yann a zesk brezhoneg.
(1976a7,n5) suggests that "VSO languages might be derived from SVO
,.pjil.&'l. . by a local transformation," but he does not elaborate.
While
to need such a rule (albeit from VSO to SVO order), the rule
conform to the definition of a local transformation proposed by

?..t

.(~~~s

(1976)

! Transformat~ !l!P_roach !2 English Syntax,
New York: Academ1c Press.
(P'RI ltJI:
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that the nature of a foll
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Experments by
between a and t • Althoug
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to the rou~llll:t syllables are J&Bde frOIII (ay~ \i t) dth transitione appropriate
ln ay expe
•
ture.l speech vowels u
to 1angw.gee contAining
quency foliowedll&~=speakers of &ngUsh trith no e~~~bles in randc. cmler a!il
a and for tl vowels are given the fricative-vOII~eting hae shown concluei-..}1
tvo non-na vel th fricative s or f. Prelillinarr f the fricative. Less finly,
onlY to labe
e
to the evaluation o
ing the e/'
transition cues do c~:~~~;: &long with tongue poeit~o~o~~ 'lbe &ngliah
shown that rounding aoaewhat different effects on ~ closest native equivalent,
all four vowels have tive vowels together with the
e
Thus naive subject&
do not J;uap l:~~o::~ we would expect on ~onet~efx.otcn;tlc value. Fin&l
=~ing~o unfaa1liar _. owels as ~i th:~ ~:Sition cues of the individual
on the epecific interac on
"ill rocua
of fricative noise.
) "On the influe~• of context uplift
and the rrequencc!a
and Hiroya Fujisaki (19!' A!!!~luB~ul~l!;:;:e:..:;ti:.:n~Rl...L._P 11•85-91·
Kunieaki,
~~~.
fricative consonants.
!_nnua
perception of voice ess

Barbara Wheatley,

for the fact tbat free deletion of .!fll 1n OOMP cannot appl.J 1n queationa or
piping, Chouq. and Laall1k (19?7) have appealed to an Wlf'oraulated •recoverpr1Dclple for deletion• that depends on the idea that ,m-vorda 1n relative clauses
OOIIfleMDtilsera that and ill are not lexical iteas. I show ~t the deletabillty
does not depend on their lt~~tical status or on ~ &IIIIIEUltiC notion of recov.rxather on whether or not their deletion leaves an Wlbound trace. The
•rr:Lu~~o on unbound tmces aaaWled 1n liST la fon~ulated here as a SJ'Iltact1c fUter,
azq trace 1n surface structure to be coindexed to aoae fllled node. Since
applJ' ILfter deletion rules, and since (in 1ST) deletion removea an entire node
ita 1ndex, the deletion of !!h in OOMP w1ll leave the tmce of !h Wlbound, unleas
tmce 1a also coindaJted to some other fUled node. In the liST fralleworlt. an RP tmce
coiDclexed to the head of a relative clause bJ aeans cf Vergcaucl'a (1974) bead
a..l.Ja1s • .Ute:matlvely, I present a siJiple lnte~retive b1nd1ng rule that
binda empty nodes in all constructions. This rule automtlcallJ' blnd8 an empty
a relative clause directl.J to the head if there 1s no wh 1n COMP. '!bus, .!!h
1a tree 1n relative clauses vitbout pied piping because the e~~~pty node 1a etlll
ID queationa &lid after pled piping, however, !h cannot delete because there ie no
h eitbft traaewo:dt, to bind the &JIPt::r node to anything but the !h 1n COMP.
•· raDtlfsJcy, Georgetown University, University of Chicago
Boli•lcy, Georgetown Universit!l, University of Chicago
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Another LOOk at Tonkawa Phonal~

h honology of Tonkawa
show that the analyses oft e Pt theY involve
This paper will attempt t~ (1975) are too complex in tha First while
by Kissebertht(l~~~) u~~~c~~:a~~ rule applic~tion ~i~P~~~t!~~~ld, but do jot~
ru~ep~!a;~~ !re well-motivated, so~eoff~~ ~~ch as [yandanawaie~;l:~·too
~~ce-true gd~ne~ll~!i1 ~~~ir ~~le~~~let1ng anyt~owel ~!~~~~ a~rv~~ K and P
diti 0n nor undergo dele on.1
K • ires that its
south,' in ca
0
high vawevls ~e~i~~~ ~ (svE) requires rule stip~~ ~~~~ctu~:q~ond1tions, ~nd ~f
of Stem owe
h
sibly not all. morpu
rect app11cat.on
subject to some. thoug positerat1ve rule. In fact. the cor nc1 le of survival
1
it to apply asp a ~~~~=!r~rom the independentlY ;oo; ~!i:~i~~\1lpident1cal
formulate~ ~y •h1b1ts identity deletion rulest ~hat their rules must be 11
1977) whocn pro
follOW in a
11 both K and P sta e
1
volved in the ~ul~. tF 1~~ei~· correct app11cational~~t~~~!s~n~. Kisseberth.'
nin rule application. ~-i~e~~~~~~~~Tn'li~
ordered when, .n ac •
universal principl~sd~~~~~tio~al constraints,' 1n ~
s1on in Tonkawa an k 1970 . E. Phelps, 'Iteration
~~~9~~~~~~ ~:,;:~~ i:137-i72. 1975.
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to ~k and. Greenbaum (1975), perhaps is used when the speaker wishes to
aoae degree of doubt as to the truth of the proposition {P). Our stud,y shows
tbere is a great deal more to perhaps. Evidence trom both 'llrttten and oral sources
1.4 us to conclude that the syntactic posit1on of yerhaps is crucial in deterthe speaker's degree of doubt. For example1 (1
Perhaps Jon has children.
has children, perhaps. In (1) the speaker hedges (Le.koff, 1972) his committhe( truth of P -- the pragmatic motivation for perhaps in initial position,
2) the speaker is s~ply not committed to the truth of P -- the pragaatic
tor perhaps in final position. S's like (J) are common on the back of paperS's like (4) are very odd1 {J) Perhaps the best novel of the century.
novel of the century,perh&~s. Our analysis also accounts for perhaps
position as well as its ·occurrence both with and without modale. The intersyntactic position and the possible semantic tunctions (making requests
(5), offering alternatives (6), expressing exas~tion (7) ••• ) will
cliacussed.. (5) Perms you can come early and help. (6) Perhaps you would
Me another movie.
7 You want to eat at this restaurant, perhaps?!
51
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,.,_ Agproach to Log.ical. Tgpes for Natural r.anquage
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we present a model-theoretic semantics tor natural langue,se which
pcorporates the tlajor i.nnova,tions of J.Sontague Gr8JI'G!UU*, but which is fortlally
~~~Cb 1 impler and linguistically more revealing.
In our system, expressions
t a logical language very similar to natural English are directly inter:,.ted, rather than translated into a formal intensional logic. This is made
pa-sible in part by providing a full.y general algebraic means of interpreting
2!.• and~. regardless of the grammatical category of the item(s) they
jjiillllil1e with. This algebraic approach also enables us to give a uniform
$fe&tment of transitive and intransitive verbs. We outline our basic innoyations below.
Consider first the category we call Determined Noun Phrases (DNP; .. Monu,aue•s Terms). Syntacticall.y, DNPs include Proper Nouns (John) and quantified noun phrases (ever:y man who lett ear1y) . Following Montague's insight,
a proper noun vill be interpreted not as an element b of the universe of
411course U, but rather as the set of all those functions from U into the
l8t of truth-values vhich assign b the value ~· (We call functions from
0 illto the truth-values properties on U.) Given b in U, ve call this set an
!:!,4irldual, and represent it as ~; the ~s are in 1-1 correspondence wit h

e,.

the b's.

Note ..that

~

15 a set of properties.

The interpretation of a

(llllltitied noun phrase vill also be a set of properties. Thus, interpreti ng
1 eQIIIIIIOil noun like student as a property, ever:y student will be interpreted
11 the intersection of the individuals (~s) that contain the student-pro-

prtT. In ta9t, this intersection 1s the set of properties that all the
atudents have in common.

Other quantified NPs are interpreted similarly as
_.t-tbeoretic (boolean) combinations of individuals . We take the !n!.
tor J).W (that is, the set of possible interpretations of DNPs) to be the
Ht of those sets of properties vhich can be fonned from the individuals
117 the various set-theoretic (boolean) operations (intersection, union, and
~lementation). We prove that, in fact, !!!!>r. set of properties can be 80
fO~d, and so the type for DNP is the full set of sets of properties, as in
Jlolltague Gr81111118.r . We interpret and, or, and not as applied to DNPs by means
otthe boolean combinations of the interpretations of the component DNPs .
rur example, John and Mary is interpreted as the intersection of the indidclual which interprets ~ vith the individual vhich interprets ~·
The interpretation of and, or, and not for DNPs is only a special case
ot a completely general approach:- If C is any category vhose members can
be combined by means of ~. 2!:.• and ~. the type for C vill possess a
klolean 8trueture, and and, or, and not vill be interpreted as the boolean
operations in that type-.-Forexa.mple,-rormulas (FI-f.s) will have as type the
•t ot truth-values (we call them 1(= true) and 0(= false)); boolean combiutiona of these are given by the standard truth-tab~ Other categories
lbic:h allow co!llbinations with and, or, and not {and whose types are therefOre boolean algebras) are Verb"Phrase8 (VPs; Montague's IVa), Transitive
Yerb Phrases (TVPs), AdJective Phrases (APs), etc.
Consider ne::.ct, the category of Verb Phrases (e.g. walks, walks in t he
!!!!,, walks and t&J.ks). Verb Phrases (VPs) combine vith DNPs to fo rm
Formulas (FMs), so it is na·t.ural that the type for VPs consist of funct ions
trm the DNP-type into the FM-type. But a VP cannot be an arbitrary such
tlmction. For example, the function that val.k is interpreted as must be
1111Ch that whenever it assigns true to the property-set that interprets
~and Mary, then it must aliiO'assign ~to the property-sets for ~
llld for !!!!:!z.. Analogous claims hold for 21:. and ~- Thus, a VP is interpreted as a function from one boolean algebra (the DNP-type) to another
(the Ill-type) which preserves the boolean operations. Such tunctions are
talled hommorphisms.
To take the type for VP as exactly the set of homomorphisms is further
lllpported by the following two facts : ( 1) the set of homomorphisms from
the llifi>-type into the FM-type is exactly the same as the set of those
fllllctions from the DNP-type into the F'M-type vhich determine a property,
1D the sense that, gi.ven such a function, there exists a unique property
CDiltuned in the individuals to vhich that function assigns the value
~. end not contained in the individuals to vhieh that function assigns
llle value false; and ( ii) a horaomorphism is completely determined by giving
lta Values on the individuals. This latter tact cor~esponds to the ide a
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that in ordinar;r first-order predicate calculus, the interpretation o~
a p~dicate 1s detemined by giving its values tor each value of the argument-varieble, vhicb ranges onlY over IIII!Jibers of the UD1verse of discourse.
Since VPs can be combined vi th .!!!!.!• ~· and ~ to torm other VPs •
boolean operations should be defined on the VP-type. In tact • there is a
natural set of boolean operations on the VP-type. whose detini tion ve
resent in the paper but omit here for lack of space.
P
'l'he method of defining the VP-type as homo1110rpbiaJDS is a method vbich
neralizes naturallY to the case of any category' vhich is interpreted
means of runctions from the DNP-type into a boolean algebra. For example •
t~sitive verbs syntacticallY combine with IlfPs to form VPs. Hence,
they are naturally interpreted as functions from the DNP-type into the
VP-type . Again, arbitrar,r functions vlll not do . For example, kiss John
and Mary should be interpreted by the same VP tunction vhich interprets
kiss John and kiss Ms.rz; and similarlY tor ~and~· 'l'hus • ve take the
type for transitive verbs to be the set of hoiiiOIIIOrphisms from the DNP-type
into the VP-type.
h
t r
One advantage of taking the. :type for transitive verbs as t e se o
homoiiiOrphisms trom the DNP-type into the VP-t;ype is that this set is in a
natural 1-1 correspondence with the set of two-place relations on the
universe of discourse. The following numerical illustration demonstrates
the extent to vhich this restricts the possible interpretation of a t6ansitive verb. It the universe of discourse has tvo members • there are 1
hoiiiOmorphisms trom the DNP-type into the VP-type • corresponding to the
l6 tvo-place relations definable on the universe of discourse. It ve
bad taken the transitive verb type to be the tull set of runc:tions from
the DNP-type into the VP-type, a given transitive verb vould have
232> 1 billion possible inter:pretations tor a two-member universe of
discourse!
A more general advantage to taking the transitive verb type as a set of
h
rphisms is the strong similarity between the VP-type and t he transitive
v~:~ype which results. Both t;ypes consist of homol!lO:rphisms vith domain
the DNP-type. This pem.its us to treat raising (to subject or object) •
eqci and preposi tioo-s.djunct ion in a uniform V83", since t~e secantics
for these processes can be defined to operate on homomorphisms which have
the DNP-type as domain • without having to fUrther specifY vhether a vP or
a transitive verb is being considered.
A final advantage of the approach ve take is that a conjunction-reduction mechanism is cot needed in the syntBJt. Not only are the se~:~&ntic
ef'tects of conjunction reduction automaticallY represented • but the cases
in which conjunction-reduction should not apply are also correctly intert d For example our system correctly predicts that John sings and
~c:a ·and John sing; and John dances are logically equivalent • but that
li'O'StUdent sings and dances and no student sings and no student dances
are not. In addition {since ve have a passive operator in the system),
Mary vas bugged and kissed is correctly interpreted as logically distinct
~om t-lary vas hugged and }o!ary vas kissed (the former requiring at least
one single individual to have both hugged and kissed ll.ary • the latter
not.)

:e
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ll!BrJ.cal Bv!dence D!st!ngu1s11.1ng S011tt1 current IIIJproaches to syntax

The field of syntax today is charact e rized by the existence of a
•u•ber of different theoretical frameworks and programs of research. For
' ' ' most part, they are based on different se t s of interlocking assumption s,
ad in many cases the domains of data that support th e m are disjoint . As a
:,,ult. comparison is difficult . At the same time, it is necessary to disdDiuish between a theoretical framevork, which claims only that a certain
, of concepts, when properly refined and perhaps augmented by others, will
11
tltiaately turn out to be the right ones for describing and explaining syntactic data, and elements of a theory, which makes specific testable claims.
11918 the flexibility of most theoretical frameworks , finding evidence to
lecide among them is extremely difficult, if not impossible. Where a fr amework · ~oves tovard elements of a substantive theory, h owever, the situation
It is the
1, different, for elements of a theory can be tested empirically .
purpoee of this paper to show tvo things - that certain proposals made in
lifferent frameworks can in fact be compared, and that there exists empiri c al
••idence distinguishing them.
This paper takes as its domain the theories of passivization that
••v• been made in different theoretical frameworks . It pro c eeds in two steps .
"• first juxtaposes two theories of passivization stated in the framework
of relational grammar. The first is the bistratal theory proposed in Perl8utter and Postal (1977), under which the structure of a passive sentence
.. ch as
(1) That book was reviewed by Louise .
i• characterized in terms of ~ linguistic levels or strata, indi c ated in
~~ etratal diagram:
(2)

Ia (2), Louise bears the !-relation (subject) in the first stratum and th e
cho•eur relation in the second, and that book bears the 2-relation (direct
pjeet) in the first stratum and the 1-relation in the second. Under the
ttcond, or monostr a tal, theory of passivization, th e structure of (1) has
oaly one stratum, in which that book is a 1, and Lo uise bears an un i d entified grammatical relation (GR ):
(3)

X

'V'~ • ~w-

';(ou.is~

Arguments are presented for rejecting the monostratal theory of
pattivization illustrated by (3) in favor of the bis tratal theory illustrat e d
lly (2).

First, arguments are presented to show that the structure of passive
clauaes must include a stratum in which the final chomeur is a 1 .
Each of
theee arguments shows the final c homeurs of pas s ive clauses behavin g like ls
Vitb respect to some syntactic phenomenon. These arguments are based on:
l) reflexives in Russian, 2) gerund constructions in Russian, 3) verb a g re e lent in Achenese, 4) agreement in Kapampangan, 5) reflexives in Cebuano,
6) !qui in Cebuano, and 7) prepositional marking in Nitinat .
Second, arguments are presented to show that the structure of
Plsaive clauses must contain a stratum in which the final 1 of a pas s ive is
lOt a 1.
These arguments show that the final ls of passives behave like
Ion-Ia with respect to some syntactic phenomenon. They are based on :
l) non-initial subject raising in Indonesian, 2) word order in Southern Tiwa ,
3) verb agreement in Achenese. 4) reflexives in Cebuano, and 5) Equi in
Cebuano.
Third, an argu~ent based on infinitive and adjective agreement in
certain complement constructions in Portuguese is presented to show that the
ftnal 1 of passives bears grammatical relations in clauses embedded beneath
tha Passive clause - a fact that the monos t ratal theory canno t ac count for.
Fourth, a n argument is given based on the morphology of clauses
involving both 3-2 Advancement and Passive in certain languaae~ ~ ~t is ~~own
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that a monostratal theory of passive~ yields an ad hoc account of the
marker found ln Tzotzil, Indonesian. and certain Bantu 1
Finally, a clasa of arguments based on the !-Advancement !xcl
ness Law [Perlmutter and Postal (to appear)] is briefly mentioned. It
shown that the monostratal theory of passives fails to account for the
compatibility (in a given clause) of passivization and other advaneeae
to 1.
Ute
The second step of the overall argument consists of ahoving tba
certain proposals concerning passivization that have been made in other t
frameworks are equivalent to the monostratal relational theory in relev
respects.
First, it ia shown that Freidin'a (1975) transformational Prop
Bresnan's (1978) realistic transformational grammar proposal. and Staro
(to appear) lexicase proposal. to the extent that they make empirical
at all. are equivalent to the monostratal relational theory and must be
rejected for the same reasons.
Second. it is shown that Langacker and Munro's (1975) and Waaov'
(1977) proposals share some. but not all. features of the monostratal
and it is pointed out which of the arguments against that theory are alae
arguments against these proposals.
Finally, I consider three proposals which are not monostratal,
but under which the equivalents of initial and final grammatical relat
are drawn from different seta of relations. These proposals are those of
Fillmore's (1968) case grammar. Foley and Van Valin's~role and reference
grammar. and Dik's (1978) functional grammar.
It is pointed out which of
the arguments against the ~onostratal theory of passives are also arau•••••a.
against these proposals.
It is concluded that of the various proposals considered, only
bistratal relational theory of paasivization is empirically adequate,
The paper concludes with a summary of the empirical claims of
bistratal relational theory of passivization.
Advance~ent

*( 1977) and Schachter's ( 1977)
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o£ Language and the Second Lan91U!qe Clusroca

Several recent studies have analyzed the ability speakers of all ages have to adjust
~fr speech according to variables of a conmunicative event (Labov, 1975; Shatz &
&el.an. 1975; Newport, Gleitman, Gleitman, 1977). These speech ~difications in·
etude syntactic &phonologic adjustments as well as adjus~nts in functional uses of
language. In particular, discourse analysis has shown that the functional meaning in
context of an utterance may vary with perceived attributes of the listener. A recent
studY of Foreigner Talk (Freed, 1978) has identified 10 functional categories used
by native speakers (NS) in naturally occuring conversation with other Nss and wfth
foreign speakers. Since these NSs have been shown to use language functionally to
direct behavior, provide emotional support, correct, confirm, clarify and report upon
s~h and request and exchange information, it is assumed here as elsewhere (Rivers,
1975; Paulston, 1975) that L2 students need to develop similar competencies. The
NOrk to be reported upon will provide a detailed description of these functional
categories and how they can be applied in the second language classroom.

The writer of a work of imaginative literature constructs
an tnstantial world 1n which the reader must be eontextua1l7
anchored for a ~1 understanding of the text. Deictic
orientation, manifest in the speech acts of the encoder
(persona or character X) - decoder (reader or character T)
axis, helps to establish context. Comic books utilize both
visual and textual material for contextual orientation.
social deixis (exopboric), reinforced b7 lexical cohesion
(endopboric), plar ke7 context establishing roles within the
text of the June 1978 issue of b!U ifrker, lb.!. Spectacu1ar
Spidel'=Man•
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Bruce T. Dotmi.ng, universitg of Hinnesota
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Contr.uts in Vietnamese-Xllgl1sh Bill1ngua.U•

A formal and statistical analysis was conducted of the English speech of two groups
of Vietnamese·English bilinguals. One group consists of (relatively uneducated)
individuals whose English was acquired largely through 1nformal contacts with American
military personnel. The second group studied English in Vtetname~e schools and had
sufficient formal education to be admitted to an American univers1ty. Differences
between the two groups particularly in fluency and syntactic and morphological
structure are describ~d. Essentially, the "naive'' group shows greater fluency and
greater simplification and native language interference. The educated group produces
more hypercorrections and errors not attributable to interference. Among the factors
which may account ,for these differences are the nature of the English modeled for
the learners and the aims of learners in the different speech situations. Particularly
useful in understanding these differences is Krashen's 1977 "Monitor, ModeJ,":
the acquired English of the educated speakers, but not that of the naive group,
is influenced, through an internal monitoring mechanism, by ~he grammatical prescriptions
learned through formal instruction. Implications for assess1ng the instructional
needs of adult second language students are discussed in conclusion.
('l'IIURS Plf:

Douglas A. rlabive, Colorado State vnivers1tg
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a»a.Uty Interference with the "r1ting of Bnqlish

HaryY deaf people whose first language is ASL encounter problems when communi·
eating 1n a system based on the spoken word . Specifically, I find that many deaf
college students have problems writing non·technical prose. Oftentimes, the writing
level is such that a native English speaker has difficulty understanding the baste
~eanfng of what is being expressed.
I fe~l that one of the reasons for the writing level exhibited by these deaf
students 1s due to phenomena not found when a hearing person writes in another hearing person's language. ASL signers communicate in a multichannel system. Unlike in
oral lang~a~es where there is basically a single channel (i.e., vocal), sign lan·
guages ut1l1ze non-manual as well as manual channels. Some ASL signers are not a·
~re that thei~ language is multichanneled •. and as one consequence they tend to
write linguist1c content from what they bel1eve is the primary or sole channel, the
•nual component.
I believe that one way to improve the deaf students' writing ts to dissuade
u.m from thinking in terms of English words equivalence to ASL manual signs and to
persuade them to think in terms of the equivalences in meaning between English dis·
aurse a~d ASL u~terances. This method would ensure that the deaf students include
all the 1nformat1on, ~nual and non-manual, he wishes to express in his writing.
lallert B. Kaplan, univer!litg of Southern Cal1forn1a
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The Recognition o£ Point or view Conflicts in Narrative

Cclltrastive Rhetorics

Theoretical arguments concerning the relationship between empathy and.syntax
advanced by Kuno (1974, 1975) have recently been empirically teste~ by Sc1nto (1976)
and Flahive (1978). Through a series of comprehension and product1on experiments,
they have presented evidence that both adults and children were able to judge
sentences with point of view conflicts as ill-formed and we~e able to complete
short dialogues with statements which reflected a proper.poln~ of view focus.
The purpose of the study whose results are reported 1n th1s paper is to
determine whether children can recognize point of view conflicts and faulty point
of view shifts when such structures are embedded in short narratives. Thirty f
subjects ages 5 through 7 were presented with 10 narratives· 5 without a point o ies
view conflict and 5 with specific types of point of view conflicts. Through a ser
of experimental procedures outlined in this paper, further evidence is p~sented
that point of view is a linguistic phenomenon whose development is relat1vely
ed
complete by the age of 7 and that this pheno~non is related to the onset of advanc •
non·linguistic cognitive functions.
.
i i
Possible implications of this study for the teaching of read1ng and wr t ng
are also briefly discussed.

The study of contrastive rhetorics has yielded some useful results in tenms of
llterlals production, methodology, and testing with respect to the teaching of readfat end writing to non-native speakers of English at the advanced levels. Recent
"hearch has demonstrated that one serious area of problem relates to the ability of
~ learner to discover topic and focus in expository prose; that is, speakers of
o~r languages identify topic and focus either through the mechanisms available in
~ir respective native languages or through sometimes naive methodologies suggested
.., Est teachers (e.g., topic always occurs in the initial sentence). This report
~ists of three parts: a review of the pertinent literature, a report of an ex~lent to determine the extent to whfch non-native speakers do identify topic and
OCUs (and simultaneously the extent to which they fail to do so and--in so far as
IIOSsible--the reasons for that tenure; e.g. , the presu1111tt0l1 that topic does inev:~ly occur in the first sentence of a text), and a set of methodological suggesons for dealing with the problea in the classroo.. The nethodologfcal suggestions
::Olve a re-examination of the teaching of certain clause structures and the rules
elbedding the. froa the point of view that such embeddings are in fact in large
~alternatives for moving infonnatfon fnto and out of focus. The ~ethodological
~stions pertain to those items directed prt~rily at reading, those directed at
ng, and those appropriate to both areas. The report of the experi~~~ental re1111ts Wfll avoid extended statistical analysts.
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Object and Person in a !Brie Text

ll!6*t;J.cs 1n a Model

In current work on subject and object, attention is being focused on
characteristics of direct objects; in two conflicting theories, the object
is assigned relatively low status in animacy/person hierarchies {Comrie),
or else is treated as high in these hierarchies {Thompson-Hopper). The
present paper offers an analysis of a lyric poem in which subject and object
interact crucially with animacy and personhood. It is shown that demotion
from subject to object is an important element of text dynamic, and that
this demotion is correlated with dissociation of the referent from animacy
and personhood. This result tends to confirm Comrie's theory of object.
More generally, it illustrates application to poetic analysis of a syntactic
theory based on grammatical relations.

Cecil Nelson, Univezsitv of Illinois
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of Ltterary Competance

A sophisticated model of a reader's ability to understand literature will need
to include th~ee separate but interrelated systems: an autonomous linguistic systll• a sociol1nguistic system, and a system of literary conventions. A native
sPiaker has internalized t~e first two; a competent reader must also learn the third.
While Jonathan Culler s suggested analogy between linguistic and literary competence is useful (Structuralist Poetics, 1975), our experience has shown that it
ts insufficient to explain fully how a reader understands a literary text . We pro~e a model which allows us to see how the reader uses the various codes he controls. Furthermore, our investigation of the interfaces among the three systems
hiS shown that there is one point at which conflict can occur. The fourteenth centur.Y Middle English allegory Pearl provides an example of what can happen when the
conventions of the different codes cannot simply be added together to form a richer
interpretive.competence. Pearl demands that the reader contend with meanings which
1 re frreconc1lable; the point of the conflict is between some of the meanings derived from the sociolinguistic system and some of those which are derived from the
literary system.

DCJ

Intelliiibilitg in Non-Native varieties of English

This paper explores the c<ncept of the cline of intelligibility introduced
In particular, a stuey is made regarding the hypothesis that
speake rs of South Asian languases impose syllable-timed rhythm en English
(native]¥ stress-timed), to the detriment of intelligibility across varieties.
I nstrumental data are adduced bearing on the nature of the rhythms of Hindi,
I ndian English, and American English. Such data lead the author to take strong
l!!xceptioo, both on formal and empirical grounds, to Bolinger's claims (1976)
regarding the basis of rhythm in English.

by Kachru (1976).
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It is ~~arly beli~ that . there is a direcr and positive correlation
~M!en the ~lnllty to perce~ve rrus~cal pitch arxl linguistic pitch, especially

Bilingual Review III ,1:43-61.
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The Problem of Jlotor Equivalence in Vcwel Production

A survey of the quantitative literature in acoustic phonetics indicat~s that multiple articulatory configurations are capable of producing nearly ident~cal perceptions in vowel identification. This presents a problem for applied l1ngufstics, as
it is difficult to express the mechanisms of articulatory compensation as long as
articulatory configurations are viewed as invariant. This paper suggests that a
qualitative grasp of the quantitative data can be effectively demonstrated through
the application of Thomfan catastrophe theory. Specifically, the mapping of acous~
tic data onto articulatory states can be achieved through a simple cusp catastrophe,
a geometric model which relates a control surface to a behavioral surface in such a
way as to demonstrate empirically observable bimodality in behavior. The paper will
present evidence to show that this model may be applied directly to the teaching of
phonetics .
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the. learru.ng of a tone language, but at least one eXperinental stu:ly examining this phenareron has found no such interrelaticnshi.p ('l1logmartin) . An experi~t was ~ to st~ the relationship between these two perceptual skills
1ll
detcul by ~mg the results of the Seashore Measure of fb;ical
~ents W1th . a perce~on maasure of tones in lbai using two different populati~ of subJ~s: na~~ve speakers of English and native speakers of Olinese.
Desp~te sare mtere~tlJ?9 . correlations between various subtests of the two perceptioo. tasks, no s~gn~f~~t correlatioo between musical and linguistic pitch
perception. was found for 7~ther group. 'l11e results of this eXperirrent will be
di~~ m terns of the~r relevance to psycholinguistic theories of L2 acquiSl.ti~ (e.g. Krashen) as well as to the current interest in hemisphericity
expl~ticns for certain behavioral flD1ctions (e.g. Ornstein). Al.t:OOugh inportan~ differences may e.x.i~t in the neurological processing of pitch between
1111s1c and language, it will be argued that the perception of pitch is essentially a holistic cognitive activity.
1ll

Kachru, B. (1976) M:>dels of English for the third world: white man's linguistic
hurden or language pragmatics? TESOL Quarterly 10,2:221-239.
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